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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on Contract NAS 9-4916 "A Study of Ablation Material

Effects on Antenna Performance". This report summarizes the contract

objectives, details the work accomplished, provides conclusions and recommends

a future course of continued study.

!I PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The first objective of this study programwas to develop specifications
for the electrical and phvsical properties of a series of materials as simu-

lators of the Avcoat 5026-39 thermal protection system on the Apollo

command module as it exists in the various stages of its mission. Of particular

interest was the charred condition of the Avcoat during reentry. The simulators

are required by NASA MSC for facile measurement of the electrical and physical

conditions of the ab]ator on antenna performance for full-,one-third-and one-fifth-

scale vehicle models using standard antenna-range, equipment at ambient tem-

pe ratures.

The second objective was to analyze theroretically the effects which ablative

dielectric coverings have on antenna pattern, gain, efficiency, and reflection

coefficient, and to express these effects in terms of the dielectric constant,

loss tangent, and thickness of the dielectric covering.

The third and over-all objective of the study was to provide a high confidence

level for the accuracy of measurements to be made by the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center with the simulator =. specified in the first objective.
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III. SUMMARY OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED

The program was divided into three major tasks as follows:

1. Determination of Avcoat 5026-39 dielectric properties from 4" K to
2000" K.

2. Development of a computer program to calculate properties of covered-

slot radiation patterns and impedance.

3. Development of materials simulating the electrical conditions of Avcoat
5026-39 from4 ° K to 2000 ° K and verification thereof with the use of slot,

monopole and scimitar antennas of various scales.

In pursuit of these above tasks, the following work increments were accom-

plished:

1. A literature search was made that included DOD-and NASA-computer-

ized searches for material relevant to complex permittivity measurement

procedures, artificial d:electric (simulators) fabrication, performance

parameter calculation of dielectric-sheathed antennas with emphasis on

monopoles and slots, and literature dealing with scaling laws. The useful

literature ordered and received was copied and retransmitted to NASA

Houston as contractually required.

2. Avcoat 5026-39 dielectric-property screening tests and studies were

made first, to determine if any differences existed between 5026-39M and
5026-39HCG; second, to determir the effect of moisture on dielectric-

property stability; and third, to determine the effect of 5026-39 density

and density tolerance being supplied in manufacture on dielectric proper-
ties.

Cryogenic complex permittivity test procedures were developed, appropri-

ate equipment was fabricated, and virgin Avcoat 5026-39M dielectric

properties were measured at 4 ° K for frequencies of 300, 450, 2200, and
5800 Mc.

Mid temperature range test procedures were developed and virgin and

oven-charred 5026-39M properties were measured ot 298 ° K ana t53 ° K

for frequencies of 300, 450, 1000, 2200, and 5800 Mc.

High-temperature range dielectric property test procedures were developed

and the properties of 5026-39 were measured at 2-000 ° K for frequencies of

250, 1000, and 3000 Mc. The measurement procedures were subsequently

found to be inadequate because of the extremely high loss tangent of 5026-39

-3-
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charred under intense he_ting. Subsequent cold-char measurements in-
dicated that char measurements hot or cold would be limited to measure-

ments of conductivity.

3. Formulations and a computer program were developed to calculate the

radiation patterns and impedance of a lossy dielectric-covered open-ended

waveguide. Impedance and pattern calculations were verified experimen-

tally.

4. Simulators for virgin and charred Avcoat 5026-39 were successfully

developed. Fidelity of the simulators was verifi_ experimentally on open-

ended waveguide, monopole and scimitar antennas of various scales by

direct comparison of radiation patterns, gain and impedance alternately
covered with simulator and heat shield.

1967005574-017



IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. It was possible to solve the problems as associated with the measurement of

the complex permittivity of Avcoat 5026-39 from4 ° K to 450 ° K and measure-

ments were made accordingly.

2. Techniques more sophisticated than those developed for this program are

required to measure 5026-39 electrical properties after the onset of pyrolysis.

Heat rate, time, shear forces, local gas constituents and pressure effect the

5026-39 electrical properties and need to be controlled and related to pertinent

reentry conditions. As an alternative to determining the 5026-39 complex

permittivity, it is probably more advisable to measure directly the effect of

hot heat shield on antenna performance during pyrolysis and then develop a

simulator empirically. The simulator could then cover a large vehicle as

appropriate for antenna measurements.

3. The problem of calculatin_ th_ impedance and radiation pattern of a dielec-

tric-coveredwaveguide was resolved. It is suggested that this study be extended

to eonsider stratified covers as a more realistic reentry antenna condition.

4. Flexible, easy to use, reasonably low-cost simulators for full-scale and

part-scale models were designed to simulate conditions of 5026-39 prior to
ablation. No additional work is recommended in this area.

5. Simulators were developed for charred Avcoat 5026-39. Although the char

was not related to any specific reentry condition, the simulator fabrication

technique could be used or extended to any moderate or severe char condition.

6. Scaling of antennas, together with the use of heat-sheald simulators, is a

valid and useful way of measuring antenna parameters. The validity of scaling

is decreased, however, in lower power regions of radiation patterns unless

all elements in the test set, including those that radiate spuriously, are scaled.

Spurious elements are, typically, the feed structure, the antenna boom and
miscellaneous cable s.

Specific recommendations derived from the above are:

Pursue the high-temperature measurement of 5026-2;9 electrical properties

or, preferably, measure effects of ablating 5026-39 directly on antennas;

then, develop simulators empirically.

5/6
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V. DETAILED REPORT OF PROGRESS

A. LITERATURE SEARCH

1. Theoretical Program Literature Search

The theoretical program literature search was conducted for articles and

documents pertaining to a dielectric coated monopole over a finite lossy
ground plane and for a dielectric covered slot. The f611owing abstract:_
and indexes were examined in search for the subject described:

STAR INDEX 1963 - Present

TAB INDEX 1963 - Present

International Aerospace Abstracts i962 - Present E

Journal of Applied Physics 1943 - Present

I.E.E.E. Proceedings 1912 - Present

PGAP 1953 - Present

Physics Abstracts 1956 - Present

A computerized literature search was perforr_.ed by DDC and NASA. The
DDC searc,L listed several hundred articles of which only one reference was
considered useful and there were only two useful articles from NASA's Z50
citations. These articles are listed in appendix A.

2. Dielectric Measurements Literature Search

The initial literature search activity was concentrated on material pertaining

to the measurement of dielectric properties and the manufacturing and con-
trol of the physical characteristics of Avcoat 502-6-39 HCG. NASA and the
Defense Documentation Center made literature searches on the former

subject. The computer se-_rch submitted by the Departmf.,t of Defense
listed 26 abstract, _ oi which 9 appeared applicable to the program. 7"he
NASA search included 49 citations of which 16 were applicable to the pro-

gram. These reports were then orderedth-ough the Avco Library.

Reprints of all the articles and some of the reports were submitted t,, NASA
Houston. The more lengthy reports are listed in the bibliography and may
be obtained readily. (See appendix A for the bibliography. ) •

-7-
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B. AVCOAT 50Z6-39 DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS %

Before any dielectric measurements wei-e performed on the Arc,at 5026-39M

and -39 HCG materials, a search was made to determine the e_.ent of previous

dielectric measurements made on these materials. In conjunctLon with this. a

study was performed on 5026-39 physical properties such as density and moisture

content to test their respective effects upon dielectric constant and loss tangent.

1. Pre-Contract 50Z6-39 Dielectric Measurements

The records of the Avco Advar,.ced Electronics Department laboratories
were examined in detail for me,_surements of dielectric constants of Avcoat

50Z6-ZZ andAvcoat 5026-39. Measu,'ements made by this department in

196Z and 1963 giving values for the insertion loss, dielectric constant, and

loss tangent are tabulated in Table 1. The majority of the measurements

were made with the -2Z material in various orientations and show only
transmission losses. Three measurements, however, were made on the

-39 material, and it is believed that the samples were of molded variety

now designated -39M.
f

Z. Study of Physical Properties

An investigation of the physical characteristics of Avcoat 5026-39 HCG

was made to determine what problems, if any, would be encountered in 4

making measurements of the dielectric constant and loss tangent with the

equipment and techniques available. Machinability of the uncharted ma-

terial to the tolerances required for the Rhode Schwarz dielectrometer

was confirmed experimentally.

Two factors which can cause variation of the dielectric properties of a ma-

terial are moisture content and density. Both were investigated for Avcoat

5026 39HCG and found to be sufficientIywell controlled in the manufacturing

process to limit the variation in dielectric properties to a few percent.

a. Density Measurements and Water Absorption Tests

A density check was made on the -39 HCG and -39 M bulk samples re-

ceived from the Apollo manufacturing area. The density was checked

by measuring a machined piece from the bulk sample and weighing it

on a balance to 0.0001 gin. The water absorption test was made by

measuring the weight of the sample before and after 2 hours heating at
150 ° F. The results of these measurements are shown below

. Material Density I _r.a!er Absorption (%

-39HC-G ..... A 0- 51-7 | 1.249 --39M .... B .... 0. 53Z [ 1. 458 .....

-8-
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TABLEI

ELECTRICALPROPERTIESOF AVCOAT 5026

Freouency Descriptio:t of Test Sample Temp. _ "/_o Tan c5 Loss
(kmc) I (o F) (db)

I
5026-22: Dataof 9/21/62

9.8 Post-char -- char ro transmitter Room 21

9.8 Post-char -- Smooth side to trans- Room 23.7
mitre r

9.8 Post-char -- char to transmitter 329 1 28

I
9.8 Post-char -- smooth side to trans- 329 23

mitrer

9.8 Pre-char -- differentthickness Room 2._I to 0.55to
2.64 0.90 to

5.5 iPost-char -- char to transmitter 350 32

5. 5 Post-char -- smooth side to 350 32

_transmitter
i

5.5 !Pre-char Room 2.5 0.6

5. 5 Post-char different orientations 350 28-34. 5

5026-39: Data of 1/7/63 I

5.7 Uncharred, *slotted line method Room 1.86 0. 024
I.96 0.021

5.7 Uncharred, interferometer method 1.83

,:cAll measurements were made with interferometer, except where noted.

-9-
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Tbe densities of the -39 HCG and -39 M materials were within specifi-

cation. The figures for water absorption agree with those previously

given by the Apollo manufacturing personnel.

Water absorption does not present any problem in air-conditioned

laboratories. If the moisture were driven completely from the sample

the maximum change in dielectric constant _ould be 4 percent, assuming

ad_electr[c constant of 81 for water. The composite dielectric constants
for mixtures is described in the next section.

b. Density Variation and Its Effect on Dielectric Constant

The manufacturing density specification of Avcoat 5026-39 HCG allows

the density to vary± 7 percent. The major cause of this density

variation is due to the gunning technique used to fill the honeycomb.

To examine the effect of the density variation upon the dielectric

constant, the material must be considered as a mixture of two materials-°
Avcoat 5026-39 and air. The total dielectric constant is a function of

the relative volume of the -39 material and air and their respective
dielectric constants.

The problem was analyzed in the following manner. Two generalized

expressions were derived for the equivalent dielectric constant. The
dielectric constant for air and -39 material were substituted into the ¢
derived expressions along with ,heir representative volumes to de-

termine the effect of density variation.

Expressions for the equivalent dielectric constant were derived by

considering the electrostatic field across acapacitor. Consider a

parallel plate capacitor composed of parallel layers of the dielectrics

with permittivities _1 and _2 (see Figure lal. The layers of the two
dielectrics may be lumped together as shown in Figure lb. Assume

that there is a surface charge density of _ a on the lower plate and

-oon the upper plate. Then from Gauss's Law:

Ex = cr/e2 for O<X <t

Ex = o,/_I for t <X <s

where E = field strength

0v dv

Ex = c)'-x_ dx

t

-I0-
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Figure 1 CAPACITOR WITH DIELECTRIC LAYERS PARALLEL TO PLATES
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!

O" r (7 t S--t

V =- Exdx =- _ dx- -- dx =- u
_2 q

|

Q -oS
c - - (1)

S--t

S
C =

(t/¢ 2) + (s-t/¢ 1)

This is the equivalent capacitance for two dielectrics parallel with the

plates. The capacitance for a single dielectric capacitor is:

K%S
C =

s (z)

Rewriting Equation (1) : [

_oS [C :

) 3,+ S
S K1

Conaparing Equation (3) with Equ&tion (2) it can be seen that the

equivalent dielectric constant for the combination of two dielectrics

with lamellae parallel to the plates is:

1

Keq" =

_" + (4)

Let t = d, s-t = dz , and rearranging Equation (4) [

(d1 + d2) K1 K2

Keq" = dlK2 + d2 K1 (5)

Another possible alignment for the lamellae is shown in Figures 2a
and Zb.

i
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Fieure 2 CAPACITOR WITH DIELECTRIC LAYERS PERPENDICULAR TO PLATES
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The equivalent capacitance for this case is:

d 1 d2
K1 eo S K2 e° S

d 1 + d2 d 1 + d 2
C = +

S S

K1 dl + K2d2_ 'oS (6)

C = Jd1 + d2 S

The equivalent dielectric constant for this case is:

K1 d1 + K2 d2

Keq" =
dl+ d2 (7)

Equations (4) and (6) allow for the calculation of the effective dielectric

constant for two different lamellae orientations. These two equations

are in agreement with those given by Reynolds and Hough, land the

Encyclopedia of Physics.2 There are many other orientations and J

particle shapes that tnaybe assumed; however, the two lamellae

formulas previously derived are the extreme cases. All other
formulas for the mixture of dielectrics lie within these two limits.

A general empirical formula derived by Lichtenecker and Rothen 3 that
lies within the two extremes is:

Kkeq. = V1 K1k + V2K? (8)

where V1 + V2 = total volume which becomes (7) when k = 1 and (5)

when k = -1. When k is small compared with unity, the approximation

k = 1 + k log k can be used for this case and we have:

log Keq" = V1 log K1 + V2 log K2 . (9)

I Reynolds, J. A., and J. M Hough, Formulas for Dielectric Constants and Mixtures, Proceedings of the Physical Society,
London (July-December 1957)pp. 769-775.

• Fncyclopedia of Physics Edited by S. Flugge, XVI Electric Fields and Waves; Berlin (1958) pp. 706-710.

I.icktenecker, K., and K. Rothen, Phys. Z, 322, p. 255 (1931).
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This formula has been used extensively with very satisfactory results.

C "

The average dielectric constant for the Avcoat 5026-39 HCG _ _ I. _z)
obtained from measured data given in this report was substituted into

equations (4) and (6) and (9) along with the extreme changes in density.

In equations (4), (6), and (9) the values of 4 I, d 2, VI , and V2 are pro-
portional to the density. For the ±7 percent density change of the

Avcoat 5026-39 HCG, the equivalent dielectric constant varied + 5. 5,

±3.3, and±4. 1 percent for equations (4), (6), and (9), respectively.

The ± 5. 5 percent dielectric constant variation was calculated from the

equation representing the greatest variation using the worst density
variation. Amore realistic approach to the problem is to use Lichten-

ecker's equation 4 because it is representative of a random orientation.

Since 95 percent of the material manufactured is within • 5 percent den-

sity change, the average dielectric constant variation willbe 2. 7 per

cent using Lichtenecker's formula. From this analysis, it can be seen

that the 5026-39 HCG density variations on the actual Apollo vehicle

will cause a 2. 7 percent variation in the dielectric constant over 95

percent of the vehicle.

Since it is highly unlikely that we will receive a sample with +7 percent

or -7 percent density deviation, we willnot be able to measure the die-

lectric constant at these extreme ends of the density spectrum; how-

ever, it will be possible to calculate the dielectric constant at the ex-

treme ends by using Lichtenecker's formula.

3. Mid Temperature Range Measurements

a. Introduction

The intent of the mid-temperature range measurement was to determine

dielectric constant and loss tangent of Avcoat 5026-39M and Avcoat

50Z6-39 HCG Apollo heat shield materials at Z0 and 180 ° C over a fre-

quency range 300- 5800 me. In addition to the above, measurements

of charred samples were to be made at Z0 ° C. Since the honeycomb is

asymmetrical, the first step in measuring the dielectric constant and

loss tangent was to determine if any resonance or orientation effect

existed. Once this problem was resolved, the dielectric measurements

were made using aRhode and Schwarz dielectrorneter.

4 Shaw, T. M., and J. J. Windle, Microwave Techniques for the Measurement of the Dielectric Constant of Fibers anJ
Films of Itigh Polymer, J. Appl. Phys., 21, pp. 9$6-961 (October 1950).
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b. Investigation of Resonance Effects

Because of the periodic honeycomb structure of the -39 ItCG material,

an investigation into possible resonance effects was conducted. Since

the hexagonal honeycomb has a 3/8-inch dimension across the flats and

the waveguide quarter wavelength, assumin_ a dielectric constant of

2.0, is approximately Z7/64-inch at 5800 Me, a quarter wave resonance

effect might result in an apparent change in the value of complex uer-

mittivity at particular frequencies. To avoid laborious and tedious

measurements inherent in point by point methods, a swe_t frequency

test setup was devised. The sweep setup shown in Figure 3 was used

over the frequency range irom 5600 to 5850 Mc to determine any reso-
nant effects. No resonance effects were noted.

c. Investigation of Orientation Effects

Dielectric constant and loss tangent measurements were made at C-band

(f = 5. 7 gc) in a waveguide setup at room temperature. Samples were

machined so that six different orientations of the honeycomb could be

measured in the waveguide. These orientations and their designation •
numbers are shown in figures 4 and 5. The results of the measure-
ments are as follows:

Sample Los s 0

I. D. No. Material e'/'o Tangent Orientation

A - la -39 HCG 1.82 0. 020 1

A- lb -39 HCG 1.80 0. 021 1

A - 2 -39 HCG I.87 0. 020 2

A - 3 -39 HCG I.89 0. 020 3

A - 4 -39 HCG I.78 0.0Zl 4

A - 5 -39 HCG I.77 0. 020 5

A- 6 -39HCG 1.8Z 0.020 6

A - 7 -39 M I.83 0. 020 Homogeneous

The effect that the sample orientation had on the dielectric constant

and loss tangent was insignificant. Since the dielectric properties
were not sensitive to sample orientation at C-band, the S-band

orientation sensitivity measurements were not pursued. The

-16-
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Z

SAMPLE NO.
DATE
ORIENTATIONNO.I

DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION
OF EM WAVE

MATERIAL FREQUENCY
SAMPLE AND DATE
ORIENTATION NO.2

II!!!L.J', "

MATERIAL FREQUENCY

SAMPLE AND DATE
ORIENTATION NO.3

!!1[11 i
Figure 4 HONEYCOMB ORIENTATIONS
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FREQUENCY
SAMPLE NO.
DATE

_---4

FREQUENCY

I SAMPLE NO.

DATE
ORIENTATION NO.5

TI
_ MATERIAL

j FREQUENCY

SAMPLE NO.
DATE
ORIENTATION NO.6

85-6929

Figure 5 HONEYCOMB ORIENTATIONS
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aluminum oxide coating on the honeycomb walls did not have a significant
effect upon the dielectric constant and loss tangent. This was observed
by comparing the -39 M with the -39 HCG measurements.

d. Measurements and Results

The mid-temperature range complex dielectric constant test procedures
are given in Appendix B. All the mid-temperature measurements were
made using the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer as described in the

test procedures. The samples used in the dielectrometer were machined
to a tolerance of ± 0. 001 inch. The results of the 25 ° C measurements

(plotted in Figures 6 and 7a) are as follows:

Loss

Frequency Material ¢'/o Tangent
(Me)

300 -39 HCG 2.66 0. 073

300 -39 M 2. 50 0. 082

450 -39 HCG 2.39 0. 091

4"50 -39 M 2. 24 0. 0_6

1000 -39 HCG 2.05 0. 050

1000 -39 M 1. 96 0. 047

1200 -39 HCG 1. 85 0. 020

2200 -39 M 1.85 0. 022

5800 -39 HCG 1.95 0. 027

5800 -39 M 1. 91 0. 024

The charred samples for the Z5 ° C measurements could not be _achined

prior to charring because of a Z0 percent dimens;onal shrinkage during
charring. Oversized virginsamples ofAvcoat 5026-39 HCGwere charred

for 15 hours at 1000° F in an inertatmosphere. The resultingcharred
samples were soft -:,ndporous and presented some difficultyin machin-

ing. However, the material was satisfactorilymachined and the samples
were measured. The results of the meaurements are given below

-Z0-
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Charred Avcoat 5026-39 HCG Heated for 15 hours at iC00° F

I
Freqaency ¢'/% Loss Tangent

(kMc)

5.8 1.69 0.031

2.2 I.71 0.040

i.0 I.78 0.065

0.45 I.98 0.146

0.30 I.66 0.0847

0.30 I.7Z 0.0734

It was somewhat astounding to find that the dielectric values had not

changed substantially from the uncharted case. The appearance of
the charred samples was that of a fiberglass matrix with the glass
fibers covered with carbon.

Further measurements will show that the char layer becomes very

lossy when heated to higher temperatures. This will be discussed in

the high temperature measurements section of this report.

Samples of *he virgin Avcoat _=026-39 HCG were measured at 180 ° C in
the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer using a temperature-controlled

sample holder. One of the major problems encountered in measuring

the samples at 180 ° C was that the heat caused further curing of the
sample and the dielectric properties changed during the measurement.
This problem was resolved by fully curing the sample at 180 ° C. Once

the sample was cured, final measurements were made (see figures 7b
and 8 and the tabulation ' _low)

Frequency _'/% Loss Tangent
(kMc)

5.8 I.836 0.053Z

2.Z I.797 0.0344

I.0 i.880 0.0589

0.45 2.044 0.0566

O. 30 2. 048 O. 0517
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4. Cryogenic Temperature Range Measurements

a. Introduction

The intent of cryogenic temperature range measurement was to de-

termine the dielectric constant and loss tangent of Avcoat 5026-39

HCG heat shield material at 4 ° K over a frequency range from 300 to

5800 Mc. This required the design and development of a sampte

holder that could be immersed ,n liquid helium. The sample holder

was designed so that it would adapt to the Rohde and Schwarz equipment.

b. Cryogenic Sample Holder

A diagram of the sample holder is shown in figure 9. The sample

holder was designed so that itwould adapt to a helium dewar (figure I0)
and the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer. The _vallsof the inner

and outer conductor of the coaxial line were made of 0. 020-inch stain-

less steel *- minimize thermal conductivity. An indium washer was

used as a -e .Ito prevent leakage of the liquid helium into the sample

holder. The hollow portion of the inner conductor allowed the liquid

helium to cool the sample from the inside. A small hole in the inner

conductor above the level of the liquid helium allowed a flow of gase3us

helium through the empty portion of the sample holder. This gaseous

flow purged the air from the sample holder, flushing itout through the

top of the sample holder. A device to measure the liquid helium level

was inse:'ted through the brass cover plate. The performance of the

cryogenic sample holder was checked at room temperature by measur-

ing the dielectric constant and loss tangent of a sample using, in turn,

the Rohde and Schwarz holder and the cryogenic sample holder and com-

paring the results. The test showed that the sample holder performed

satisfactorily.

c. Measurements and Results

The cryogenic measurements were made by the method described in

the cryogenic temperature range complex dielectric constant test pro-

cedures for Avcoat 5026-39 (appendix C).

Losses added to the Rohde and Schwarz setup by the addition of cables

and connectors to the cryogenic sample holder did not allow measure-

ment of loss tangents less than 0.005. Itwas determined from the data

that the loss tangents were less than 0. 005 for all four frequencies.

Line losses did not affect the real part of the dielectric constant measure-

ments. The reduced results are listed below and graphed :n figure II.

Relative

Frequency Dielectric Constant

(kMc) _' / _o

0.30 I.810

0.45 I.817

Z. 20 I.81Z

5.80 I.84
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Note that the dielectric constants are lower than they were at room
temperature and are less frequency dependent.

5. High Temperature Range Measurements

a. Introduction

The intentof the high-temperature range measurement was to determine
the electrical properties of the Avcoat 5026-39M heat shield material at

2000 ° K in a frequency range from 250 to 5800 Me. The measurements

were to be made by the cavity perturbation method. It was discovered
that the conductivity of the char layer was so high as to make measure-

ment by this nethod impossible. Conductivity measurements had to be
taken to determine the electrical properties of the samples.

b. _Ligh-Tempe rature Oven

The high-temperature oven had thirty-two 18-inch GE quartz heater
lamps capable of producing 160 kw total output. The lamps were

stationed in blocks of eight around the periphery of an octogonal wall
of polished aluminum (see figure lZ). Highly reflective walls directed
radiation upon the sample, allowing it to reach a temperature of 2000 °

K. The oven was purged with nitrogen during heating to prevent oxida-
tion of the sample.

The samples were hung from a pz'ir of spring-loaded pincers located

at the top of the oven (see figure lZ and lZa). The test set-ups shown
in figure 13 with the oven mounted on top of the cavities. The sample
was heated to the desired temperature and then released so it passed
through the hole at the bottom of the oven and into the cavities below.

The internaltemperature of the sample was not measured directlywith

each test due to complications that arise in removing the thermocouple
from the center of the sample before itis dropped through the cavity.
The sample temperature was measured indirectlyby relatingthe sample
temperature to a thermocouple located outside the sample. This was

done by placing a thermocouple outside the sample along with one inside

the sample and measuring the rise times of both thermocouples until
they reached an equilibrium at Z000 ° K. Using these two curves the
thermocouple outside the sample was used to monitor the sample tem-
perature.
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Figure 13 HIGH-TEMPERATURE TEST EQI,',:_MENT
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c. Measurements and Results

The initial measurements were made according t_) the high-temperature

range complex dielectric constant test procedures given in appe._,dix D.

When it was discovered that the samples were highly conductive, con-

ductivity measurements were made on the material to determine the

skin depth of the samples. The skin depth was so small that it was

impractical to make the radius of the _ample equa! to the skin depth ,s

required for cavity measurements (seeLimitat'ons of l_leasuring Range

in test procedures). Therefore, the cavity perturbation method had to
be abandoned.

Previous measurements on the samples precharred at 1000' l:l(,d us

to believe that the skin d-'pthwould not present any probulm, l[owever,

the high impulse heating of the samples at 2000 ° K caused them to tnke

on high values of _"/_"

Conductivity measurements were subsequently taken ;_troom te_._perature

with an impedance bridge to determine the skln d(,ptl:and ,","

The results of these measurements are given beloxu.

Avcoat 5026-39M Precharred at I000 ° F and Then

Reheated for 45 Seconds at 2000" K

Frequency Skin Depth Loss Tangent

(Ivlc) (cm)

300 0. 130 2. 98 x 104

1000 0. 071 8. ')5 x 103

3000 0.041 2. '>8 x 10 ?J

.... :,.

Virgin Avcoat 5026-39M Heated for 45 Seconds .t ,'000 ° K

Frequency Skin Depth [._,ss Tangent _*

(Me) (era)

300 0. 121 3.43 x i04

1000 0.048 1.0_ x 10 "_

3000 O. 03B _.43 .x I0 _'

-33-
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The minimum dc conductivity of the samples measured was 4. 96 x

10 3 mho/meter. Comparing this conductivity with the conductivities

of m_tals (a = 1.0 x l0 "7 to 10 x l0 7 mho/meter} and dielectrics (_,= 1

x l0 "8 to 1 x 10-17) mho/meter), it can be seen that the samples will

have electrical properties more like those of n_etals than dielectrics.

Keeping this in mind let us examine the flux density D in the dielectric:

O

whe re

to = permittivity of a vacuum

= field in dielectric

= polarization

Rewriting equation (10):

also

and it follows that

(lZ)
= EO 4

E

whe re

: permittivity of dielectric.

In a conductor P is negligibly small enough such that we can write

e = O(reference 5), and

substituting into equation (12), we obtain the dielectric constant of a
conductor:

conductor = eo

King, R K., Fund ',mental Electromagnetic Theory, Dover Pubhcations, Inc., New York N. Y. (19_3), p. 148.
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The relative dielectric constant then becomes I.

Since the conductivity of the samples is approaching that of the metals,

their relative dielectric constants may be assumed to be a value of 1.

With this information, the atgenuation may be calculated. The equationfor attenuation is as follows:

a = 8.686a = 1.287 x 10-9 f K" 1 , (K"/K ,)2_ 1 db cm (13)

where

K" _ _'/%

K "" = _ "/%

Since

K p,

-- >> 1
K"

a = 1.287 x 10-9 f(K") 1/2 db/cm (14)

The attenuation for material and frequencies gi,,en previously in this

section is then computed as follows:

Avcoat 5026-39M Pre-

charred to 1000 ° F and Virgin Avcoat5026-39M
Heated for 45 Seconds Heated for 45 Seconds

Frequency at 2000 ° K at 2000 ° K

(Mc) Attenuation (db/cm) Attenuation (db/cm)

300 67 71

1000 122 130

2200 180 193

3000 21_ /'-26

6Westphal, W. B., and B. B. East, Dielectric Parameters and Equivalent Circuits, Tech. Report 180, Laboratory for Insula-
tion Research, M.I.T. AD-601-522,p. 42.
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Several comments should be made about these attenuation figures.

These values of attenuation are based upon plane electromagnetic wave

theory for a wave traveling in a homogenous isotropic medium. Attenu-
ation measurements made with antennas covered with charred Avcoat

5026-39M have been made and will be discussed in detail in a latter

portion of this report. However, it will not be possible to relate
these measurements to the calculated values. The antenna attenua-

tion measurements are dependent not only upon propagation through

the char layer but upon reflection, antenna Q, distance of char layer

from the antenna aperture, and other paramet rs.

Antenna attenuation measurements were made using a 3/8-inch-thick

heat shield with a thin char layer visually 0. 065 inch thick over an

open-ended waveguide antenna, Radiation patterns of the E plane with

and _'ithout a charred heat-shield cover were integrated to obtain an
average attenuation. The attenuations were 19.4db for 300 Mc and

11.6 db at 2200 Mc for respective conductive char thicknesses of 0. 039
inch and 0. 028 inch.

The attenuation measured at 300 Mc was greater than that measured •

at 2200 MC which is contrary to the calculated plain-wave attenua-

tions. Higher attenuations were experienced than at 2200 Mc be-
cause the conductive char is iarlmersed in the near fields of the 300

Mc antenna and the effect on the' antenna is more profound.

Although the calculated and measured attenuations cannot be com-

pared, they both reflect the fact that the attenuation through the char

layer is very high.

C. THEORETICAL STUDY

We have studied the problem of a rectangular waveguide opening into an infinite

conducting plane which is covered by a dielectric layer. We have formulated

the problem in a fashion similar to the integral equation technique discussed
in Marcuvitz (Waveguide Handbook, 1951). The solutions are then used to

obtain the aperture admittance and its radiation pattern. The variational

technique for the admittance is discussed but is not used :n this analysis.
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1. Formulation

.'rx -iYl0Ze-iWt propagating down aConsider a TEl0 mode denoted by B cos -d- e

rectangular wave guide. The total HZ field including the reflected wave
can then be written (neglecting a factor e-iwt ) as:

_ +_0z_ (_) <_) _,.Hz = Bcos -- e + hkl cos cos •
a

k,l

_,_ _o_(_)_ I_)_
(1)

k° = _/C

/ / _.-DIELECTRIC J

Ko t (0 tK-I y b

/ //_-----I o Z FRONT VIEW
//

SIDE VIEW

Also, it is possible that a component of EZ will be generated in the

reflected wave, even though none is present in the transmitted wave.
Thus we write:

(_) (_) __.,zEz = Bk l sin sin •

k,t (Z)

The other components of the field are related to HZ and EZ by (for e-i yz)
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- 1 [ a Ez OHz ] h.

Hx = Lito' + iy Jk2 _ y2 Oy Ox

-"I o .zo,l= i to_ iy (3)
"Y k_-_y2 _ _y

+1 I_ OEz 0Hz]
Ex - iy _ + it.o#

k 2 - )/2 Ox WJ

Ey = _ +iy + ik2 y2 _ o # "-'_x J

+iyz
For e we replace y by -y in the above equations. Substituting

equations (1) and (2) into equation (3) yields for the fields inside the

wave guide: '_

Hx(0) = si. k-- _-1 e
ko2 - YlO2

__ sin k---_--/cos io%+

L__
k,l ko2- Yk12

--iYklAkl (l_na) (4)

sin (-_) c°s (_) :iYklZ I ('_) ( ) t_kn 'Hy(0) = ) " +itO%bkl + iYkl AklL..a
k,l ko2-Ykl2 (5)

(__Y _ - l Yk l Z ,_
sin cos e k n

Ex(0) ) _ -i Bkl - itO#o Akl

k, l ko2 - Yk 12
(6)
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_i_'_°B (_.) (-_-) +iyl0zEy(0) = sin e
ko2 - yl02

k,t (7)

Now for the fields inside the slab we may write:

= d_ d_Te -i(_x + _TY) K(_,_7)e + L(_,_7)e

Ez(1) = d_: dr/• (_:,r/) • + R (_, 77) e (9)

h12 = k12 _ _e2 _ t?2 kl = (o V_
¢

So that using equation (3) we may write:

__ foo +i(_x + r/y) +ihl z

¢

Hx(1) = d_:dr/ • leor/M - h I _ K}
k12 - h12

ff_ ( +i(_:x + r/y) -ih lz

d_edT/ e
+ e lecoQR + h 1 _: L} (1C)J k12 - h12

_O,0

f_ f__ +i(_ + 7/y) +ihl z

Hy(1) d_d_ •= • [-,oe_M - _ hI K]
k12 - h12

IK

e [-co_:R + r/ h1 L] (11)
+

k12 - hl 2
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oO

Ex(1) = d_'dT/ e e [-(h 1 M - oJ/_c, 7/K]
k12 2- h1

f_ f_ +i(_x + _y)

d _:d_/ e -ihlZ
+ - e [_:h 1 R -oj/_ o q L]

k12 - h12 (12)

= e [- _hlM + W/_o_K]

+ • I _/hlR + ,,#_o_CL] (13)

.... k2-h 2

Next we must write the fields outside the slab:

(2) + ih 2 z (14)H Z = d_:dT/e +i(_:x+T/y) T(_:,77) •

moo mao

oo

(2) P /EZ = / d_d_e +i(¢x+_) S(¢,_/)e + ih2z (15)

2
h2 = k2o _ _:2_ 7?2

so that the tangential components become:

H(2) = / / d_d_/ e+i(_x_.T/y) e+ih2 z
__ __ k2°- h2 [oJ%r/S- _=h2T] (16)
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oo oo

Hy ....... e e _ i(_x +7/y)

"[-o%_S(_,_/) - T/h2T(_.z/) ] (17)

E x(2) / / d"_d_ +ih2ze_i(_x+_Y)-- k 2 . h 2 e

[- _'h2S(_',r/)- r/¢_,#oT (_',7/)] (18)

oo _o

/ _ih2z
(2) d_:dr/ e+ i(_:x+_y) e

Ey = k2 -h 2

o[- h27 / S (_,7/) + oj/_o_T(_,q)] (19)

Next we need to match boundRry conditions at z _ l . We obtain:
O

a. From the continuity of Ex:

e _ ih i/o(_ _h 1M - Oq_oVK) + e-ihl l° (_h 1R - Oqlo_L)

ih.)l
= • * (- _h2S- _o r) (20)

b. From the continuity of Ey:

+ ihllo( -ihl/oe - T/hIM+ _O/lo_:K)+e (T/hi R + Oa#o_L )

+ih21 o
= • (- h217S + eO/Lo_T) (21)

c. From the contin', ity of Hx:

+

ihll°[_/R + Ch I L]• ihll°[(_gM-hl_:K] + •

= e+ih21°[OJ_or/S- Ch2T] and (22)
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d. From the continuity of Hy:

+ih llo '
e [-_a,¢M- _hiK] +e-'hl/° [-_,_R+_/hlLI

ih 2 1o
= • [_ _(,,(oS_ ,/h2T] (23)

Solving for M, K , S, and T in terms of R and L in equations (20)

through (23) yields:

K = _L L from HZ

.%4= UR R from EZ
(z4)

S = g'R S trom EZ

A

T = _'L T from HZ

where

2hl _r -i (h 1 h2)/o U e ,

W = \hl- ,rh2/e hi _rh2 --

-i(hl+h2) loC 2hl / -i2hllo l 2hi ) e'

We may note from equation (24) that there is no coupling between

the EZ and HT, modes at the outer edge of the dielect,"ic slab.

Uaing equation (24) to substitute fo_' M and K in terms of R and L

in equations (I0) through (13) we may write for the boundary con-
ditions at Z = 0.

O,
kT
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e. From the continuity of Hx:

C_ O@

k,l

O<x<a

0 <_y _ b

f. From the continuity of Hy:

= sin cos--_- • +i_J.o(-_- ) Yk| +iYkl(-_--)Zkl _
k,

O<x<a

O< y < b

g. From the continuity of Ex:

//_d_e_l(¢'+_Y)[_hlR(l_U)_(j,to_L(],O) , .--

-'(.,,'E .,.(?)0o.(_)1_i,,,(i),=-,,,,o(_),.,,1
k,t (z7)
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h. From the continuity of Ey:

_2 +)72 [)ThlR(l - U) + oJ_L (1) [_)1

-,,,y,}-,,,,°E s,° cosk,/

-iYk/I-_l Ykl I (28)

where

i )'10 13n/a

A° - k:- Yl:i 1 O<_x<_a
l(x,y) = 0 <_y <b

_0 elsewhere - i coI_oB V :
B o -

,J- y,0_

From equation (27) we may write: _)

_hlR (1 - U)- co_)TL (1 + U) (29)
= G o

_2+ )72

while from equation (28) we get:
A

_hlR (1 - U) + o#_L (1 + U) (30_
= Fo

_#2+ )72

where GO and Fo are defined as:

(2n,2Go = dx dye-i('x"/Y) s,n (-_)cos(/=_a) [_ iyk (__)yk /
k,! 0 0

-,,,,,o(_l,,,]
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a b

(2rr)2Fo -- -B.__o dx dy e-i(_:x+r/y) sin a-
0

b

adx dye-i(ex+r/y)sir(./7)cos(7 )
k,l

Solviv.gequations (29) and (30) for L and R, we obtain.

hlR(l_U ) = _G ° + 7F ° (31)

cO/_oL(l+0)= _F o-TG O (32)

Perfc.rming the integrations over X and y in GO and Fo and sub-

stitutingthe results into equations (31) and (32) yields:

(2")2hlR(1-U)= _ (_2+72)_(/'_'a)W(k'7'b) -_ --_ Yk/ Ykl

k,l

+ ojl% _2_ a- 72 Zkl W (l,_,a) W(k,7, b)

k,l

+ t% _ (1, _, a) W (0, 7. b) (-i 72)

and

+ =B (--_-)_(1, _,a)_(0,7,b)(-i,,_)(2.) 2 _poL (I U) o

- ePo 7_ (I,_, .)_ (k,_/,b)Zkl + (34)

k,l

where :
5

I,!!.1
w(l, _, a) ....

¢. 122
U a2
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&

From equations (33) and (34) we see that there is coupling between

the EZ and E Z modes at the waveguide-slot surface.

If equations (33) and (34) are now substituted into eqL:ations (25)

and (26), we get:

= -(2n) 2 Ao sin - ico_Bo Q1 (x,y,l,0) + Q2 (x,y,l,0) (35)
cog o

and

(x,y,l,k)

k,l

+ ,- ,. tt\a 2 _ b-2) Zk,_2 c°s I_-_l i°c o 4" I_-_IZk _"

-- i Bo co_Q1 (x,y,l,0)+ _ Q2(x,y'I'°) (36)
co/t o

_f
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whe re

/fQo(x;y,/,k ) = d_d_ (1 + U)q_(/,_,a)_(k,q,b) e * i(_:x+qy)
h 1 (i - u)

[-k 2r,2 2.2 2]_ d_d r/(1 +U)L____._ _2 t

Ql(X'Y'l'k)= ff_ _ _'2 qq_(l'_'a)_'(k'_/'b)e+i(_x+_7Y)hl(l-U)(_2 + r/2)

+ i(_x"_y)U) e
Q2 (.,y,/,k) = d_Cd_?h 1--qW(/,-,a)_(k,q,bX 1

_ _ ((2 + ,/2) (1 + _)

_°(x'y'l'k)=ff d_dTl(l+U)_(l'_'a)_(k'rt'b)e+i(_x+qy)h1(1 - U)

_ d_'drt(l+u) Vk2n2 _¢2 12rt2 2]

Q1(x'Y'/'k)= ff_ _ _ b2 hl-a'-_r/_W(/'_'a)_(k'r/'b)e_i(_x+}TY)(l- U)(_2+ 7?2,

-/Q2 (x,y,/,k) = f d_d_/_7/2W(/,_,a)W(k,q, b)(1 - _) e+i(_x+'/Y)h 1(_2 + _2) (1 + _)

Equations (35) and (36) represent a pair of coupled equations for

the coefficients Ykl and Zk/. If these equations could be solved

for Ykl and Z k I , then R and L could then be obtained from equa-

tions (33) and (34), and finally the coefficients T and S (of the

transmitted fields) from equation (24). The difficult part of the

solution is to evaluate the Q functions.
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2. Some Properties of the Q Functions

Consider the expression for QI

I k2 rr2 _2 12 _2]

q2 r/ W(l,_,a)W(k,r/,b)ei((x_yy)
_ (1 +U) b2 a2

Ql(X,y,t,k) - f a¢f dr/ hi(1 - U)((2 _ r/2) (37)

Now let us make a coordinate transformation so that the new coordinates

x" and y" are measured from the center of the aperture. That is, let

x= a +x, and y= b + y, so that (37) becomes:2 2

L/Ql(X" y" /,k) = d_ dr/F(_?,-?'-(/,(,a)W(k r/ b)r/e i(_x'+_/y').... (38)

where

k2 n2 _:2 12 n2 ](1 +U) k ;2 _2 7?2
F (_2,r/2) = • (39)

hl(l_U)(e2+r/2) 2:2 7_" ;2 "/

(40)

--a i --a

W(l,_:,a) = -1) 1 e 2 - e 2

I -i r/ b i r/ b] (41)W(k,r/,b) = -I) k e 2 - e 2

From (40) and (41) we may note that

W(I,-_,a) = W(/,_,a) if/ = odd (42)

W(l,-_,a) =- - W(/,_,a) if/ = even (42)
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Now using (385 let us compute Ql(-x.y', l,k). This

Ql(-x"y"l'k)= L d o_ d_/F(_2, r/2)_(l,__)_(k,q)ei(4,x _ qy ) (435

Nextlet ¢=-4'. to get

Ql(-x.y" 1,k) =f d4,f_ _ d_/V(_2,q2)_(l,_4,) W(l,q) e i(_x ' qy) (445me_

Using Equation (42) we may conclude from (44) that

Ql (- x; y;l, k) = Ql(X;y,l,k) if l = odd

(455
Ql(-x.y.l, k) = - Ql(X;y.l,k) if l = even

or more compactly

Ql(-x-y-l,k) = - (-1) l Ql(X;y;l, k) (46)

By simitiar argument we also find

QI (x; -y. l, k) = (-1) k Q1 (x. y. i, k) (47)

The functions Qo and Q1 can be shown to have the same symmetry

properties in Xand Y as Q1 while for Qo ,Qi,Qzwe find

o (-x,y, 1, k) = (-1) l (x'o ,y,l,k) (485
i I
2 2

(_o (X:my" l,k) = (--1) k QO(X"Y" l, k) (49)
I I
2 2

From Equation (465 we also have setting x'= 0 that

Q1 (o,y; l,k) = -(-1) 1 Q1 (o. y. l, k) (505

Therefore

Q1 (o,y; l,k) = 0 if l = even (51)

Also setting y'._ 0 in Equation (47) gives:
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Q1 (x',o, l,k) = (-1) k Q1 (x,o, l,k)

Therefore

Q1 (x, o, /,k)=0 if k = odd (52)

The functions Qo andQ2 have the same properties as Qlwhenx' or
y" are zero. By similar argument we also find

Qo (o, y, l, k)=0 if l = odd (53)
2

(_o (x',c, l,k)=0 if k = even (54)
2

These properties have proven a valuable aid to the numerical evalua-

tion of the Q's , and to their use in obtaining the Z 1 k and YI k"

3. Discussion of the Method of Solution of Equations (35) and (36)

Inthe sectionC1, we derived a pair of equations t'or the quantities

coefficients Z l k and Ylk" The problem now is to solve these equations _,
for some set of Z's and Y's . Obviously, it would be too costly (because

of the cost of computation of the Q functions) to try to compute Zlk and
Ylk for 1 = 0 to o, and k = 0 to oo. Fortunately, it generally turns out

that only the Zlk and ¥lk for the lowest few l% and k's are significant.
To discuss equations (35) and (o'6) further let us rewrite them as: i)

OO

k,l =0

and

_o

E { H(I'k'X'y) Ylk + J(l'k'x'y) Zlk} - _/' (x'y) (56)
k,l =0

where

F (!, k, x, y) _ +¢ co Ylk Qo (x,y,/,k)

+ i_% (-_-) sin (-_) cos (-_)
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l k2n_) Q2 (x,y,/,k)
G(l,k,x,y) = cO2_oe Q1 (x, y, /, k) - _/2a22 + b2/

- i Ylk Cl-_-._)sin (-_--_)cos /-_/

q)(x,y)--Aosia {-_)-ico, BoC---_) Q1(x, y, l, o) +" Q2(x,y,I, O)

H(1, k, x, y) = - co_ Y/k (x, y, 1,k) - i co_o sin cos

1 (,2

i Bo
V(x,y) = i o co_ Q1 (x,y,l,o) + _ Q2 (x, y, l' °)

coco

One can also note from the definitions above that

F(l,o,x,y) = F(o,k,x,y) ffi H(l,o,x,y) = H(o,k,x,y) = 0

Now suppose that we have a waveguide for which the x dimension "a"
is 2/3 of a wavelength, and the y dimension b is 1/3 of a wavelength.
For such a case, we know from our previous work on the irffinite slot

antenna that only the lowest mode will have any signlCicant amplitude
in the y direction while in the x direction only the lowest two or three
modes will be significantly excited. Thus we need keep only the terms
with k = 0 (or possibly 1) and those with I = 1 ,xnd Z (and possibly 3).
Therefore, a fair approximation would involve retaining only Z10, Z20 ,

Y10 , and Y20 • For this example, equations (55) and (56) become
(note that the coefficients of the Y10 and Y20 terms are zero):

G (1, 0, x, y,) ZI0 + G (2,0,x,y) Z20 = • (x,y) (57)

J(l,0, x,Y)Z10 + J(2,0, x,y) Z20 .. _F(x,y) (58)
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4

Then by specifying some point (x, y) over the antenna surface for the

evaluation of the G, J , ¢, and _ functions, we will be able to solve

equations(57) and (58) for 710and Z20 . Actually because of the way
we have truncated the infinite series in equations (55) and (56), it

turns out that our selection of the point of evaluation (x, y) shculd not

be completely arbitrary.

Previous experience with the infinite slot antenna has taught us that

when only one point is to be specified, it should be at the center of the

slot. Thus we pick X= a/2 and Y= b/2 to get:

G (1,0, a/2, b/2) Z10 + G (2, 0, a/2, b/2) Z20 = _ (a/2, b/2) (59)

J (1,0, a/2, b/2) Z10 + J (2,0, a/2, b/2) Z20 = _) (a/2, b/2) (60)

and the solution for Z10 and Z20 is:

(a/2, b/2) J(2,0, a/2, b/2)- _ (a/2, _/2) G(2,0, a/2, b/2)

El0 = J (2, o, a/2, b/2) G (1,0, a/2, b/2) - J (I, 0, a/2, b/2) G (2,0, a/2, b/2)

eL
(a/2, b/2) G (1,0, a/2, b/2) - _(a/2, b/2) J (1,0, a/2, b/2)

Z20 = J(2,0, a/2, b/2) G(1,0, a/2, b/2) - J(1,0, a/2, b/2) G(2,%a/2, b/2)

Note that this solution only involv.es the computation of Q1 (1,O, a/2,

b/Z), Ql(2. O,a/E,b/2), QE(1,O,a/Z,b/2), QZ(E,O,a/2, b/2), QI(1,0,

a/2, b/2), Ql(2,0, a/2, b/2), _2(1, O,a/2, b/2), _2(2,0, a/2, b/2), or
8 Q calculations.

For the case when we desire to eolve for an arbitrary number of Z's

and Y's we simply choose enough points (x,y) so that we have a num-
ber of unknowns.

4. The Computer Programs for the Solution of Equations (35) and (36)

A computer program (No. 2128) has been developed which evaluates

the Q functions. The output of this program is ,_henused in Equations

(35) and (36) to solve for Z/k andY/k. This is achieved for anarbi-
trary _ l, k) by use of computer program No. 2187. As a test case,
we considered the slot antenna with frequency 2200 Mc and dimensions

0. 1092 x 0. 0546 meter. The waveguide usedwas coveredby a slabof relative

dielectric constant _r -- 1.85 + i.041, and thickness, 0.025 meter.

We assumed that the important mode coefficients were Z10 , Z20 ,
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Z21,ZI1 , Z01, and the corresponding Y's . This required hat we
pick four (oiaRy4 sets were needed since YI0, Y01 , and Y20do not
enter the equations) sets of (x,y) across the waveguide aperture,

obtain the Q functionsfrom program 2128, and then use program
2187 to get the Z's and Y's. Using these values we computed the

impedance ZL to the TE mode from10

n i ZI0_0_o

ZL a Bo

Zo n i oa/zo ZI0 (6 t)
1+

a B o

Zo is the characteristicimpedance of the guide for theTEl0 mode

The result we obtained forZ L was ZL --"176 + i 95 (or ifeJ_orwere
used insteadof e-i°t , ZL " 176 - j 95).

Since itwas relativelycostly to compute all the Q functions necessary

to determine Zl0,Z20, Z21 ,Z11 , and Z01, we then attempt to develop
a simpler solution. This involved neglecting allthe coefficientsZlk
and Y!k except ZI0 and YI0" This led to a simplified program (No.

2206). The results for ZL , for the same waveguide as above, was
ZL= 181 - j 99. We thus found thatthere was relativelygood agree-
ment between the simple model and the more complex method of
solution. (Itis felthowever thatthe closeness of thisapproximate

result to the more exact result in thiscase was largely a matter of

luck shxce in some of the cases tried Z01and ZII were a significant

fractionof ZI0, and keeping merely Zl0 in the equations should be
less accu_'atethan the present case.) In a later section, more detailed

discussion of the computer results will be given as well as a discus-
sion of the experiments.

5. A Variational Expression for the Admittance of the Plasma-Covered
Rectani[ularWave_guide

In the preceding se_.tions,we derived expressions for the fields, etc.
produced by a dietectriccoveredwaveguide. We previously used an
approximate method (Program 2206) to compute the impedance and
obtained antenna impedances which were accurate to within about
10_/0.We would now liketo presez,ta variati)nalformulation for the
antenna admittance which ve feel will be accurate to within 5%. (Of

course, the solutionof 35 and 36, retaininga large nmnber of items,
is more accurate than either of these).

The fieldswithin the waveguide can be written as:
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_E(I) = EVn en + Vn, en,
n

1621

H(1) = E In an + In" hn"
n

For the definition of_en ,hn etc., see Marcuvitz (1951). Similarly in

SectionClo we showed that the E fields at the plasnia-antenna intero
face could be written as

ff d_dr/ i(_x+r/y) [_hlR(I_U ) _Opor/(l+_)]

E x ..... •

_2+7/2

Ey = ----- ei(_x +7/Y)[_hlR(1-U)+cap _(1 +0)]
_-2+I/2

Matching boundary conditions across the interface gives:

_hlR(I-U) - WPo _(i +0)L

_2 + r/2

7/hlR(I-U) + Wpo _(I +'0)L

_2 + 72

where

t'¢

_x _- __I I[ dxdy Ex(x,y ) e-i(_x+yY) {64)

(2 n) 2 _,,]perture

Solving (64) for R and L yields:

++,,+ 'I _+:,
m = {65)

h I (l-U)

m

i| /-
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R

_"_y - _ _,* (66)L _-

A

where U, U , etc., are all defined in Section C1

Now the H field in the plasma can be written:

fl d_d_.__.._ ei(_x + _y ) _(1-0) L]Hx = _2 +_72
[e_r/(1 +U)R+h 1

= [[ d_d_ ei(_x + Qy) [_oj e _R(I+U)+T/hl L(I_0) ] (6.7)Hy
_2+ 72

The components cf (67) can be written in vector forrr, as:

_H f'[// d_d_ i(_x+T/y)[,_e x.... e R(I +U)(fl Zo) +hl L (1-U)_I

J_] _2+72 {681

where

tl = _iz_+iyr/

Z = unit vector in Z direction

Matching the tangential H across the aperture gives:

ln-'hn+ In'ha') I"I d(d9 i(_x+qY)[eoJR(l+U)(_xZo)+hlL(l O)C/]
_2 +72

n (691

Assuming only the dominant H mode is transmitted down
the guide, we can rewrite (69) as (upon substituting frorr, (65} and
(66) for R & L):
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_- ff dZ'flr/ ei(_x+r/y) _ c°(I+U)(fl xZo).[_F:x+r/F-y]+ h1_(I-l_)[_l_Y-r/l_x]_

(70)
Taking the cross product of Z o with (70) yields:

-I°_° = In_ Inert* n_O Inert1

/d ¢ d_ ) ,.o_(1+u) -
_y)

_2 +_2 _ h1(1-U)

h I (_Zo × ___)(1-_3) !

+ (¢_-y- '1_-x)i (71) P

Now taking the dot product of the aperture field E with (71), and using

the fact that for the reflected modes we have 14. = - Y Vn, we have:

/. /e ZIo o " E dS = YnVn n " EdS + YnVn • EdS

n n40

// dCd_ _ ,_(I+U) (fl F-)(fl.E*)
,_2 + rl2 (2_)2 h 1 (I - U)

h1 (1 - U) (72)
+ tzo×r_. _'ltZox__.__1

'0 to (1 _ U)
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where

and

clS -_ dx dy
P

Finally dividing through both sides of (72) by vo" =/e__ • E dS we
get a variational expression for the admittance: J

Vn Yn _en • E aS + Yn'V_ %. E _
I£ - -

N. E_dS

l " I"f_j d_dr/ e_a(1+U) hi(l-U)
- (2,,) 2 ]ft. El 2 + I_Zox__. El 2

_2+72 hi(l-U) - - _Po(1+0) J

e o • E_.dS 1731

Itcan be shown thatEquation (73) is stationary. Ifone were to
assume thatthe aperture fieldis approximately the fieldof the dom-

inant mode (E Vo r_ ) we would have from (73)

• ---'--(2")2 Ifl'_-_ + - IZ-o× fl'-_ol2
Yo ffi- _2 + 72 h1(1-U) ePo(1+U) -

1741

where

- = dxdye o (x,y)•-i(_x+ 7Y)
(2rr)2

The integralswhich need to be evaluated in (74) are very similar to

the Q functionsalready evaluated by Avco computer program No.
2128. At a future time we will endeavor to have the integrals in

Equation (141 programmed.
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6. Steepest-Descent Calculation of Far Fields

In this section we will use the results of the previous section to de-

rive formal solutions for the far fields radiated by a dielectric covered

rectangular slot. In order for our results to be ultimately useful for

experimental verification, we shall first convert all our results from

rectangular to spherical coordinates as shown in the figure below.

Z

8 (r,8,_)APERTURE

In spherical coordinates the transverse components of the fields are:

H0 = %,cos_Scos0 +N si. _S_s 0 - _ si. 0

H¢) = -H xsin_+Hycos_

and the same for the fields. Also z = r cos 0 , x = r sin 0 cos _ and

y = r sin0 sin _ .

Applying these equations to equation (14) through (19) gives:

f iz(_sinOc°sc_+qsinOsinc_+h2cosO) A (_,q) (75)
H0 = dr/ d_ e

f_

f.._ ir(_sin0c°s_+7/sin0sin64 h2cos0) F(_,_/) (76)
H6 _ dq d_ e

where
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where

A (f, 17) - cos _ cos 0
f2 + _2

-_e 0 _S - _/h2T ] !

sin _ cos 0 - T sin 0
+ _2 + I/2

Similarly for the electric fields we get:

_'d fl ir(_sinOc°s_+_TsinOsin_+h2c°s_ C(_'O (77)

Eoffi 71 d_ •

f-oo" f_clq ir (_:sin 0 c°s _5 + r/sin O sin _ + h2 c°s O) D (_, r/) (78)

where

C(f'27) _ f2 cos _bcos 0.

+ _2 + 172 sin _ cos 0 - S sin 0

D (_,r/) --- - /["-_h2S-1/_P° T sin _ + -h2r/S + ¢°Pu _T] cos _i
L _2 + _2 _ _2 + T/2 J

Now that we have these fields in spherical coordinates we need to

evaluate the integrals for the far field (i. e., r,- ). Let us con-
sider equation (70). This can be rewritten as:

LL eirQsinOsin_ /°° d h2cosO ) (79)

He = _:eir (_sin 0 c°s _ + A(_r r/)

If A(_,_) is well behaved, it can be shown that for t_ _ most of the

contribution to equation (79) comes in the vicinity of the saddle point

in the exponential function. Consider the inner integral in equation
(79) and rewrite it as
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fl (80) ,
I = d_: eirf(_'rl) A(_,H)

whe r e

/_2 _2 ,72 cos0f(_,_) -- _sin 0 cos _b+ - - (81)

The saddle point occurs when f'(_) = 0 or at

Qcos0

f'Co)=0 =s ooco,q- ,/ko2_ 2_ 72 (82)

The solution of equation (77) is:

k - r/2 sin 0 cos ,_
_0 =

(cos2 0 + sin 2 0 cos2 ¢)1/2 ' I

Now in order to see how we must deform the contour to pass through

the saddle point, it is necessary to examine the behavior of exp[irf(_,_)]
in the vicinity of _o. To do t2:is we expand ,

(_:- _:o)2 (83)
f'" (_o) + ""f(¢3 = fifo) + 2

Note that f'(_o ) = 0 since this is the saddle point. Using equation (82)
in equation (81) gives:

(84)

f(_o) -- Jko 2 - 7/2 (c°s2 0 + sin2 0 cos2 ¢)1/2

and differentiating equation (82) gives: (85)

(cos_ 0 + sin2 0 cos2 _) 1/2
f"fro} = -

cos20 Jko 2-r/2

Thus in the vicinity of the saddle point, the exponential in equation (85)
behaves as:

(86)

(_- _o)2rp2
- i

q
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where

Q _ (cos 2 _ + sin 2 _ cos 2 _b)1/2

p2= 1
2 cos2 8

Next, we may write (_- _o ) =seiY so that equation (86) becomes

p2S2 r (cos2 7 + 2 i cosr sin r - sin2 Y)
-i

ir_] /ko2-_2 /ko 2- 7/2....e • (87)

Case I - Supposek o,>_ ; then as z_- , the dominant behavior of
equation (87) is determined by

2 p2 S2 r cos 7 sin y

• / k°2 -r/2

This function in the complex plane grows as we move away from the

saddle pointfor O<_y<_.v/2 , _<y<3n/2 , butdecays rapidlyas r-,_
for =/2 < y < = and 3=/2 < y < 2v . Thus for ko > _ we deform the

contour C through the saddle point as:

Zm (()
I.
I

I
I

VALLEY I HILL
I

' " _ It Ro(_)

HILL II VALLEY
I

Case II - Suppose 7,> ko; then as r_ =, the dominant behavior of
equation (87) is governed by:

p2 S2rcos 2y

_/T/2- ko2

Here the function grows and decays as we move away from the saddle

point as shown below:
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_J

Im (3}

\ HILL /
\ /

\ /

VALLEY \ //VALLEYNC , -'- Re (_)
\

¢ /_o \
/ \

/ HILL \
/ \

Thus we may pass the contour directly through _:o parallel to the real

( _ ) axis.

Now that we have discussed the contour, we can apply the method of

steepest descents to equation (80). From equation (4.6. 13) in Morse

and Feshbach 7 we get:
gJ

I = ,% =k /ko2-r/2 ,T/ e - • 4
r f13 j}

fl - (cos2# + sin20 cos26) 1/2 = (1-sin20 sin2¢) 1/2

k --- (sin 0 cos 6)/fl (88)

Now substituting equation (88) into equation (79), we have:

H0 = VT" '%o(¢ (89)
,,--¢Jo

where

COS 2 0

_o(Z/)-- A =A /ko 2-_/2 ,
133

"7

Morse, P.M., and II. Ferhbach, Methodsof Theoretical Physics, McGraw-Hill, New Yo_k(1953), p. 441.
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Next, we may rewrite equation (84) as:

OG

f (9o)H0 _ _ dr/ eirg(7 ) Ao (7/)
_oo

where

g(7)= 7sin0 sln_ + f_ r_/ko2_
2

Again, we wish to apply the method of steepest descents (saddle point

integration) to evaluate equation (90). Setting g" (70) - 0 gives:

70 (9l)g" = 0 = sinO sin _ -

ko - 702

and the solution to equation (85) is:

% = ko sln0 sin

Again it is necessary to compute g(7o), g"(7o). These are

g(%) = ko (92)

- 1 (93)
8"(%) -

ko [1 - sln 2 0 sin 2 _5]

Thus in the vicinity of the saddle point the exponential

i ko r - ir (7 - 70)2q (94)• ir8(7) = • •

where

1
q -=

2k o [l-sin 20 sin 24]

Writing 7-% = S elYwe may rewrite equation (94) as

irg(%) ikor -irqS2(cos2y+ 2icosy siny- sin2y) (95)• m • •

The dominant behavior of equation (95) is determined by

• 2rqS 2 cos y siny
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and for large r we ;ind that this function decays rapidly for 3_/2 <
y_< 2_and _/2 < y< _, while for 0_y£_/2 , and _< y<_3_/2 this
grows without bound as r _ _ o Thus the contour in the _ plane we
must choose is:

Im ('r/)

Applying equation (4.6. 13) in Morse and Feshbach 7 to equation (90)
then yields: ,

/7

/2. ko 4

H0 _ V_- A(_=k osin0 cost, r/ = kosln0 sin_) • l'l cos0

eikot_ 2rrko [liteirr-sin2eirr0sin2 _b]
or

H0 - • cos 0 A (_= ko sin Ocos _, r/= ko sin 0 sin _b)
F

(96)

fOr t 4

Morse and Ferhbach, op. cir.
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By analogy with equation (96) we also have for r _

2rrko i /ko t - +) (97)
H_ = _r e Cos0 F (_r,,ko sin0cos _), r/_-kosines;nCJ)

EO _ r • cosOC(_=k o sin Ocos,_,r/--k o sinOsin_)

and

2rrk° i (ko r_ +) (99)
E_ - • cos0 D(_l,k osin0cos_,;?=k o sin0sin_)[

7. Radiation Pattern of a Slot Antenna

The next step is to derive an expression for the radiated power. The

Poynting vector N is

z H* (I00)E xN- 2 -

and using equations (96) through (99),we may write for th_ radial

component of N :

1 . I /___) 2 _=k o sin0cosqb
(N)r --_- (EoH _ - E_H O) = _- cos20(CU *-DA*) _=kosinOsin_b

Substituting for C, D, F, A from section G, we get after a great

deal of manipulation:

c_2w2ko cos2 0

Nr = {.o'S'2 + /_o'T'2tz2 (2e)4 sin20 _= ko sin 0c°s _ (101)
;/=k osinOsin

The quantities S and T in equation (10l) were clefined in equation

(24). Substituting _=k o .in0 cos_ and 17= ko sin0 sin_bin the ex-
pressions given there yields:

S=WR

(z0z)
T-I_L
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where

2h I _r -i(h 1 +h 2) loW e
hl-_rh 2

2 h 1 -i (h 1 + h 2) loe
h1 - h2

h 1 = v/k? - ko2 sin20

h2 -- ko cos 0

Also Cr -= _/% from Section C1. 'we get:

R -- hi (1 - U) oJ t,_o ['_ b / (-_/ WI/ W2k Zkl *
kl

_ (It E wllw2k ( ,_(_ )ku In"
l,k *'

L . _ - i Bo W W?..

¢

where

_i2hl 1o h/._l_ h_

'd -" e-i2hll° (hi**rh2/hI-_rh2
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f -iak o sin 0 cos q_ |

--I

(-1) ! e - I

Wll = ,1__ 2 Jko2 cos 2 _b sln 2 8 - _-_)

= I (-1)k e-ibk° sin 0 sin ¢_ I]

Thus once the coefficients _.& and Ylk are determined by the solution

of equations (35) and (36), the radiati-n pattern may be readily c_mputed

from equation (I01). Equation (101) has been programmed, and is evaluated

as a function of 8 and _5 _.n program No. 2141.

Theoretical patterns for the open-ended waveguide were computed for the

following cases: 300 Mc with one-inch heat-shield cover, 2200 Mc with one-
inch heat-shield cover, and 6600 Mc with 0.33-inch heat-shield cove1".

The E- and H-plane patterns for the._e cases are presented in Figure 14

through 17. The 6600-Mc case is an exact scale of the 2Z00-1vlc case wlth

all lts computer-input parameters scaled by a factor of a third. The scaled

6600-Mc paU.erns show good correlation with 2200-1vlc patterns as can be

seen by the superimposed patterns in Figure lb and 17.

The theoretical program determines pattern shape but is not designed to

provide absolute power. However, for eachwaveguide size, the relative

attenLtation due to the heat-shield cover was determined by referencing
the computed power levels with heat shield to those without heat shield.

The power levels without heat shield were obtained by replacing the complex

permittivity of the heat shield with a permittivity similar to that of free

space (r'/£ o = 1.0- j 0.001).* In Figures 14 through 17, the decibel values

are referenced to the peak gain without heat shield _.. & = 0",# = 0* for each

case. Calculated peak gain reduction clue to the heat-shield cover at

= 0., 0= 0" is given below:

Heat-Shield Relat!ve Perr,_ittivity Peak Gain

Frequency Thickness Guide of Dielectric Cover Reduction

(Mc) (inc hes) (,/%) (db)

300 1.0 WR - 2300 Z.5 - jO.200 2.07

2200 1.0 WR - 430 1.85- j0.014 2.30

6600 0.33 WR - 137 1.85- j0.014 2.15

" For eomputation_l pulposes, the imaltltmry pen of the complex permlttivity ¢snnoc be zero,
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2'_0' LIO°
IlO' 750 °

140_
22,]•

210' L50°
150 2100

HealShieldThickness= 1.0"

17o 180" i. _ = 90°

0 = Variable

Infiniteground plane
86-9866 assumed

Figure14 THEORETICALPATTERNOF300MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDECOVEREDWITH
AVCOAT5026-39M. PRINCIPALEPLANE
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60 °
300°

290° 70 '
290_

300230
13G 230°

O*
;.20' 220°

)o210'
150 210 a

Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

-z_" .o" 9 = 90 °
0 = Variable

86-9867 Infinite groundplaneassumed

Figure 15 THEORETICALPATTERNOF 300MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE
COVEREDWITH AVCOAT 5026-39M. PRINCIPALH PLANE
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250 c llO°
110' 250°

23( 30°
130 |30_'

220* O°
141,)' _e

21
150

,_ _ = 90 °
,m" 8 = Variable

I Infinite groundplaneassumed86-9868 (

Figure 16 THEORETICAL PATTERNSOF 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE
COVERED WITH AVCOAT 5026-39M. PRINCIPAL E PLANE
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Z80c 80 °
280°

23( 3f)o
13(3 Z30"

! _0"

50°
210 °

tb = 90 °

_' 180" _ 0 = Variable

86-9869 I Infinite groundplaneassumed

Figure17 THEORETICALPATTERNSOF 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE
COVEREDWITH AVCOAT5026-39M. PRINCIPALH PLANE
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In addition to the antenna patterns, the aperture impedances of the open-
ended waveguide were calculated for the cases given in the following table.

a_

Relative Per mittivity Antenna
of Aperture

Frequency Guide Dielectric Cover Impedance

(Mc) (_/_o) (ohms)

300 WR-2300 2.5 - j 0.200 549 - j 69

_00 WR-2300 1.00 - j 0.000 885 - j 219

7290 WR-430 1.85 - j 0.014 181 - j 99

2200 WR-430 1.00 - j 0. 000 411 - j 245

6600 WR-137 1.85 - j 0.014 186 - j 125
@

6600 WR- 137 1.00 - j 0. 000 478 - j 278

11000 WR-90 1.85- j 0.041 210- j 106

ll000 WR-90 1.00 - j 0.000 427 - j 240

8. Computer Program in Fortran

The computer programs to calculate the impedance and radiation patterns
of the dielectric-covered open-ended waveguide appear on the subsequent
pages.

The programs are used in the order of the block diagram below.

}
1 z 3

Compute Q's Impedance Radiation Patterns

Program Programs Program
2128 2206 2141

or

2187
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PROGRAM Z 128

$IBFTC MICRO LIST
DIMENSZON RAD(520)oHl(520),H2(520)oU(520}oW(520)oYY(520)¢V(5201t

lXX(520)tUP(520)oVP(520)oXXP(520)oV0(520)oVOP(520)
COMPLEX Z09KltQIoQ2oH1SQgHltH2SQtH2oZllUoWoYYoFANStFINToGANSPVt

1XINTtXXtQT1,OT2tZ2oZ3tZ4_F2tF3.F4oSUMEVoSUMODoTF19SUMTIANS_SUM.
2EPSltEPSNoUPtVP,XXPoQ1PtO2PoQT1PtQT2PoFANS2tVOoVOPtQ0pQT0tQOPPQTOP
3oFANS3oFANS4

REAL KOtLO
COMMONHI_H2oUJWoYY,V_XXgUP_Z0oJMAXPRADtAoRoBPXtYtPIoFLoFKtCAtCBp

1DELTAtCLtCK_C_NV_IQ091QOP_IQloIQ1PPIQ2oIQ2P
NAMELIST/NAHIN/AtBeK,LPLOoFRFoEPSNtX_YoEPS_DELTAtRSTEPICONVoNSTEP

NANELIST/NAMOUT/_HEGA,K0oKltEPS1
NANELIST/NAMIQ/IQ0oIQOPoIQloIQIP_IQ2oIQ2P

3333 READ(5_NAMIN)
IF(A.EQ.9999.ICALL EXIT
WRITE(6_IO03)

1003 F_RMAT(IHI)
WRITE(6oNAMIN)
CL=I,
CK=I=
L2=L-2_(L/2)
IF(L2,EQ,I)CL=-I
K2=K-2_(K/2)
IF(K2,EQolICK='I
FL=L
FK=K
PI=3,14159265
CCI=I,OE-8
EPS0"8.85E'12
OMEGAIZe_PI_FRF
EPSI=EPSOeEPSN
K0=_MEGA_CC1/3.
KI=K0_CSQRT¢EPSN)
WRITE(6_NAM_UT)
CA=FL_PI/A
CB=FKePI/B
ZO=CMPLX(O,_I*)
PKI=REAL(K1)
PPKI=AIMAG(K1)
RMINI0,
RMAX=RSTEP
IQ0=0
IQOP'0
IQI=0
IQ2"0
IQ1P=0
IQ2P=0
READ(SoNAHIQI
RTEST_PKI-EPS
IRTEST=O
WRITEI6olO02)RTEST

1002 F_RMATI1HO 10X_6HRTEST_EIS,6)
IF(RMAXeGTeRTEST)RMAX_RTEST
Q0=CMPLX(Oet0.)
OOP=CNPLX(0oo0.)
Ol=CMPLX(O, oO,)
Q2=CMPLX(O_o0,)
QIPICMPLX(0._Oe)
Q2P'CMPLX(0,_0,)
QTO'CMPLXl0,oOe)
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2128 (Cont'd) t

QTI=CMPLX(O,.0,)
QT2=CMPLXI0.PO,)
QTOP=CMPLX(0,.0.)
QTIP=CMPLX(0*t0*)
QT2P=CMPLX(O,,0,)

100 N=NSTEP
dO=l
JSTEP=Z

I JMAX=N+I
ILL=O
$MAX=N
RDEL=IRMAX-RMIN)/SMAX
DO 2 JzJO.JMAXPJ$TEP
STEP=J
R=RMIN (STEP-I.)
RAD(J)=R
H1SQ=KI*K1-R*R
HI(J)=CSQRT(H1SQ)
H2SQ=KO_K0-R_R
H2(JI=CSQRT(H2SQ)
Zl=-2.eZ0eHl(J)_L0
U(J)=(HI(J)+EPSN_H2(JII*CEXP(Z1)/(HI(JI-EPSNeH2(J))
UP{J)=(HI(J)+H2(J))*CEXP(Z1)/IHI(J)-H2(J))
W(J)= (I,+U(J))I(1,-U(J))
YY(J)=(I,-UP(J))*HIIJ)/(I. ))

C THIS COMPLETES PRELIMINARY SET UP. NOW DO INTEGRATION 4
CALL SIMViFANS.FAN$2tFANS3,FANS4)
V(J)=FANS-CONJG(FANS)
VP(J)=FANS2-CONJG(FAN52)
VO(J)=FAN$3-CONJG|FAN$3)
VOP(J)=FANS4-CONJG(FAN$4)
CALL SIMX(FANS.FAN52)
XX(J)=FANS-CONJG(FANS)
XXP(J)=FANS2-CONJG(FAN52)

2 CONTINUE
C NOW DO Q1 AND Q2

IF(IQO,EQ,O)CALL SIMQIIILLtQTOtVO)
WRITEI6tIOOS)RMINtRMAX,QOtQTO.QOPtQTOP
IF(ILL,EQ,I)GO TO 3
IF(IQOP.EQ*O)CALL SIMQIIILLtQTOPtVOP)
WRITE(6tlOOS)RMINtRMAXtQOtQTOtQOPtQTOP
IF(ILL,EQ,I)GO TO
IF(IQI,EQ,OICALL SIMQI(ILL,QTItV)
WRITE(6.1OOI)RMINtRMAX.QItQTI,QIPoQTIp
IF(ILL,EQ,I)GO TO 3
IF(IQ1P,EQ,OICALL $IMQI(ILLtQT1P.VP)
WRITE(6.1OO1)RMINtRMAX.QIPQTltQ1PtQTIp
IF(ILL,EQ,1)GO TO 3
IF(IQ2.EQ.0)CALL $IMQ2(ILLtQT2oXX)
WRITE(6_1004IRMINoRMAXtQ2,QT2,O2P,QT2P
IF(ILL.EQ.1)G0 T¢ 3
IF(IQ2P.EQ.0)CALL SIMQ2(ILLtQT2PtXXP)
WRITE(6,1004)RMIN.RMAXtQ2tQT2tQ2P,QT2P
IF(ILL.EQ.1)GO TO 3
IF(RMAX,EQ,RTEST)GO TO 6
TI=CABS(QTO)
T2=CABSiQ0)
IF(T2,GT,I,IGO TO 17
IF(TloLT.CONVIIQOB1
G_ TO 1_
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2128 '(Cont'd)

17 IF(T1,LT,(CONVeT2))IQ0=I
15 Tl=CABSiQTOP)

T2=CABS(QOP)
IF(T2,GT*I,)Ge TO 18
IF(TloLT,CONV)IQOP=I
Ge Te 16

18 IF(T1,LT,(CeNV_T2I)IQOP'I
16 TI'CABS(QT1)

T2=CABS(Q1}
IF(T2,GT,I,)GO Te 116
IF(T1,LToCONV)IQI"I
Ge Te 11

116 IF(T1,LT,(CONV*T2))IQI=I m.
11TZ=CABS(QT2)

T2=CABS(Q2)
IFIT2.GT,1.)GO Te 111
IF(TZ,LTeCONV)IQ2=I
GO T0 12

111 IF(T1,LT,(CONVeT2))IQ2"I
12 TI=CABS(QT1P)

T2-CABS(Q1P)
IF(T2,GTol*)G_ Te 112
IF(T1,LTeC_NV}IQIP'I
Ge Te 13

112 ;F(TI,LT,(CONVeT2))IQ1P=Z
13 TI'CABSiQT2P)

T2"CABS|Q2P)
IF(T2oGT*I,)GO Te 113
IF(T1,LT,CONV)IQ2P'I
Ge TO 14

113 IF(TI,LT,(CONVeT2))IQ2P-1
14 IF((IQleIQ2*IOIP*IQ2P*IQ0eIQOP),EQeO)GO T_ 4

O0=QT0+Q0
QOP=QTOP+QOP
QI'QI+QT1
Q2=Q2+QT2
QIP'Q1P+QTIP
Q2P=Q2P+QT2P
GO TO 200
RTI=RMIN
RT2=RMAX
RMIN=RMAX
RMAXsRMAX+RSTEP
IF(IRTEST,EO*I)GO TO 30
IF(RMAX.GTeRTEST)RMAXsRTEST

30 IF(IQI*EQ*O)QI=QI+QT1
IF(IQ2eEQ,0IQ2=Q2+GT2
IF(IQ1P,EQ,0)O1P=QIP+QT1P
IF(IQ2P,EQ,0)Q2P-Q2P+QT2P
IF(IQ0oEQoO)Q0=Q0+QT0
IF(IQOPoEQoO)QOP-Q0+QTOP
WRITE(6ol005)RTloRT2oQOoQT0oQOPwQT0P
WRITE(6ol001)RTloRT2oQloQTloQIPoQTIP
WRITE(6PIO04)RT1,RT2oQ2oQT2oQ2P,QT2P

1001 FORMAT(1H0 10XlSHRHINmoF6tloSHRMAXmoF6el/IOXo3HQIso2F9e3o4HQTIlo
12F9.3/lOX96HQ1P=o2F9,3tSHQTlP=o2F9.3)

1004 FORMAT(1H0 10XoSHRMIN'oF6oloSHRMAX',F6el/10Xo3HQ2ao2F9e3o6HQT2"o
12Fg,3/10Xo4HQ2P=,2Fgo3oSHQT2P=o2Fg,3)

1005 FeRMAT(1H0 IOX,SHRMIN=tF6.1oSHRMAX=oF6el/IOXt3HQOs'2Fge3t6HQTO
12Fg,3/10X,4HQOP=o2Fgo3,SHOTOP'o2F9,3)
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2128 (Cont'd)

GO TO 100
6 RK!N=RTEST+2,*EPS

RP_X=RMIN+RSTEP
IRTEST=I
IF(IQ2.EQ,O)Q2=Q2+QT2
IF(IQ2P,EQoO)Q2P=Q2P+QT2P

_I=QTI+(W(JMAX)*V(JMAX)e2,*(CSQRT(ZO_PPKI+EP$I-CSQRT(Z0*PPK1-EPS))
1)ICSQRT(2,*PKI 1)+Q1

Q0=QTO+(W(JMAXItV(JMAXI*2,*(CSQRT(ZO*PPKI+EPSI-E$QRT(Z0*PPKI-EPSI)
I)/CSQRT(2,*PKZ+ZO*PPK1)+QO

Q1P=QTIP+(W(JMAX)*VP(JMAX)*2,*(CSQRT(ZO*PPKI+EPSI-CSQRT(ZO*PPK1-EP
1S)))/CSQRTI2,*PKI+ZO*PPK1)+Q1P

QOP=QTOP+(W(JMAX)*VP(JMAX)*2.*(CSQRT(ZO_PPKI SQRT(ZO*PPK1-EP
1S)))/CSQRT(2,*PKI+ZO*PPK1)+QOP

G0 T0 100
3 IF((2*JMAX).GT,600)GO TO l0

DO 5 J=loJMAX
L=JMAX+I-J
LL=2*L-1
RAD(LL)mRAD(L)
HI(LL)=HI(L)
H2(LL)=H2(L)
U(LL)=U(L)
UP(LL)-UP(L)
W(LL)=W(L)
YY(LL)=YY(L)
V(LL)=V(L) =
VP(LL)mVP(L)
XXP(LL)=XXP(L)
VO(LLI=VO(L!
VOP(LL)mVO(L)

5 XX(LL)=XX(L) *
J0=2
JSTEP=2
N=2_N
GO TO 1

1C WRITE(6olO00)RMAXoN

1000 FORMAT(1H1 10Xg14HPOOR ITERATIONo5XoSHRMAX=tFT,IoSXo2HN=o|5)
20 G0 TO 3333

200 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,2OOOIQ],QIP,Q2,Q2PPQOtQOP

2000 FQRMAT(1H0 10X,gHS_LUTIQN,SX,3HQl=o2Fg.3tSX.4HQlP=o2F9,3/26X,3HQ2=
1,2Fg,3,5X,4HQ2P=o2Fg,3/24X,3HQO=,2F9,3tSXp4HQOP=P2Fg,3)

GO TO 3"333
END

$IBFTC $1MV1 LIST
SUBROUTINE SIMV(ANSoANS2PAN$3oANS4)

DIMENSION RAD(520)oHl(52C),H2(520)tU(520)PW(520)tYY(520)PV(520)_
1XXI520)oUP(520)

C_MPLEX Z0,K1,Q1,Q2_H15QoHlIH2SQtH2oZloU.WoYYoFANS.FINT.GAN$oVo
1XINToXX,QT1,QT2,Z2,L3,Z4oF2oF3,F4oSUMEV,SUH_DoTFl_SUMT_AN$oSUMo
2EPS1,EPSN_UP,DUN,TFT,TF2,SUHT2,ANS2tANS3_ANS4,SUMT3,SUMT6,TF3_TF_
3F_NT

REAL KOoLO
COMM@N H1,H2_U,W,YY_VoXX_UP_Z0,JMAX_RADoA_R_B,XoYoPI_FLoFK_CAoCB,

IDELTA,CL,CK,C_NV_IQO,IQOP_IQI_IQIP,IQ2_IQ2P
N=8

TEST=O.OOO1
TESTT=O*0001

TESTT3=O,O001
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TESTT4=O.O001
IF(IQ1,EQ*I)TEST=O*
IF(IQIP,EQ*I]TESTT=O,
IF(IQO,EQ*I)TESTT3=O,
IF(IQOP.EG,1)TESTT4=O,
DEL=3oePI/2,

1 V2=N
TDEL=PI/(2,*V2)
Cl'4o
C2=-2,
SUMT=CMPLX(O*.O*)
SUHT2=CHPLX(O.tO,)
5UHT3sCHPLX(O.*O.)
SUMT4"CMPLX(O,,O+)
NN=N/2
DO 2 K=IoNN
VI"K
Z'TDELe(2o*VI-1,)
SU=SINIZ)
CU=COSlZ)
TFT=FINTISUtCUtZ)
IF(IQZ.EQoO)TFI=CUeTFT I
IFIIQIP,EQ,O)TF2-SU*TFT
TFT=FONTiSU,CU_Z)
IF{IQO.EQeO)TF3"CUeTFT
IFIIQOP.EQ.O)TF4"SUeTFT
Z=Z+3,ePI/2.
TEN=CU
CU=SU
5U=-TEN
TFT'FINTISUtCUoZ)
IF(IQI.EQeOITFI=TFI+CU*TFT
IF(IQIP+EQeO)TF2"TF2+SUeTFT
TFT=FONT(SUtCUwZ)
IFIIQO,EQ,O)TF3"TF3+CU*TFT
IF(IQOPoEQ.O)TF4=TF4+SU*TFT
IFIIQ1,EQ,O)SUNT'SUMT+CleTF1
IFIIQ1P,EQ,O)SUHT2=SUHT2+CI*TF2
IFIIQO,EQ,O)SUNT3=SUNT3+CI*TF3
IF(IQOPoEQoO)SUYT4-SUHT4+CI*TF4
C1"C1+C2
C2"-C2
Z=TDELeI2,_V1)
SU'SINIZ)
CU'COSIZ)
TFTRFINTISUoCUIZ)
IFIIQ1,EQ,O)TFI=CUeTFT
IFIIQ1P,EQ,O)TF2"SU*TFT
TFT=FONT/SUoCUIZ)
IFIIQO+EQ,O)TF3=CUITFT
IFIIQOP.EQ.O_TF6=SUeTFT
Z=Z+3oePl/2.
TEM=CU
CU=SU
SU=-TEN
TFT=FINT(SUICUoZ)
IFIIGI,EQ,O)TFZ=TFI+CUeTFT
IF(IQIP,EQ.O)TF2=TF2+SUeTFT
TFT=FONTISU.CUtZ)
IFIIQO,EQ.OITF3"TF3+CUeTFT
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IF(IQOPoEQoO)TF_TF4+SU*TFT

IF(IQI,EQ.0ISUMT=SUHT+CI*TFI 4
IF(IQIP°EQ,0ISUMT2=SUMT2 2
IF(IQ0oEQ,O)SUMT3-SUMT3

IF(IQOP,EQ,0ISUMT4=SUMT4+CIITF4
Ci-C_+C2

C2=-C2
2 CONTINUE

IF(IQIP°EQ.0ISUMT2=SUMT2-FINT(-I°P0°,3.*PI/2oI-FINT(I,o0,IPI/2,)
IF(IQOP,EQ,O)SUMT4=SUMT4-FONT(-I°_O°t3°*PI/2, I-FORT(I,oO,oPI/2°)
SUMT=TDEL*SUMT/3,

SUMT2=TDEL*SUMT213,
SUHT3=TDEL*SUMT3/3,
£UMT_=TDEL*SUMT4/3°

TESTI=CAES(SUMT)
TEST2=CABS(SUMT2)
TEST3=CABS(SUMT3)

TEST4=CABS(SUMT4)
IF(TEST.GT.I,IG0 TO 6

IF(ABS(TEST-TESTII,LTo CONVIGO TO 5
Gg TO 100

6 IF(AeSII.-TESTI/TEST},LT. CONVIGO TO 5
ICr CONTINUE

N=2*N

TEST=TESTZ 61
TESTT=TEST2
TESTT3sTEST3
IESTT4=TE5T4
G@ TO 1

5 IFiTESTT.GT.1.)GO T0 26
IF(ABSITESTT-TEST2),LT,CONV)G_ Tg 25
GO TO 100

26 IF(ABS(I°-TEST2/TESTT)°LToCONV)GO Ta 25
GO Tg 100

25 IF(TESTT3,GT,I°)Ge TO 2_
IFIABSITESTT3-TEST3I,LT.CONVIG0 T@ 28
Og Te 100

27 IFIABSII,-TEST3/TESTT3)°LT,CONVIGO T0 28
Gg T0 100

28 IFITESTT4.GT,I,IG0 Tg 29

IF(AES(TESTT4-TEST4),LT,CONV)GO TO _0
GO Tg 100

29 IFIABS(1,-TEST4/TESTT4J,LT°CONV)G0 TO 30
Gg TO I00

30 ANS=SUMT
ANS3-SUMT3
ANS4=SUMT4

ANS2-SUMT2
RETURN
END

$1BFTC SIMXl LIS_

SU_ROUTINE SIMXIANSPANS2)

DIMENSION RADI520)oHII52G),H21520)tUI520)_W(520)oYY(520)oV(520|o
lXX(520)oUP(520)

C_MPLEX Z0,KI,OI_Q21H1SQ,HloH2SOoH2tL_,U,_,YY,FAN$oFINT=GANSoVo
IXINT,XX,OTI_QT2,Z2oZ3,L4,F2oF3,F4pS_HEV_SUMOD,TFloSUMT_ANS_5_M_
2[PSI,EP_N,L:P,DUH,TFT,TF2,_MT2,ANS2,XINTP
REAL KO,L0

CO_M_N HI,F[2_Ut_,YY,V_XX,L'PtZO,JMAXtRADtA_R_B_XtYoPItFLtFKtCA_CBo
I_ELTAtCL,CK,CONVtI_O,IQOPt|Q]tIQ1PoIQ2tlQ2p

i|
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N=8
TEST=O,O001
TESTT'O.0001
IFIIQZ.EQ.I)TEST=O.
IFIIQ2P.EQ.1)TESTT=Oo
DEI.=3,ePI/2,

1 V2=N
TDEL=PI/(2,eV2)
C1=4,
¢2=-2.
SUMT'CMPLX(O,,O.)
SUMT2=CMPLX(O,_O,)
TFT=CMPLX(O,.O,)
TF2=CMPLXiO,tO,)
TFI=CMPLX(O,o0*)
NN'N/2
DO 2 K=I,NN
VI=K
Z=TDEL*i2,*VI-1,)
IF(IQ2eEQ,OITFI=XINT(Z)
IFIIO2P,EO,O)TF2-XINTP(Z)
Z=Z+DEL
IF(IQ2.EQ,0)TFI=TFI+XINT(Z)
IF(IO2P,EO.OITF2=TF2+XINTP(Z)
IF(IO2,EO,O)SUMT=SUMT+CI_TF1
IF(IO2P.EO,O)SUMT2=SUMT2+CI*TF2
Cl_Cl+C2
C2=-C2
Z=TDELeI2.eV1) w
IF(IO2,EQ,O)TFI=XINTIZ)
IF(IQ2P,EQ,O)TF2=XINTP(Z)
Z=Z �tIFIIO2,EO,O)TFI"TFI+XINT(Z)

IF(IQ2P,EQ,O)TF2=TF2+XINTP(Z)
IF(IO2.EO.OISU_T=SUMT+CIeTFI
IFIIQ2P,_O.OISUMTZ=SUMTZeCZeTF2
C1=C1 ��Ü#C2--C2

2 CONTINUE
IF(IO2,EO,O)SUMT=SU_T+XINT(DEL)-XINT(PI/2,)
IF(IQ2P,EQ,0ISUMT2=SUMT2+XINTP(DEL)-X|NTP(PI/2,)
SUMT=TDELeSUMT/3*
SUMT2=TDELeSUMT213*
TESTltCABSISUMT)
TEST2=CABSISUMT2)
IFITEST,GT,1,)G0 TO 6
IFiABS(TEST-TEST1),LT, CBNVIGO T_
GO TO 100

6 IFiABS(1,-TEST1/TEST).LT, CONVIG_ Tg 5
100 CONTINUE

N_2eN =
TEST=TEST1
TESTT-TEST2
GQ Te 1

fl IFITESTT*GT*I,)GO TO 26
IF(ABS(TESTT-TEST2),LT,CONViG0 TO 25
60 TO 100

26 IF(ABSI1,-TEST2/TESTT),LT,CONV)GB T_ 25
60 TO 100

25 ANSsSUMT
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ANS2=SUMT2
200 C@NTINUE •

RETURN
END

$1BFTC FINTI LIST
COMPLEX FUNCTIQN FINT(SUtCU,Z)
DIMENSION RAD(52C)tHI(520),H2(520).U(520),W(520)oYY(520)oV(520|,
IXX(520)PUP(520)
COMPLEX ZOtK1,QI,Q2,HISQ,HIgH2SQ_H2_ZI,U,W,YY.FANS_FINTtGANS_V9
1XINToXX,QTI,QT2,Z2oZ3PZ4tF29F3.F4tSUMEVISUMODgTFI_SUMTtANStSUM_
2EPSIoEPSNtUPtDUM
REAL KOoLO
COMMON HI,H2,U,W,YY,V'XX,UP,ZO_JMAX,RAD,A,RtB,X,Y,PI_FL_FK,CAtCB,
IDELTA,CL,CK,CONV,IQO,IQOP,IQI_IQIPgIG2,1Q2P
ZI=-ZO*AtRJSU
Z2=-ZO*B*R*CU
Z3:ZO*R*IX*SU+Y*CU)
FI:((CB*SU}**2-(CA*CU}**2)_R*R
IF(CA°EQ.O.)FI=C_*CB
IFICB°EQ.O.)FI:-CA*CA
IF(FL:NE°0°)F2=-0°5*Z0*A*A/(FL*PI)
IF(Z.GT.(PI/2.))F2m-F2
IF(FK°NE°O.)F3=-O°5*ZO*8*B/(FK*PI}
TEMI=(R*SU}t*2-CA*CA
TEM2=(R*CUI**2-CL*¢B •
IF(CA.EQ.O.)TEMI=I.
IFICB.EQ°0. ITEM2=I°
IF(ABSITEMI).LT.DELTA)GO T¢I
F2=(CL*CEXPIZI)-I.)/TEMI

I IF(ABSITEM2I°LT°DELTA)GQ T0 2
F3=(¢K*¢EXP(Z2)-I°)/TEM2

P F4:CEXP(Z3)
SUMT=FI*F2*F3*F_

ICO CONTINUE
FINT=SUMT
RETURN
END

$1BFTC FONTI LIST
COMPLEX FUNCTION FQNT(SU,¢U,Z)
DIMENSIQN RAD{520),HI(520)tH2(520),U(520),W(520)tYY(520}oV(520)t
IXX(520)oUP(520)
COMPLEX ZOtK1,QI,Q2.HISO,Hl,H2SQgH29ZI,U.WIYYoFANSgFINTtGANStVt
IXINT,XX,QTI,QT2,Z2oZ3PZ4oF2,F3_F4,SUMEV_SUMQD_TFI,SUMT_ANS_SUM,
2EPS1,EPSN,UP,F_NT
REAL KO_L0
COMMONHI_H2_U_W_YY_V_XX,UP_Z0_JMAX_RAD_A_R_B_X_Y_PI_FL_FK_CA_CB_

1DELTA,CL,CK,C_NV,IQ0,IQOP,IQI,IQIP,IQ2_IQ2P
IF(FL.EQ°O.)G¢ T_ 20
IF(FK.EQ°O.)G_ T¢ 20
ZI=-ZO*A*R*SU
Z2=-ZO*B*R*CU
Z3=Z0*R*(X*SU+Y*CU)
F2=-O°5*ZO*A*A/(FL*PI)
IF(Z.GT.IPI/2°I)F2=-F2
F3=-O.5_Z0*B*B/(FK_Pl)
TEMI=(R*SU)**2-CA*¢A
TEM2=(R_CU)**2-C_*¢3
IF(ARS|TEMI}.LT.DELTAIG¢ T_ 1
F2=(CL*CEXP(ZI)-I°)/TEMI

1 IF(ABS(TEM2)°LT.DELTA)G_ T_ 2

>
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F3=(CK*CEXP(Z2)-I,)/TEM2
2 F4=CEXP(Z3)

FeNT=F2eF31F4
21 RETURN
20 FONTiCMPLX(O,,0,)

G0 T_ 21
END

$IBFTC XINT1 LIST
COMPLEX FUNCTION XINT(Z)
DIMENSION RAD(520)tHl(520},H2(520),U(520)oW{520)oYY(B20)oV(5_0)_

lXX(520)oUP(520)
C_MPLEX ZO_K1,QltQ2,H1SQtHIpH2SQgH2_ZllUtW_YYoFANStFINToGANStVt

1XINT,XX,QT1,QT2,Z2,Z3,Z4tF2tF3,F4,SUMEV,SUMOD,TFI,SUMT,ANS,SUMo
2EPS1,EPSN,UP,DUM

REAL KOtL0
COMMONHltH2,UgWtYY,V,XX,UP_ZOtJMAXtRAD,A,RoBoXtYoPIIFLtFK_CAoCBI

1DELTAgCLtCKgC@NV,IQ0_IQOP_IQltIQIP,IQ2tIQ2P
CU=COS(Z)
SU=SINIZ)
ZI=-ZO_A_ReSU
ZZ=-ZO*B_R*CU
Z3=ZOeRW(XeSU+YeCU}
FI=ReR_SU_SU_CU
IF(CA,EQ,O, IFI=CU
IFICB,EQ,O.)FI=SUeSU
IF(FL,NE,0, IF2m-O,SWZOeA*A/(FL*PI)
IF(Z,GT,(PI/2,))F2=-F2
IF(FK,NE,0o)F3z-O,5_Z0eBeB/(FK_PI)
IF(CB,EQo0,)F3=-ZOeB_R
TEMI=iReSU)_2-CA_CA
TEM2=IR_CU)_*2-CB*CB
IFICA,EQ,Oo)TEMI=I,
IF(CBoEQ,0.)TEM2=CU
IFIABSITEMII,LT,DELTA]GO TO 1
F2=ICL_CEXPIZ1)-I,)/TEM1

1 IF|ABSITEM2),LT,DELTA)GO TO 2
F3=ICKeCEXPIZ2)-I,)/TEM2

2 F4=CEXPIZ3)
SUMTzF!eF2{F3_F4
XINT'SUMT
RETURN
END

$IBFTC XIPl LIST
CeMPLEX FUNCTION XINTPIZ}
DIMENSION RADI_20)gHl(520),H21520}tUI520)PW(520)oYYI520)oV(520)_

lXX1520)_UP(520)
C_MPLEX ZO_Kl_Ql_Q2_H15Q_H1,H2SQ_H2_Zl_UoW_Y_*FANS_FINT*GANS_V_

1XINToXX_QT1,OT2_Z2,Z3,Z_,F2_F3,F4_SUMEV_SUM_D,TFI_$UMT_ANS_SUM_
2EPSloEPSN,UP_DUM_XINTP

REAL K0_L0
C@MM_NHI_H2_UoW_YY_V_XX,UP,Z0_JMAX,RAD_A_R_B,X_Y_PI,FL_FK_CA_CB_

1DELTAoEL_CK_CCNV_IQ0_IQOP_IQI_IQ1P_IQ2=IQ2P
SU=SINIZ)
CU=C_SIZ)
ZI=-ZO_A_R_SU
ZE=-Z0eBeR_CU
Z3=ZOeRe(X_SU+YeCU)
F_=R_R_CU_CU_SU
IF(CA,EQ,O,)FI=CU_CU
IF_CB,EQ,O*)FI=SU
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IF(FL.NE.O.)F2=-O.5_Z0*A_A/(FL_PI)
IF(Z.GT.(PI/2,)IF2=-F2
IF(FK.NE.O.)F3=-O.5_ZOWB_B/(FK_PI)
IF(CA.EQ,O. IF2=-Z0_A_R
TEMI=(R_SU)_2-CA_CA
TEM2"(R_CU)e_2-CB_CB
IF(CA.EQ.O.)TEMI=SU
IF(CB.EQ.0o)TEM2=I.
IF(ABS(TEMI).LT.DELTA)GO T@ i
F2=(CL_CEXP(ZI)-I,)/TEM1

I IF(ABSITEM2).LT.DELTA)GO T_ 2
F3=(CK_CEXP(Z2)-I,)/TEM2

2 F4=CEXP(Z3)
SUMT=FlmF2_F3_F_
XINTP=SUMT
RETURN
END

$1BFTC SIQI LIST
SUBROUTINE SIMQI(ILL,ANS_VXT)

DIMENSION RAD(520)oHI(520),H2(520)tU(520),W(520)tYY(520)oV(520)t
IXX(520)oUP(520)_VXT(520)
COMPLEX ZO,KI.QItQ2,HISQtH19H2SQ,H2,ZI,UtNwYYoFANStFINTtGANSPV_

IXINToXXtQTItQT2tZ2oZ3,Z4,F2tF3,F4,SUHEV_$UMODoTFI,SUMT,ANS,SUM,
2FPS1,EPSNtUPtVXT
COMMON H1,H2tU,WtYYtVtXXgUP,ZO,JMAX_RAD,AtRPBoXoYtPI,FL,FK,CA_CB, e
1DELTA,CL,CK,C@NV,IQ0_IQOP,IQI,IQIP,IQ2,1Q2P
KDEL=(JMAX-I)I2
TEST=O.0001

2 SUM_CMPLX(O°,0.)

CI=2°
C2=+2.
DO 1 K=I_JMAX_KDEL
SUM=SUM+CI_W(K)_VXT(KI/HI(K)
C1=CI à�H"C2=-C2

I C_NTINUE
SUM=SUM-W(1)_VXT(1)IHI(1)-WIJMAX)*VXT(JMAX)IHI(JMAX)
SUM=SUM _ (RAD(KDEL+I)-RAD(1))I3°
TESTZ=CABS(SUM)
IF(TEST.GT.I.)G_ T_
IF(ABSITEST-TESTII.LT. C_NV)G_ TB 3
G_ T_ I00
IF(ABS(I.-TESTI/TEST).LT. CONVIG_ T@ 3

I00 C_NTINUE
TEST=T_STI
KDEL=KDEL/2
IF(KDEL.GE.I)GB T_ 2
ILL=I

3 ANS=SUM
RETURN
END

$1BFTC SIQ2 LIST
SUBROUTINE SIMQ2(ILL_AN$_VXT)
DIMENSION RAD(520)_HI(520),H2(520)_U(_20)_W(520),YY(520)_V(520)_
IXX(520),UP(520),VXT(520)
COMPL_X Z0,K1,QI,Q2,HISQ_HI,H2SQ,H2,ZI,U,W,YY,FANS,FINT_GANS_V_

IXINT,XX,QTI,QT2,Z2_Z3_Z_F2,F3,F_,SUMEV,SUM_D,TFI,SUMT,AN$_SUM,
2EPSI,EPSN_UP_VXT
REAL KO_LO

C_MM_N HI,H2,U,W,YY,V,XX,UP,Z0,JMAX,RAD,A,R,B_X,Y,PI,FL,FK,CA,CB_ _
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1DELTAtCL_CKPCeNV,IQOtIQOP,IQlolQlPtIQ2oIQ2P
KDEL=IJNAX-1)/2
TEST=0=OO01

2 SUM=¢MPLX(0,t0,)
C1=2,
C2"+2,
DO i KRItJMAXoKDEL
$UM'SUM+CIeVXT(K)eYY(K)
Cl=Cl+C2
C2"-C2

1 CONTINUE
SUM=SUM-VXTil)eYY(1)-V_T{JMAX)*yy(JMAX)
SUM=SUM* (RAD(KDEL+I)-RAD(1))I3,
TESTI=CABS(SUM)
IF(TEST,GT,I,)GO TO 4
IFIABS(TEST-TESTI),LT, CONV)GO TO 3
GO TO 100

4 IF(ABS{1.-TEST1/TE$T),LTe CONY)GO TO 3
100 CONTINU:

TEST=TEST1
KDEL=KDEL/2
IF(KDEL*GE*I)GO TO 2
ILL'I

3 ANS=SUM
RETURN
END
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PROGRAM ZZ06

*OLIVER BIN 54

SJOB * 2206 RCC R540WI21A200010 OLIVER 54 MAYHAN 30
$EXECUT[ IBJOp;_

$1BJBB G_,MAP
$1BFTC IMPED LIST

C._@M£LEX QI,O2,R,S,ZIO,Z,EPSR_QtT_M .................. 4
REAL KG

NAMELIST/NAMIN/AO,BO,F,AtX,EPSRoQI,Q2,KG
PI=3.1415926

UM=4.*PI*I.0E-7
EPSO=8.85E-12

Z0:CM.LXC0.Ti:,......
2 READ(5oNAMIt!)

IF(A0,EQ°999,ICALL EXIT
WRITE(6,NAMIN}
gMEGA:2,0*PI*F

A0=-GAMI0*80/(UM*OMEGA}

R=-AO*SIM(PI*X/A|-ZO*OMEGA*EPSR*EPSO*BO*A*Q_/(_.*P|**3I+IO*BO*Q2
I/(4.0*PI*A*OMEGA*UM)

S=EPSR*EPSO*UM*OMEGA*OMEGA*QI/(4°O_PI*PI)-Q2/(_.O*A*A)-ZO*GAMIO,
IPI*SIN(PI*X/A}/A
ZIO:RZ$ ...

TEM=ZO*PI*ZIO_@MEGA_UM/(A*BO|
RCC=CABS(TEM)

Z=(1.-TEM)/(1.+TEM)
Z=I20°O*PI*Z*OMEGA/(GAMIO*C)

WRITE(6,1)Z,ZIO,RCC 4
i F_RMATIIH1 10X,2HZ:,2EI3,_,SX,_b_IO=,2ELa,_LLSX,_HRCC_E_3,_I ........

GO TO 2
END

SDATA

$NAMIN AO=-.OO2,BO=1.O,F=2.2Eg,A=.492E-l,X=°368E-I,EPSR=(,716,.248},
QI:I-17,547,-4.321},Q2=(-6°867,1,264),KG=3°755 *{

01=(-20,826,-3,998),02=(-20.270,I.393),KG=3°755

$1BSY£
SPAUSE

I
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PROGRAM Z187

$IRFT¢ S_LVR LIST,DD

DIMFNSION GAM(3o2)oXl4)tY(4}tDUMllOO]PU(ToT)gG(7)PW(7)tOO(4t3P_lo
]OOP(4o3o2)oql(_o3o2)tOlP(4*3o2)lO2(4o3o2)oO2P(4o3o2)

COMPLEX GAMoUoGoNoQO.OOPoGltO1PoO2oQ2PoZOtEPllEPNoFloF2oHIpHZoGpo
! GPPoAOoPEDtPEDltPED2

....... CeMMeN GAM__U.Uo_tW,QOoQQP_.._gQ_,O_c_..._,P_.tj_LoZQtAOeX oY,DUM.t_ .......
1PIBtEPOoUMOoBOtXJoYJoPX

REAL KO

NAMELXSTINAMINIEPNoFRFtAtBoAOoBO
NAHEL|ST/NAMXY/XtY
NANEL!STINANQIQOtQOPtQloQ1PoQ2_Q2P --
DO _ Jst,_
DO 4 K=lo3
De 4 L=lt2

QO(JtKoL)=CMPLX(O. PO.)
QOP(JtK_L)=CMPLX(O,tO.)
QlP(JgKtL)=CMPLX(O.90.)

...... Q](J*K,IL,.[.I=CMPl X(O..O.! ..............
Q2IJgKoL)=CMPLX(0otO,)

Q2P(JoKoL)=CHPLX(OooO.)
4 CONTINUE

READ(SoNAMIN)
READ(StNAMXYI

...... _FAD[5-NAM_t
EPO=8.85E-12
UMO=12,566_706E-? ._
ZO=CMPLX(O,_I,)
PI=3.1415927
C1=.3,0E+08

KO=OMEGA/C1
EPI=EPN_EPO
TK-KO_KO
PIA=PI/A
PIB=PI/B

..... TA=PI&_P]A
TB=PIB_PIB
TEMP=SQRTtABS(TK-TB)) _ .
GAM(I_2)=CMPLX(TEMPoO,)
IF((TK-TBI,LT,O*)GAM(1,2)=CMPLX(O,_TEHP)
TENP=SORT(ABS(TK-TA))

........... GAM ( 2, I J-_LTE_P_g • ) .................
IF((TK-TA),LT,O, IGAM(2,1)=CMPLX(O,,TEMP)
TEMP=SQRTIABS(TK-TA-TB))
GAM(2_2)=CMPLX(TEMP_O,)
IF((TK-TA-TB),LT,O,)GAM(2_2)=CMPLX(O_TEMP)
TEMP=SORT(ABS(TK-_,_TA))

GAM( ._ tL.}.._ __H_P_X( TE._P_..t..Q¢.).......................
!Fi(TK-_,eTA),LT,O,)GANI3_I)=CHPLXiO,tTEHP)
TEMP=SqRT(ABS(TK-_**TA-TB))
GAM(3o2)=C_PLX(TEMP_Oe)
IF((TK-4,*TA-TBI,LT,O,)GAM(3_2I=CMPLX(O,_TEMP}
DO 2 J=l,_

,xj=x(J,!
YJ=Y(J)

U(2*J-I,1)=FI(1,,1,,J_I_I) ......
U(2*J-1_2)=F1(2o,l,oJo2ol)
U(2*J-1,3)mHII0,,I,tJ,Qtl)
U(2_J-l,_)=Hl(1,,0o,J_lo0l

._(2_J-1_5)]Hl(1,,1.oJ_1_1)
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2,187 (Cont'd)

U(2*J-1,6l=Hl(2.,0. tJt2o0)
U{2*J-lo7l=Hl(2.ol.oJo2ol)
G(2*J-1)=GP(J)
IF(J.E0.4IG0 T0 2
U(2*Joll=F2(loolo_Jolol)
U|2*J_2}=F2(2.*l.,J_2ol)
U(2*J,3l=H2(0.,leoJoOol)
U(2*J.4)=H2(l.t0ooJ*lo0]
U(2*JtS)=H2(le91otJo191)
U(2*Jp6)=H212.,OtgJp2t0)
U(2_Jt7) =H2(2=ol.oJt2ol)
F(2*J)=GPP(J)

2 CONTINUE
U(7,2I=CMPLX(O=_0e)
U(1,6}=U(712)
U(To6)=U(Tt2)
U(TPT)=U(To2)

5 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE

CALL COMINVIUo717_DUM)
DO 3 J=lo7
W(J)=CMPLX(0o,0o)
DO 3 KJ=lo7
w!JI=WL_Ifu(J.L___)_6(K_) ...............................................

3 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1OOI)W(I
WRITE(6.1OO2)W(2
WRITE(6.1OO3IW(3
WRITE(6.1OO4)W(4
WRITE(6,1OO5)W(5
WRITE(6.1OO6)W(6
WRITE(6,1OOT)W(7

1001 FORMAT(IHI IOX.6HY(I,II.SX,2EI4.5)
1009 FORMAT{IHO IOX,6HY(2.1),SX,2EI4.5)
1003 FORMAT(IHO 10X,6HZ(Ool),SXt2E14.5)

1004 FORMAT(IHO 10Xo6HZ(I,0)_SX__2E14151
1005 FORMAT(]HO IOX,6HZII.1).SX,2E14.S)
1006 FORMAT(IHO IOXt6HZ(2.01_5XP2E14.5)
1007 FORMAT{1HO 10X,6HZ(2.1).5X,2E14.5)

PEDI=ZO*PIA*W(4)*OMEGA*UMO/BO
PED=(I.+PEDII/(I°-PEDI}

1008 FORMAT(IHO IOX.6HYLIYO=.2E14.5)
PED2=376.7/PED
WRITE(6_IOOg)PED2

1009 FORMAT(IHO IOX,lOHIMPEDANCE=_2E14.5)
CALL EXIT
END

$1BFTC COMINV FULIST,REF.DECKoM94_DD,XR7
SUBROUTINE COMIN(A_NN,MAXDIM_LABEL )

C@MPLEX MATRIX INVERSION
DIMENSION A(MAXDIM,MAXDIM)
DIMENSION LABEL(1)
COMPLEX FRE , A oX . Y
N=NN
DO 38 I=I,N

38 LABELII}-I
I DO 24 I=I,N
2 FRE=(O. oO. )
3 DO 7 M=I.N
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Z187 (Cont'd)

X= CABS ( A(Mol)}
Y=FRE

IF(X-Y} 7_7, 5
5 FRE = X

6 I_IG=M

? _C_NI INUE ..............................
9 IF( IBIG-I}IO_I4,10

10 DO 13 M=ItN

Zl FRE=A(19M}
12 A{IoM}=A(IBIG,M}
13 _(IBIG,M)=FRE

M=LARFI (If
L£BEL(1)=LABEL(IBIG)

LABEL(IBIG)=M
i_ FRE=A(Itl}
15 A(I,I)=( 1,0, 0,0 }

16 DO 17 M=ItN

17 AIj._I=A(ItM_ERE ............................
18 DO 24 J=ltN

19 IF(J-I)20_24,20
20 FRE=A(JII)

21 A(Jtl)=(O, tO,)
22 D@ 23 K=IgN

24 CONTINUE

25 M=N-I
26 DO 36 I=ItM
27 D_ 30 J=IoN
28 IF(LABEL(J}-I}30o29o30
29....I.._(-_LI.=_LL_L_ ,_zJ.&L............
3o CONTINUE

31 DO 34 K=I,N
32 FRE=A(KtI)
33 h(KPI)=A(KtJ}
3_ A(K_J)=FRE
}_5__._L_BEL I J .l = LABELL_ ..........
36 CONTINUE
37 RETURN

END

$IBFTC TF1 LISTtDD
COMPLEX FUNCTION FI(FLgFK,JoLoK}

1QOP(4+3,2},Q1(4,3,2),QIP(_3,2}_Q2(4._2)_Q2P(4_3,2}
COMPLEX GAM_U,G,W,Q0,QOP,QI_Q1P,Q2,Q2P.Z0,EPI,EFN_FI_F2=HI.H2_GP.

1 GPP,A0,FFZ
REAL K0

CCMMON GAM,U,G,W*Q0.QOP,GI*QIP_Q2_Q2P.EPI_Z0_AO*X*Y_DUM_OMEGA,PIA.
IPIB,EPO_MO_BO._,Y_J_YJ_PI .......

FFI=+EPI*OMEGA*FL*FK*PIA*PIB*GAM(L+I,K+I)*
IQO(J,L+I,K+II+ZO*OMEGA*EPO*FK*PIB*SIN(FL*PIA*XJI*CZSIFK*PIB*YJI

2*_,*PI*Pl
FI:FF1

1CeNTINUE
....... R,.EI._ ...............................

END

$1BFT¢ TH1 LIST_DD
COMPLEX FUNCTION HI(FL_FK_J_L_K}
DIMENSION GAM(3_2)_XI4)_Y(4)_DUM(IOO)_U(7_?i_G(?|_W(TItO0(_3_2),

1Q0P(4_3,2)*Ql(4_3_2)_QlP(4_3*2)_Q2(4_3_2)_Q2P(4_3_2}
COMPLEX GAM_U_G_W_QO,00P_QI+O1P_Q2_Q2_ZQ.EPI_EPN,F1,F2.H1.H2.GP,
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Z 187 (Conttd)

1 GPPtA0oHH1
REAL K0
COMMON GAM'UtGtW'QOtQOPtOIIQIPtO2"tQ2PIEPIPZOoAOoX,YoDUMtOMEGAtPIAt

IPIB,EPO,UMO,BO,XJ,YJ,PI

HHI=0MEGA_OMEGAWUMO_EPlmQIIJ,L+I,K+I)

.._ I-(FL*FL*PIA*PIA+FK_FK*PIB*PIBI_O2(J_L+_K+I}-ZO_GAM(L+ltK+I)_F_

2PIA*SIN(FL*PIA*XJI*COS(FK*PIB*YJ)*4,_PI*PI p
HI=HH1

1CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SIBFTC TH2 LISToDD
C3MPLEX FUNCTION H2(FLoFKtJoLtK}
DIMENSION GAMI3,2),X(4I_YI4),DUMIIOOItU(7,TI,GITIPW|TI,QO{4t3t2Ip

1Q0P(4,3o2),O1(4_3,2),OlP(4,3,2),O2(4,3,2),O2P(4o3o2)
COMPLEX GAM,U,G,W,Q0,QOP,QltQ1P_Q2tQ2PtZ0,EP1PEPN,FltF2tH1,H2tGPt

1 GPP,A0tHH2

.... REA_ K0
COMMON GAM,U,GtWtOO,QOPtQltQ1PtQ2_Q2PtEPltZOgAOoXtYIDUMoOMEGAtPIAP

IPIB,EPO_UMO,BO,XJ,YJ,PI

HH2=-OMEGA_OMEGA_UMO*EPI_QIPCJtL+IoK+II
I-(FL_FL*PIA*PIA+FK_FKWPIB_PIB)_Q2P(JpL+IgK+I)-ZO_GAM(L+I_K+II_FK _
?PIB*SINIFK*PIB*YJ)*COS(FL*PIA*XJ)*_.*PI_PI

.... I ¢_N_JNU.._ ........................
H2=HH2
PETURN
END

$IBFTC TF2 LIST,DD
C_MPLEX FUNCTION F2IFL,FK,J_L,K)

1QOP(4,3,2),QlI4,3,2),Q1P(_,3,2),Q2(4o3,2),Q2P(4_3,2)

COMPLEX GAM,U,G,W_QO,QOP,Q1,QlP_Q2,Q2P_Z0,EPI_EPNtFltF2,H1,H2oGP!
1 CPP_A0_FF2

REAL K0
COMMON GAM_U,G,W,QO,QOP,QI,Q1P,Q2,Q2P_EPI_Z0,A0_XoY,DUM_OMEGA_PIA_

..... FF2"-EPl_OMEGA*FLWFK_PIA_PIB*GAM|L+I,K+I)_ ""
1QOP(J,L+I,K+I)-Z0*_MEGA_EP0*FL*PIA_SIN(FK_PIS_YJ)_COS(FL_RIA_XJ)
2_4,*PI*PI

F2=FF2
1 CONTINUE

RETURN
........ _N_..........................

$1BFTC TG2
COMPLEX FUNCTIeN GRR(J)

PIMENSION GAM(3,2),X(4),Y(4),DUM(IOO),U|7,7),G(7)_W|7),QO(4,3,2),
lQOP(4,3,2),QlI_,3,2)_QlPI4,3_2)_Q2(4_3_2)_Q2P(4,3,2)

...... COMPLEX GAM_U,G_W_Q0,QOP_QloQ1p_Q2,._Q2p,Z0,EP1,EPN_FI_F2_HI_H2_GPo
1 GPP ;A0

REAL K0

COMMON GAM,U_G,W,QO_QOP,QI_Q1P_O2,Q2P_EP1,ZO_AO,X_Y_DUMtOMEGA_PIA_
IPIB,EPO,UMO,B0,XJ,YJ_Pl

GPP =ZO*OMEGA*EPl_BO_QIPIJ,2,1IIPIA _PIA_O2PIJ_2_IIII_MEGA_
IUMO)
RETURN
END

$1BFTC TGP
COMPLEX FUNCTION GP(J!
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Z187 (Contld)

COMPL_X GAMtUtGtWtO0oO0PtOiIGlPtO2tQ2PoZ0,EPloEPNoFltF2oHloH2tGPo
1 GPPoAO
REAL KO
COMMONGAHtUtGtW,QCtQOPtQI_Q1PtO2tQ2PIEPl_Z0*AOoXPYoDUMtOMEGApPIA,
IPIBtEPO,UMC_BOgXJoYJ,PI

GP=-_t_P_.I.._P_*AOWSIN(_IA*X_J-_QMEGA*EPI*BO_QI(J,2,11/_IA+ZmO__B.Q _..
I*PIA*Q2(J,2,1I/(OMEGA_UMO}
RETURN
FND

SNAMIN EF'N=(1,BS'O.O22],FRF=2,2E+O9,A=,lO92,B=.OS_6,AO=(-.OO2tO.I,BO=I.$
SNA_XY X=.O546t,O819t,OB19,,O546oY=,O273,eO273oeO4095to040955
$NAMO
QO(3,2,2)=(,OO2,0o)tQO(3,3,2)=(-,O01,O,),
QOP(It3,2)=(-,OO8tO,).tQOP(2,2,2}=(-,O11.0,}t
QOP(2,3,2}=(.OO2,0, I,QCP(3,2,2}=(-,010,O,},
QOP(393,2}=(,OOItO,}tQCP(4,3,2)=(-,OOB,O,}p
Q1(Io2,1}=(-11,440t-15,672}tQ1(2_2,l}=(-7,931,-13,204}e
QI(2t3_1}=(17.431LLO..L_._2}_LL/..3..tL.t.Z=I__/._..'_=DIS._3._98}°_
QI(3,_,I}=(-4.851,-II.293).QI(3,2_2)=(O..-.033},
QI{3,3,1}={12.359,9,047}_01{3,3,2}={-,001,-,001},
QI(_,2,1}={-7,_Te,-13,466},QI(_,2,2}={-,OO2,-,O&5},
OlP{l_l_2}={-2.020.17.505}.OlP(1.3.2}=(-9.992.-8.7_2}.
QlP(2,1,2}=(5.20_ll._32},QlP(2.2.2}=(-12,7_l,-15,468}.

QlP(3,2,1)=(2o908,2,199),QlP(3,2.2}={-11,629.-14,929}.

OlP(_*3_2}=(-14,248,-B.785}*

O2(l,2_l}=12,462_27,281},O2(2_2,1)=(_o992_20,_32)_
..... _Q2_-_-_TL_L_-_i_;ud_4_-4_/_Q2_J-3_2_-_2_6_9_=_9_5j_* .......................

02(3,2,1)=(5,037,20,145},02(3_,2}=(,972,-,763},
O2(3,3,1)=l12,17E*-6,289)*Q2(3,3,2}=(,O01,,010},
O2(_.2.1)=(_.262.2b.633}.O2{_.2_2}=(6.327.-|,005}.
Q2P(l_l_2}=(-15.3!3,1_,.185}_Q2P(1.3,2}=(21._91.-I.135},
02P(2_l_2}=(-17-176,13.627).Q2P(2_2.2}=(15.278,-1.903},

Q2P(3'2'1)=I4,487,-2,170),O2P(3,2.2}=(3,432,-1.7_7},
O2P(3_3_l}=(-1.015.-.94_),O2P(3.3_2}=l-,8_0=-,760).
Q2P(_.1,2)=(_,375.1_,617) $

$1BSYS

SPAUSE .......................
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PROGRAM Z141

SlB_TC A2141 LIST,SDD -.
DIMENSION PC100) tTHETAII00),PHI|IO0)oWIL( 50 ),W2K( 50 ),

1 ZLKDiSO,50),YLKD(50,50),V1LISO),V2K(5OIoS1LISO)tS2K(50)
COMPLEX EPSRmZLK,YLK,ZK12pH1,EIM,WSHpW_LV,WHATIWSU,USLVIUHAT,

1 WSWloWSW2tSUMI,SUM2,SUM3,WlLoW2KtWltW2,WSI_WS2tWS3, RtXLtSpT
........ 2.._mZLKOtYLKD,Wll, ......CaJ,J_J.YJ,J,_V2K,$IL,_2_,_UM_j_UMS"W_ "w_" --

RCON,ELCON,S.,S2,VI,VZ,V20,S20

_EAL MEMO
CALL BCDCON(18OHWtEPSR* ELZ,A,B, M,N*

1 BZ_C,EPSZ,EHUZ,THETA,PHI,NTHETA,NPH]
2
3

.... 6 ,W,EPSR, ELZ,A,BP MMoNNtBZtCtEPSZt
5 EMUZtTHETA,PHI-,NTHETAtNPH! )

CALL BCDCON(36HZLK(50950),YLK(50_50)
1 ,ZLKD,YLKD)

CALL BCDCON(36HDATE,CASE_MEMO

._. _ _.jDAT_,.__A$_ M.t._.f,J_..(_.__..................................
PTST = 1,OE-5
RAD = ,174532925F-1
Pl " 3,14159265
LTAP5 • 6
C = 3,0E8

EPSZ _ .8.e_E-;2 ......... - ..
EMUZ = 12,566371EL7 ....
E.M = (0,0,-I,0)

99 CONTINUE

CALL SYHBLS(IN )

ZKZ- WlC i
ZKZ2. _ _K7 **2 .......................................
ZK12 = EPSR * ZKZ2
N = NN+I
M = MM+I

WRITE(LTAP5,100) DATE,CASE,MEMO
100 FORMAT(1H1o49XI5HDATE FS,3,SX*5HCASE F8,3tSXo5HMEMO F8,3 ) _/ ,

DO 1000 I'I,NTHETA ........... J_
THET = THETA(I)

!

TH = THET *RAD
STH • SIN(TH)
CTH = COS(TH)
STH2 = STH**2

CTH2 • CTHe*2 .......................
SCTH = STHmCTH
H2 = ZKZeCTH
HI • CSORT ( ZK12 - ZKZ2 *STH2 )
IF(AIMAG(H1)) 30,31t31

30 II1 = -H1

3 I_WSH._ = CEXP_ L_[ IM* (H) I.Z__L......
WSLV =(2,0*HIeEPSR)/(H1-EPSR*H2} * WSH
WHAT = (2,0eH1)/(HI-H2)I WSH
WSU = CEXP ( _IM e2,0eHIeELZ)
USLV= WSU e(HI+EPSReH2)/(HI-EPSR*H2)
UHAT= WSU I(HI+H2)/(H1-H_)

?0 KM=I

..... _- _oo0 _=i ,N_H_ ...................
PH • PHI(JIeRAD
SPH= $IN(PH)
CPH= C0S(PH)
SPh2 = $pHee2
CPH2 = CPHIi2
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Z141 (C.nt'd)
STCP = STHeCPH
S2TC2P - 5TCPee2 e ZKZ2
STSP • STHeSPH
S2TS2P= STSPe*2 e ZKZ2
WSWl • CEXP (EIM+ A eZKZ _ STCP )

...._g,$._12.._..C[,X__.._J.I_._B..*_ZL_,Z_ _P _ .........................................
2_ KM=I

VZL(I) = (WSWI-I,0)/iZKZ2_STH2)
V2K(1) - (WSW2-1,0I/(ZKZ2_STH2)
IF(ABS{PH-l,STOTe6325)-PTST) 60,60,50

50 IF(ABS(PH-4.71238898)-PTST) 60,60,51

Ge TO 52
5L LL=0

EL = LL
DEN • S2TC2P -(ELePI/A)ee2
IFiARSIDEN)-I,0E-5) 56,56.57

...... 5.&.WI-a.LD_.0.1D. 0.). ........................
GO TO 58

57 _1 • II-I,O)eILL_WSWI-Z,OI/OEN
_8 $1 " SPHeCPHeW1
52 SIL(1) " 51

IF(PH-PTST) 61.61,53
...... 5._IFCABSJEH=._.IJ_9.Zfa._J'_P.I_I}__i=LLIa.L=5._ ..........

61 52 • (EIMeBeCPH)/iZKZeSTH)
Ge TO 55

5h KK =0
ZK=KK
DEN • S2TS2P-[ZKWPl/B)ee2

....... IFL&B$IDENJ_L_O_-51 6_,63t6h ......................
63 W2 = (0,0.0,01

GO Te 6_
64 W2 = ((-1,0)eeKKoWSW2-1,0)/DEN
65 $2 = SPHeCPHeW2
55 52K(I) " 52

Do _09Q.L_ ................
LL'L-1
EL=LL
DEN • S2TC2P - (ELePI/A)e_2
IFIABSIDEN)-I,0E-5) 2)2)3

2 WI = (0.0,0.0)
G_ T_ ..............................

3 WI=-II-I.0)eeLL eWSWI-I_O)/DEN
4 Vl = CPH2*Wl

Sl = SPHeCPHeWI
WIL(LI • WI
V1L(L) • Vl
$.;k.lkl =._i ............................

3000 CeNTINUE
D_ 4000 K=2.M
KK= K-I
ZK = KK
DEN • S2TS2P -{ZKeP|IB)ee2
!FI_A_SIDENJ- I,OE_).. _6 .................

5 W2 • (0.0,0.01
Ge T_ 7

6 W2 • ((-I.0)I*KKeWSW2 -1,0)/DEN
? V2 = SPH2eW2

_2 • SPHeCPHeW2
w_!Kl. _ W_ ....................
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V2K(K) = V2

S2K(K) = S2 *
4000 CONTINUE

SUMI = (O,OtO,O}
SUM2 • (OoOtO,O)

SUM3 = (O,O,Ojq!......................
SUM4 = (0,0,0,0)
SUM5 = (0,0,0,0)

Wll = WIL(2)
V20 = VZK(1)
$20 = $2K{I)

23 KM=I

PO 5000 L=I*N
Wl = WIL(L)
EL = L -I

WS2L= EL*Pl/A

WS3L=WS2L**2

.... vI =_vIL.!L!..................................
51 = SILIL}

21KM=I
DO 5000 K=ltM
W2 = W2K(K)

ZK = K-I

WS2K=ZKePIIB .........
W$3K=WS2K**2
V2 - V2K(K)
S2 = S2KIK)

YL_" = YLKD(LtK)
ZLK = ZLKD(LPK)

GLK =CSQRT (ZKZ2 - W$3L - WS3K ) .......
IFIAIMAGIGLKI) 32,33t33

32 6LK = -GLK

33 WSI = WS3K * VI*W2 *ZLK
WS2 = WS3L * WImV2 -ZLK
WS3 = WS2K*WS2LmGLK*YLK*WI _ W2

WS4 = WS3L m ZLK _WlW $2 ............. ,
WS5 • WS3K* ZLK eSI _ W2
IF(K-I) 41,41t42

41 IF(L-I} 5000t5000,43
43 SUM2 = SUM2 + WS2

SUM4 = SUM4 + WS4
GO TO 5000

42 IF'iLL1) 44o44o45 .............................
45 SUM3 = SUM3 + WS3

SUM2 = SUM2 + WS2
SUM4 = 5UM_ + WS4

44 SUMI = SUMI + WS]
SUM5 = SUM5 �WS5

" " SO00coNtYQOE ........................................

RCON = ZKZ2 *STH21(HIW(I,O-USLV))
R = RCON * (W*EMUZ*SUM! - W*EMUZ*SUM2 + EIM*BZ*(Pl/A)*WIIWV20 +

I SUM3 }

FLCBN = ZKZ2*STH?/(W*EI4UZ*(I,O+UHAT))

XL = ELCON *(EIMWBZW(PIIAI*W11_S20 _- .W*EMUZ*SUM4 - W*EMUZ*SUM5 )
S &- WSLV*R .................
T = WHAT*XL

SR = RFAL(S)
SI'AIMAG(S)

TR = REAL(T|
TI • AIMAG(T)
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2141 (Cont'd)

PSOLV = 19,739209 *W_ZKZ *(CTH2/STH2) *(EPSZ *(SR **2 +S! *'2_
1 + EMUZ *(TR *_Z + TI **2) )
P(J) = PSOLV

2000 CONTINUE
HRITE(LTAPS*101) THET

101F_RMAIil.H0_BHTt'tETA =..F8,3 ZI...9_s31"tPHIglS_LtlI'tP_. )._
WRITE(LTAPS,102) (PHI(IP)tP(IP),IP=ltNPHI)

102 FORMATt_tS,5_E20,8 )
1000 CONTINUE

G0 T0 99
END

...... _ . .,L___F.P_SR __LQ__0._.__ ELZ _0 ._._A__ •___L_0_ 75
M 1 N 2 BZ 1,0 THETA 10,0 PHI 20,0 NTHETA 1 NPH! 1

ZLK(I}
0,0 0,0 3,0 2*0 I*0 0,5 (I01) 0*5 0°1 1*0 I*0

0,5 0,0
YLK(1)
__. 0,0 O,O__l,p _..Q,I_.0,5...(ZLC)._II91)OL.5.._,i_o. 2. C=_.
0.I 0.I
rHFTA 0,0(I0,0)90,0 NTHETA 10
PHI 0,0(20,0)360°0 NPHI 19
THETA 1,0 NTHETA 1

1
END _E _D_A_IA_......................................................
$IBDRL
• DEBUG A2141 23

DUMP VIL,V2K_WIL,W2KoSILgS2K
• DEBUG A2141 20

OUMP TH,HloH2,WSH,WSLV,NHAToWSUoUSLVtUHAT
•DEBUt_Z1.91 .__D_ ..........................................

DUMP WSI,WS2,WS3,WS4,WSs,SUM1,SUM2,SUM3,SUM4,suMs,K,L
•DEBUG A2141 2000

DUMP RCON,R,ELCON_XL,StT_PSOLV
*DEND
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Programs 2206 or 21.87 can be used to calculate impedance at the end of the

open-ended waveguide. Number 2206 is the short-form program and pro-

vides less accuracy than program Z187. The results of programs ZZ06 and

2187 must be multiplied by Zc/Z o where Z c is the characteristic impedance

of the waveguide and Z o is 377 ohms.

D. SIMULATOR VERIFICATION TESTS

I. Simulator Sources

Prior to the formulation of the simulator requirements, a survey was made

of the qualified manufacturers of artificialdielectrics. The results of the

survey showed that there were only four suppliers capable of producing

dielectric simulators. They were as follows: Armstrong Cork Company,

Avco Corporation, Custom Materials, Inc., and Emerson and Cuming, Inc.

Specifications for the simulators were formulated about the requirements

stated in the original RFP. The requirements for the dielectric simulators

were as follows: I) They must be flexible; 2) Specific gravity must be less

than 0.5; 3) They must be bondable to metal surfaces; 4) They should not

permanently deform ifinadvertently subjected to pressure; 4) They must 6

be easy to machine; 6) Their electrical properties should not change in a

temperature range from 0° F to 140 ° F; and 7) Moisture absorption over

the above temperature range should be less than 0.5 percent.

_r

The electrical and dimensional specifications for the simulators were carried

out by the laws of scaling derived by Si'nclairfrom Maxwell's Equations.

The laws, which are applicable to alldielectrics, are as follows:

Quantity Full Scale Model System
System _-

Length {Physical dimensions) l l "= l/p

Frequency f f" = pf

Complex Permittivity _'-j_'" [_'-j_"] = [_'-j_"]

Loss Tangent _"/_" [_"/_']'=[_"/_']

Permeability u'- iu'" [u'- ju"]" = [u'-ju"]

Conductivity a a" --pa

t
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where p is the scale factor.

Simulators for virgin Avcoat 5026-3qM had to have identical dielectric

constant and loss tangent for 1/3-, 1/5 , and full-scale tests as prescribed

by the above electromagnetic laws of scaling. A simulator thickness of one

inch was chosen for the full scale tests thus setting the 1/3- and 1/5-scale

thickness to 0.33 inch and 0.20 inch, respectively. The low frequency

simulators, 300 Mc, 900 Mc, and 1500 Mc, Were assigned the following

electrical properties: _'/% = 2.50 ± 0.10; _"/_" - 0.082 ± 0.005. The

electrical properties assigned to the high-frequency simulators (2200 Mc,

6600 Mc, and 11000 Mc) were as follows: _'/_o = 1.85 ± 0.10; _"/_" -

0.022 ± 0,005. ihese dielectric constant and loss tangent values were taken

from the room-.-nperature dielectric measurements made at 300 Mc and
2200 Mc.

Once the physical and electrical properties of the virgin heat-shield simu-

lators had been measured, requests for quotations were sent to the potential

suppliers. Armstrong Cork Company was contracted to supply the simu-

lators. This decision was based upon price, dielectric tolerances, and

quality control standards stated by the supplier in their answer to Avco's
RFQ.

In their development of the simulator material, Armstrong Cork Company

had no problem in holding the tolerances on the 2.2 kMc, 6.6 kMc and

II kMc simulators and supplying these simulators on schedule. They

experienced extreme difficulty in trying to attain the same tolerances with

300 Mc, 900 Mc, and 1500 Mc simulators, The tolerance on the loss tangent

was relaxed to +.005, -.027 so that the program would not be delayed any

further. The specific-gravity tolerance was also relaxed to 0.6 in order to

facilitate rapid development of the simulators. All other mechanical and

electrical properties requirements remained unaltered. The simulator data

supplied by the Armstrong Cork Company is given in the following table.

2200 Mc

to

11000 Mc 300 Mc 900 Mc 1500 Mc

Density (ib/ft3) 22.9 - 23.5 28.8 - 31.0 28.1 28.7

Dielectric

_Constant 1.84 - 1.86 (x-z)2.49-2,60 2.58 2.58
( y )2.24-2.35 2.58 2.28

Loss Tangent 0.021 - 0.022 0.055 (avg.) 0.080 0.092
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The properties of the char simulators were defined by volume conductivity
measurements. The original intent was to char the heat shield to its full
depth and simulate it with a single simulator. Serious problems arose
in charring the heat shield to its full depth. For instance, the heat shield
became badly cracked making ._t impossible to take valid attenuation meas-
urements. The heat shield was therefore charred to an average depth of
approximately 0. 065 inch only. The intact, Uncharred heat shield below
the char layer was simuJated with the virgin simulator material while the
char layer was simulated by a thin conductive layer bonded onto the virgin
heat- shield simulator.

Surface resistivity measurements made on the charred samples varied from
1.3 ohms per square to 46 ohms per square. It was decided that a versatile
simulator material whose resistivity could be varied would be required.
The appropriate char simulator would be attainedby varying the resistivity
untilthe antenna patterns matched those taken with the charred heat shield.

Eccosorb Space Cloth, a thinwoven conductive fabric, was best suited fcr
these requirements. The resistivitycan be varied by laying sheets atop

one another. The resultant resistivitymay be obtained by considering the 6
sheets as resist'_rsin parallel. The material is self-extinguishing,

weatherproof, and can be easily cut with scissors, Listed below is the
data supplied by Emerson and Cure;rigInc.

Type Surface Resistivity InsertionLoss Thickness
(ohms/square) (db) (X-Band) (inch)

SC-IO0 I00 7.0 0.015

SC-Z00 200 4.0 0.010

SC-377 377 Z.O 0.010

2. Simulator Inspection

Complex permittivitymeasurements were made on virgin heat-shield simu-
lators at their respective operating frequencies. The measurements were

made with the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer using the method des-
cribed in Appendix B. All values are approximately 5 percent high because
of sample compression in the sample holder. The results of the measure-
ments are as follows:
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Frequency _'/% _"/_"
(Mc)

300 2.56 0.065

900 2.60 0.083

1500 2.62 0.095

2200 1.98 0.019

6600 1.97 0.020

II000 1.95 0.020

The above values of _'/_o and _'.'/_" were all within the specified tolerances
except from the 1500 Mc simulator. Since these measurements were with=

in +5 percent, the 1500 Mc simulator was allowed to pass inspection.

A density check was made on the 2200 Mc simulator with results showing
that the material had a specific gravity of 0. 509. This value of specific

gravity was slightly above the purchase=order limit of 0.5, Density checks
made on the 300 Mc simulator showed that the specific gravity was well
within the 0.6 purchase order timit.

The simulator material adhered to the requirements of the originalRFP.
The material was flexibleand did not permanently deform when subjected
to pressure. The material was easy to machine with hand tools and was
bondable to metal surfaces. Armstrong Cork recommended their J-II70/E-18
epoxy adhesive to be used but statedthat a contact cement could be use:l

without affectingthe dielectricproperties of the material ifthe bond line

was thin. Weldwood Contact Cement was tested and provided an excellent
bond. This was used as the bonding agent for both heat=shield and simu-
lator material.

Resistivitymeasurements were made on the Eccosorb Space Cloth. I_andom
samples from each of the sheets supplied were measu,'ed and the results

showed that the resistivitywas not uniform. An average resistivitywas
obtained from the sample measurements for each of the three resistivities

purchased. These average values differconsiderably from those supplied
by the manufacturer. The results of the measurements are given below.
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Surface Resistivity$ Surface Resistivity*$

Type (ohms per square) (ohms per square)

SC- 100 100 81

SC-ZO0 200 480

SC- 377 377 660

':_Data supplied by manufacturer
**Measured Data

3. Verification Tests

The verification tests were performed for the following reasons:

a. To demonstrate the effects of tb'_ Apollo heat shield on antenna
performance;

b. To demonstrate the validity of simulator use and the scaling
of models;

c. To verify the theoretical computation of antenna impedance and
radiation pattern.

Four different antennas were used as experimental mediums to perform ,_
these tasks. They were as follows: open ended waveguide, scimitar,
scimitar-slot, and monopole antennas. Two base frequencies of 300 Mc and
2200 Mc were used along with their respective 1/3 and 1/5-scale frequencies
of 900 Mc, 1500 Mc, 6600 Mc and 11000 Mc. The antennas were mounted
on flat, square ground planes with lengths of 1.22A and 8.88A for the
respective base frequencies of 300 Mc and 2200 Mc. The 300 Mc tests
were limited to 1.22 A ground planes because of size restrictions.

For scaled tests, the ground planes were dimensionally scaled by factors
of 1/3 and 1/5 so that their electrical length remained the same at the
scaled frequencies. The simulators were scaled by retaining their full-
scale complex permittivity at the scaled frequencies.

The 300 Mc and 900 Mc verification tests were made on one of Avco's out-

door antenna ranges while the tests from 1500 Mc to 11000 Mc inclusice
were performed in Avco's 60-x 20-x 20-foot anechoic chamber.

The verification tests required the use of Avcoat 5026-39 virgin ablator.
Two forms of the Avcoat 5026-39 heat shield are used on the Apollo vehicle;
the molded (-39M) and the honeycomb (-39 HCG). The dielectric properties
of the -39M and -39 HCG material were essentially the same at both
300 Mc and Z200 Mc. Prior to performing any verification tests, the -39M
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and -39 HCG materials were compared in terms of their effect on antenna

impedance and radiation patterns. Antenna impedance and radiation patterns
of an open-ended waveguide covered with both materials were taken at

6600 Mc. The results showed negligible difference between the molded
(-39M} and the honeycomb (-39 HCG) in regard to antenna radiation patterns.
The measured antenna-aperture impedances were identical. Since either
material could be used for the verification tests, Avcoat 5026- 39M was

chosen because of its immediate availability &nd lower cost.

a. Open-Ended Waveguide, Full , 1/3 , and 1/S-Scale-Model Patterns
and Impedance

Verification tests made with the open-ended-waveguide antenna are
presented in matrix form in Table II. The matrix references a series

of figures which are reprints of measured data. The figures, in turn,

have related patterns superimposed to enable the reader to compare them
readily.

Waveguide transitions were used as open-ended-waveguide antennas.
Standard waveguide sizes available did not facilitate exact 1/3 and

l/S-scaling. However, guide sizes for scaled tests were chosen as
close as possible to the required scale factors. Deviations from the
scale factors for the antenna aperture were less than 7 percent.

The spherical coordinate sys_e_ used for the open-ended-waveguide
antenna patterns is defined inFigure 18 along with the location of the
a and b guide dimensions.

The antenna efficiencies were calculated for the 300-Mc and Z200-Mc

open-ended-waveguide antennas without heat shield, with virgin heat
shield, with charred heat shield, and charred heat shield with antenna

window. Antenna efficiency may be defined as follows:

Go
(1) a = -- wheze a = efficiencyD

Go = maximum radiation intensity (test antenna}
radiation intensity from (lossless) isotropic

source with same power input.

D = maximum radiation intensity
average radiation intensity
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B_

TABLEI I

VERIFICATIONI_STS- OPENENDEDWAVEGUIDE

Meuored 50Z6-39 Measured S0Z6o39
Pattern• versus Impedance versus
SimulAtor Jlmulator

Experh_ent Frequency kale Efficiency Pattern• Impedance
No. Anetns_L Cover (Mc) Factor (percent) Exp. No, Fisore No.

1 no cover 300 1 84.94 19, Z0 Flpre 36 i

2 vlrjin 5026-39 300 1 76.8S 1 with 2 19, 20 Flsure $6

3 virsin simulator 300 1 2 with 3 21, 22 Flsvre 36

4 vtrsin simulstor 900 I/3 2 with 4 23, 24 Fisure 36

S virsin simulator IS00 I/$ 2 with S 20" 36 Fljure 36

6 no cover Z200 1 71.74 27, 28 FIpre 37

? virsin 5026-39 ZZ00 1 6S. 59 6 with 7 27, 28 FiBvre 37

8 vtrlin simULator 2200 1 ? with 8 zg, 30 Fijure 37

9 vtrjin simulator 6600 1/3 7 with 9 31, 32 Fijure $8

10 vtrjin sim_dAtor 11000 I/5 7 with 10 33, 34 Ftswre 39

6

Measured S026-39 Measured S0_6-39
PMtern• verso• Impedance vorens a
8imolator Ilimu_ter

Liment F rsquency kale F,fficiency P&ttora• Impedaae•
No. Antenna Cover (bic) Factor (percent) F.xF. No. Fisu_re No.

11 charred 5026039 300 ! 4.6S 11 with 12 44, 4_ Fljure 60

12 char simu_tor 300 1 I1 with 12 440 4S FJlJure 60

13 char simulator 900 1/3 11 with 15 460 47 F|Bure 61

14 char eUnulator IS00 IJS 11 with 14 40, 49 Flsure 62

15 charred S026-39 2200 1 8.25 IS with 16 SO, SI Ftsore 63

16 char simulator 2200 1 IS with 16 SO,SI FiB•re 65

17 char simulator 6600 1/3 IS with 17 57_ S3 Fllpire 64

18 char eim_,tor 11000 IIS IS with 18 04. SS Flsure 6S

19 charred S026039 300 1 79.64 11 with 19 $6, J7 Flsure 60
with window

20 charred $026-39 2200 1 70.45 IS with 20 SO, $9 FllJur• 63
with window

k
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)= 0 o

SIGNAL SOURCE / VARIABLE

8=00

86-9870 8 : 180°

F;gure 18 SPHERICALCOORDINATE SYSTEMFOR OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE
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therefore

UmaxT

Uis o UmaxT UaveT
(2) a=-- =

Uiso UmaxT
UmaxT

UaveT

WaveT

Since UaveT - 4

WaveT
(3) i) =

4#Uiso

f f F (0,¢,)sin 0d0_
(4) ,, =

)iso

where F = relative field intensity

0 = polar angle

= azimuth angle J

Equation (4) describes efficiency as the ratio of the power radiated
by the antenna under test to the power radiated by an isotropic antenna.
The integral in the numerator of Equation (4) was integrated graphically.
In order to integrate accurately, antenna patterns wer_ taken in 10-
degree increments of # from 0 degrees to 180 degrees for 6 variable
in both horizontal and vertical polarizations. These patterns were
taken in voltage on polar paper. This al_wed the area to be measured
with a planimeter to obtain the average power of each pattern.

Average power levels for each pattern were multiplied by the sine of
their associated 0 angle. The average power level was then totaled
for both polarizations and divided by the average value of the sine.
The efficiency was obtained from the ratio of the average power of the
test antenna to the isotropic power level.

Several conclusions can be made from the virgin-heat-shield and
simulator tests. Patterns taken at 300 Mc w_,th and without heat shield

show that there is negligible distortion in the antenna-radiation patterns
due to the heat-shield cover. The E- and H-plane patterns exhibi'ed
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an average attenuation of approximately 1.5db in the main beam

(0 = 270deg,'e.-'s to 90 degrees). Antenna patterns t,tken with simu-

lators for full-scale and scaled tests showed good correlation with the
patterns taken with the Avcoat heat shield.

Considerable antenna-pattern distortion was observed with the heat-
shield cover at 2200 Me. Further test results indicated that the side

radiation was caused by a surface wave coming off the ends of the g,'ound

plane and that the null and ripples were caused by the edges acting as

an array element. These antenna patterns were in contrast to those

taken at 300 Mc where little antenna-pattern distortion was observed ..
with the heat-shield cover. The heat-shie!d thickness accounts for

the differing effects. Both cases were taken with one-inch-thick heat-
shield covers but thexr electrical thicknesses were 000254;_ and

0.186A for the 300 Mc and 2200 Mc cases, respectively. Antenna-
radiation patterns taken with the 2200 Mc simulator de_iated little from

the Avcoat 5026-39M patterns. Considering the amount of antenna-

pattern distortion, the simulators fo- the full-scale and scaled frequencies

performed very well.

Impedance measurements made on tbe 300 Mc open-ended waveguide

are referenced to the input terminal of the tran.hxtio_. The measure-

ments were made in accordance with the test procedu,'e_; that is,
without heat shield, with heat ,zhield, and with simulator. At the scaled

frequencies, the open-ended-waveguide impedance without heat shield
were different from those of the 300 Mc transition.

Although the antenna apertures were scaled accurately, it was impossible

to scale the probes and connectors of transition pieces. This omission

in the scaling procedure caused the scaled impedances to differ. In

order to compare the effects of tbe scaled simul:.tors on antenna

impedance to those of the heat shield, the ante.,naimpedances of the
scaled antennas were matched to the 300 Mc antenna without heat

shield. The impedance measurements were then made with the simu- f:
lator. Scaled impedance measurements di_ not qho'.,¢ good correlation.

Impedance measurements made at 2200 Me were more encouraging. _o

At the scaled freque"cies of 6(,00 Mc and ll000 Mc it was not roquired

to match the antenna impedances to those of 2200 Me. The scaled

simulators were compared directly with the Avc')at 5026-39M heat

shield which has the same complex permittivity a3 the simulators at
the scaled frequencies. The heat-shield ,*hickness was scaled to

0.33 inch and 0.20 inch for these tests. The impedance data compared

very well with the Avcoat 5026-39M.
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. Without Heat Shield_ :e" With Avcoat 5026-39M ....... ,950e

330 ° 330°

320°

300_ 60°
300°

80°
8u' 280°

90 ° 6

90° 270 °

EL

LIO0
250 °

120°
240 °

_3( L30°
l_n |30 °

220 _
140 220 °

210'
150 210 °

117_ eE Plane Pattern 180' i_" Open Ended Weveguide

= 90° J f = 300mcs
@ = V_riable I Ground Plane = 1.22)_x 1,22_
Horizontal Pol. Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Iso. = -10.75 db

86-9871

,";gure 19 300 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, WITH AND WITHOUT AVCOAT 5026-39M. E PLANE
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In WithoL_ Heat Shield.
350° 0 I0°10° 350°

zo° With Aveoat 5026-3"_M .....340°

330° 30°
330°

320° 40°o
40 320

70°
70c 290°

280_ 80°
80 < 2SO°

270= 90°

90° 270°

260c 00"
100° 260°

250<
110 250°

120°
120_ 240°

|

23C '" i ' " ' ' '30°
130_' . .... . Z3qo

.. . , ...

220_
i40° _,20'_

210 ]0

¢ = 0¢' 21_pen Ended Wavegulde
@ = Variable f = 300 Mes

Vertical Polarization 190'u0, 150" I_" Ground Plane = i.22 k x l.f_k
Iso. = -I0."5 [ Heat Shield Thickness = iO"

I86-9872

Figure 20 300 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, WITH AND WITHOUT AVCOAT 5026-39M. H PLANE
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B

With Avcoat 5026-39M

. With SimulatorI lOeJISOe

0130

320°

50° o
310

60 °
300°

290° 70°
290°

260 O0°
100° 2C00 •

250( I10°
250°

120°
240°

30 °
130 I'30°

220c
140° ?.20°

210 210o

= 900 Open Enaed Waveguide
@ = Variable ,N f = 300 Mcs
Horizontal Polarization *70" Igo' Ground Plane = 1.22),x 1.22),

1Iso. = -i0.75 Heat Shield and Simulator
Thickness = 1.O"

86-9873

Figure21 300MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE,COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT5026-39M
AND SIMULATOR.E PLANE
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_ith Aveomt 5026-39M

I With Simulator .......o

_ (] *o°350°
20°

33O

40°
320° 120°

310c 50° ,_310

60 °
300°

290°

70

280_ 80°
80° 280U

270c 90°
270°

260 O0°
100° 260 °

250' llO _
110 250°

120

23{ 30°
130 230°

2;'0 i40°
220°

21 )o
150 210 0

= 0 ° Open Ended Wsveguide

@ = Varisble 1_ ,9o f = 300 mcs

Vertical Polarizstion 170" 1801 190° Ground Plane = i. 22 k x i. 22 k

Iso. = -10.75 I Heat Shield and Simulator
!

Thickness = 1.0"

86-9874

Figure22 300 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M
AND SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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P_

f = 300 Mcs

With Avcoat 5026-39M

f = 900 Mcs

With 1/3 Scale Simulator .......

330e 30°
33(;°

320°

290° 70°
70 290°

270' 90 °

250c [10o
250 o

120°
240c

230 300
130 230°

220'
140 220 °

210'
15C 210 °

= 900 Open Ended Waveguide
O = Variable _" 180 am Heat ShieSd Thickness = 1.0"

Horizontal Polarization t Simulator 'fhickness = 0.33"
Iso. = -10.75 db I Ground Plane = 1.22k x 1.22k
86-9875

Figure23 300MC AND 900MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT
5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. I: PLANE
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f = 300 Mcs

With AVCoAt 5026-39N

f = 900 Mcs

With 1/3 Scale Simulator ......

350• !o IOo
10° 350 °

340 20°

330° "_')

3 'o° )"% 404
'%,326"

290°

70'

2riO' LO0°
100o 2600

120°
240_ 240 o.. .o.. _ ..

120 ' ,, _ ." ....,'

t : ._ [30°

23( ! Z3Go
130 / • "i "".

"i " "'l"
..

1400
220' 22,0o

140

210 _
15G 210°

= 20 ° ,_ m0' Open Ended Wevegulde

@ = Variable llO 180 = I_ Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Ve_'tical Polarization I Simulator Thickness = 0.33" E
Iso. = -10.75 db I Ground Plan_ = 1.22k x 1.22k

86-9876

Figure24 300 MC AND 900 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT
5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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B

f = 300 MCS
WITH AVCOAT 5026-39M --

. f = 15ooMCSTo" _" WI_H_/5s_, S]_'_OR.....

30°
330n

320°

3:0 q %00050

300' 60°
300°

280° 80°
80' 2@0°

t

270o 90 0

90_ 270o

260'
100o 2600

120°
240 °

23C 130°
130 230°

0o;.20
140 220e

210'
150

-- 90° Open Ended Weveguide1@0

Q = Variable slY' m' Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"
Horizontal Polarization Simulator Thickness = 0.20"

Iso. = -10.75 db Ground Plane = 1.22k x 1.22k

86-9877

Figure25 300 MC AND 1500MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT
5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALESIMULATOR. EPLANE
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f = 3O0 MCS

WITH AVCOAT 5026-39M

I f = 15ooMCSWITH 1/5 SCALE SIMU_TOR
350° O° 10o
10° 350 °

20 °
340°

3j9 ° 30 _
30 330 '_

320_ 40
4G 320 '

240 '_ 120°
;.,0 ° t . . ' ... 240 =

t ii

_.- """- _ i..
23C %. :30 o

130 ' '" Z30°

220 _ 140_
140' 220 o

/'
130 210 °

--0 0 leo Ended Wavegu_ de

O = Variable *9°_I?0' 180° _t@° Heat _hield Thickness = 1.0"
Vertical Pclar_ z_tion I Simulator Thickness = 0.20"

Iso. = -10.75 db I Ground Plane = 1.22k x 1.22k
86-9878

Figure26 300/VCAND 1500MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT
5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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WITHOUT HEAT SHIELD

WITH AVCOAT 5026-39M .......

i_o." !" 1o"

330° 30°
330

320° 40 °
320"

290°

23C 30°
130 _30o

220 Oe
140 220°

210'
150 210 _

= 90° Open Ende_ Waveguide
@ = Variable *m' f = 2200 Mcs
Horizontal Polarization Ground Pl_ne = 8.88)_ x 8.88k
Iso. = -11.2 db Heat Shield Thickness = 1..0"

86-9879

o

Figure27 22r._MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUiDE,WITHANDWITHOUTAVCOAT5026-39M. EPLANE

Q
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WITHOUT }_-AT SHIELD-

WITH AVCOAT 5026- 39M .....

;50:!. ,o.
3S0° 20o

330° 30*_
330:'

40°320a

31_ .... ].... ' ""
5O

3OO
f,O

rio °
250 250 °

'20'

.!
L30°

23C |30 •

io,Q'j
220' 2200

A4(

21 _0*
15C

= 0 o Open Ended Wavegulde
,w f --2200 Mcs

@ : Variable Ira* IW
Verticel Polarization Ground Plane = 8.88 k x 8.88 k

Iso. = -ll.2 db Heet Shield Thickness = 1.O"

86-9880

Fipu,e28 2200MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, WITH AND WITHOUTAVCOAT 5026-39M. H PLANE
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290"

250' 110e
110 250°

120"
240°

23r )30e
130' Z3Co

-q
140 229°

21 50"
IN _tlO"

= 90° Open Ended Waveguide

g = Variable ue ]m" f = P200 Mc8
Horizontal Polarization ; Ground Plane = 8.88), x 8.88k

Iso. = -ii.2 db I Heat Shield and Simulator

86-9881 _ickness = 1.0"

Figure 29 2200 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENAVCOAT _026-39M
AND SIMULATOR. E PLANE
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WITH AVCOAT 5_26- 39M --

WITH SI_JIATOR ......

350e i!" 10"!0 e 350°
20 °

J20" 40

310 50_

220 220"

210'
150' IlOe

= 0° 0p_n Ended WaveguLde160 ",+

@ = Variable **_" 180 iN f = 2200 Mcs
Vertical Polarization J Ground Plane = 8.88k x _._8)_
leo. = -ll.2 db l Heat Shield and Simulator

86-9882 Thickness : !.0"

Figure 30 2200 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMP,.d_ISON BETWEEN AVCOAT 5026-39M
AND SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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f = 2200 Mcs

With Avcoat 5026-39M
_4

f = 6600 Mcs

. With 1/3 Scale Simulator .......
19_0: 10e9SO°

330 30°
330°

320°

50

ISO°
300°

50

290° 70"290°

80 °
280 ° i
80' 280°

110"
250 a

_0_

120_ 240°

30 °
23( 230 _

130°

0'+
Z20' 220o

140

)o

2] 150 _110•

= O0° Open Ended Waveguide
@ = Variable Heat Shield Thickness = 1.O"
Horizontal Polarization Simulator Thickness = 0.3_"
Iso. = -ll.2 db Ground Plane = 8.88k x 8.88_

86-9883

Figure 31 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEEN
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. EPLANE
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f = 2200 Mes

WITH AVCOAT 5026- 3c_

f _ 6600 M_s

WITH 11'3 SCALE SIMULATOR .....

315002 o lOo350 °
20 °

340 °
o

330 30 '
330 '>

290_

70

280 ° 80 °

80 _ 280 °

270 ° 90 o

90_ 270 °

260 © OOo
IOO° 260°

Figure 32 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEEN
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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f = 2200 Mcs

With Avcoat 5026-39M

f = ii000 Mcs

With 1/5 Scale Simulator ......_: • I0+|m e

3_ °

320°

50 °
310°

70 °
290°

280° 80° It,
80' 280"

90 •

90 J

260'
I00° 260:

LO°
11(3 250 •

_o
240' 2400

230° L30°
130 230°

220' 140°
220°

)o
150 210 0

= OO° Open Ended Wavegutde

@ = Variable IW', Heat Shield _lekness = 1.0"
Horizontal Polarization 17# t IN Simulator Thickness = 0.20"

Isc. = -11.2 db J Ground Plane = 8.88_ x 8.88k
n

86-9885

Figure33 2200MC AND 11000MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEEN
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALESIMULATOR. EPLANE

t
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f = 2200 Mcs

With Avcoet 5026-3_4

f = ii000 Mcs

With 1/5 Scale Simulator .......
o 10o350°

20°

330° 30 +
330°

3204 40°
320°

" !". I" _ '"
3JOa " " 'I "'" I "' _0_

50 t .. • _ _10 °

•"E..:_.... !.. .; 60°
' 300°

290 70°
290°

280c 80°
80' 280°

270© 900
90+

260' 00°
100° 2600

250_ !10 °
250 °

240c 120°
240•

I

23( I"0°
130'

220' I'_"
140' 220o

210' 150°
150' 210°

= 0 ° _Open Ended Wavegulde

@ = Variable *_ _ Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"17o" 180" ,eo'
Vertical _olsrlzstion I SlmulBtor Thickness = 0.20"

Iso. = -ii.2 db I Ground Plane = 8.88k x 8.88k

86-9886

Figure 34 2200MC AND i1000 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEEN
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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U_EDANCE COORDINATES--so-OHMCHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0" Ground Plane size = 1. ZZ)_
Simulator ThicKness = 1.0"

\
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IMPEDANCECOORDIHATES--S0_-IMCHARACIT_ISTICI,MPEDANCE
Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

2ZOO mcs. Simulator Thickness Groultd Plane Size
8.88 ,_,
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IMPEDANCE COORDINATES--sO_.OHM CHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield Thickness = 0.33" Ground Plane Size
6600 rncs. Simulator Thickness 8.88 )_
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IMPEDANCECOC)R__TI[S--s0"-OHM CHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE _v

Heat Shield Thickness =0.20" Ground Plane Size
If000 mcs. Simulator T_ 8.88 J_

i
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The experimental results of the char tests are referenced in Table II

by experiment numbers 11 through 20. The char tests were the most
difficult part of the verification tests. It wan originally thought that

the heat shield could be charred its full depth and simulated with a
single simulator. Heat shield_ charred their full depth measured
approximately 36db attenuation in the E plane, the pattern shape was

destroyed and energy seemed to be escaping t_,rough cracks in the
heat shield. The ablator used for these tests • as not bonded to metal

sheets prior to charring. This allowed the ablator to be charred on

the front an6 back face. The samples were seriously warped by the
heat so they cracked when bonded to ground planes. This indicated

that for future charring the heat shield would have to be bonded to the
ground planes prior to charring. If the heat shield were to be charred
its full depth, the thickness would have to 1:,_ reduced to minimize the
attentuation and pattern degradation to the point where meaningful
measurements could be taken.

It was decided to char a 0.25-inch-thick heat-shield its full depth for
the verification tests. The heat shield was bonded t_. the metal pl_te_

w..h high-temperature HT 424 tape.

Charred samples varied considerably in terms ef resistivity as a
function of heat-shield depth. The idea of charring the heat shield its
full dep_h was abandoned. It_,as decided to use a _urface char.

Since the largest oven did not hace the capacity tor a 4-foot x 4-foot
piece of heat shield, the heat shield wa_ charred in nine sections and

reassembled after charring.

A standard Structures Lab furnace made up of a reflector and water

jacket with 96 General Electric 1600 watt T3C1 quartz lamps was used
to heat the. heat shield. The ablatc_r panels were mounted on a transite

backup qhield and ple.ced a distance of three inches from the lamps. Three

ignitronpower supplies were used to power the quartz lamps, one
ignitronper 3Z lamps. Avoltage of 440 volts was applied for nine
seconds to the furnace resulting in a heating rate of approximately

50 Btu/ft2sec. The tests were conducted in an inert mtrogen atmosphere.
Following each test, the furnace was disassembled, cleaned, and
reasser_lbled. (See Figures ,t0, 41 and 4Z.)

The ablator panels were charred to a depth of be'ween one-sixteenth
and one-eighth of an inch.

The ablator appeared to have a higher conductivity at its lower portion
and this was probably due to nonuniformitv of heating. The resistivities

varied from 1.3 ohms per square to 46 ohms per square. Bepea.ed
efforts were made to obtain u1_iform resistivity. Resistivities still

varied across the panels.
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TRANSITE BACK-UP SHIELD

ABLATOR SPECIMEN

I _ QUARTZ LAMPS

"_'_'_ WATER JACKET AND REFLECTOR

m

m

/

86-9892

Figure 40 OVEN TEST SETUP
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Figure 41 "roPVIEWOF CHARREDAVCOAT 5026-39M
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Table II references the experimental data for the charred Avcoat 5026-

39M and its simulators. Note that antenna efficiency was considerably

reduced as a result of the char layer over the antenna aperture.

Upon replacing char with a 1/4-inch nylon antenna window, antenna
efficiencies of the 300 Mc and Z200 Mc antennas increased to within

6.3 percent and 1.3 percent respectively, of the efficiency measured

without heat shield. (See Figure 43. )

The virgin heat shield covered with char was simulated with virgtr.

heat-shield simulator and conductive cloth. The virgin simulator was

approximately7/32-inch thick for full-scale tests. The conductive

cloths required to simulate the char were determined experimentally.

The number of conductive sheets used for each test, with their equivalent

conductivities and resistivities, is given in Table III. The equivalent

resistivity and conductivity was obtained by considering the sheets as

parallel-circuit elements. This theory was confirmed experimentally.

The equivalent conductivities are in no way related to the electromagnetic

laws of scaling. Although the errors at 300 Mc, 900 Mc, and 1500 Mc

appear large on the patterns, they are actually small if these differences

are compared in terms of power to the peak antenna gain without heat
shield.

The nonuniformity of the char layer's resistivity affected the antenna

patterns at ZZ00 Mc with a resultant nonuniform E-plane pattern. The

charred section over the antenna aperture was replaced with another

section. Antenna patterns taken with this char were again nonuniform

and in addition, nonrepeatable. One char layer was chosen for the

verification tests and simulators were made to simulate its patterns.

The simulators developed for the full-scale and scaled cases were

designed to give an average pattern since it was impossible to duplicate

the nonuniform pattern with the simulators. Again, the variations are

not as serious as they appear on the patterns if they are referenced to

the peak gain without heat shield.

Impedance measurements were taken in the same manner as previously
discussed.

The theoretical radiation patterns were calculated with respect to

an infinite ground plane. Since edge effects plated a predominate

role in the patterns taken at g200 Mc, the associated theoretical

patterns can be compared only in envelope. Although the patterns at

300 Mc did not show any serious edge effects, these patterns can not

be compared due to the small ground plane used in the 300 Mc measure-

ments (1 = 1.g2h). The gain at $ = 0 degrees, Q = 0 degrees can be

compared.
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Charred Avcoet 5026-39M

With Simulator .......

!" ,0.380•
20o

30o
330 _'

320°

50°
310 °

60°
300°

290°

280_ 80 °
80' 280°

w|

270c 90 °

90_ 270 °

4D
260'
100° 2600

i10 °
250 o

120°
240•

230 30°
130 t30v

40e
229•

210' 210e

= 90° Open Ended Waveguide

Q= Variable ,mlw% me Heat Shield and Char
liorlzontalPolnrlzetion Thickness = 0.25"
Iso. = O db SimulatorThickness = 0.25"

86-9893 Ground Plane = 1.22 _ x 1.22k

Figure 44 300 MC OPEN-END_'D WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARREDAVCOAT
5026-39M AND SIMULATOR. E PLANE
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Figure 45 300 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BEIWEEN CHARREDAVCOAT
5026-39M AND SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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f = 300 Mcs _'
With Charred Avccat 5026-39M----

f = 900 Mcs
With 1/3 Scale Simulator ......

L -Ii_ee • 10•UO e

30 °
330 °

32A° 40°o
320

310'

290 °

240 °

IN

9oO= lU Open Ended Waveguide
@ = Variable 110 IN Heat Shield and Char
Vertical Polarizatlon I Thickness = 0.25"
Iso. = 0 db I Simulator Thickness = 0.08"

Ground Planes = 1.22 _ x 1.22)_
86-9895

Figure 46 300 MC AND 900 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALE SIMULATOR. E PLANE

I
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f = 300 Mcs
With ChBrred Avcost 5026-39M

f = 900 Mcs

With 1/3 Scale Simulator .......
_: • 10o330 °

340 20 °

330° 30'
313"

320_ 4""
320u

3|0 c ,,

300© 60 _
300°

240' !0_
120 240+

"" "I" '

23_l._o° ....7 t.....

22G_ 140"
140' 2ZOe

210_ 50"
150 21_ °

__-0 0 lJo Open Ended Wavegulde
O = Variable lW11o" 180" ste Heat Shield _nd Char
Vertical Polarization J Thickness = 0.25"

Iso. = 0 db I Simulator Thickness = 0.o£"
Ground Planes : [.22 _ x I._'2)_

86-9896

Figure47 300 MC and900 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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f = 300 Mcs
With CharredAvcoat 5026-39M--

f = 1500 Mcs q
With 1/5 Sc le Simulator .......

,y I" °"NOe

330 ° 330°o

120°
240"

23( 130e
130 t30 _

220"

210 SOe
110 e

_ c_'° Open Ended Waveguide
@ = Vart.ble Im" Heat Shield and Char Thick-
Horizontal Polarization ness= 0.25"
iso. - 0 db SimulatorThickness = 0.05"

86-9897 Ground Plane = 1.22k x 1.22)_

Figure 48 300 MC AND 1500 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALE SIMULATOR. E PLANE

el
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f = 300 Mcs
Wlth Charred Avcoat 5026-39M -_

f = 15OO Mcs

With 1/5 Scale Simulator ......

lll_ °

520°

290° 70 °

70 290°

lO0®

220' (1_

! 40 220"

210' )"
IM 210•

: 0° Open Ended W_vegulde
g = Variable _; Im" Heat Shield and Char

Iso. --0 db Thickness --0.25"
Vertical Polarization Simulator Thickness = 0.05"

86-9898 Ground Plane = 1.22 )t x 1.22k

Figure 49 300 MC AND 1500 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BEI_VEEN CHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALE SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M_

. With Simulator ........5_0: 10e _*950 °
20 °

330° 30°
30 330°

320° 40°
320°

310c

300° 60_
300°

290°

280_
80' 80c"

280 °

2700 90•90_
270°

260c

100° 30° l_260 °

250e
llO' floe

250 °

120°
2400

230° [30•
130 |30 •

Z20' 140"_
140 220•

210'
iSO

•_ Open Ended Waveguide
@ VAriable Im" Im" Heat Shield and Char Thickness

Horlzoutel Polarization
Simulator Thickness = 0.25"

86-9899 Ground Plane = 8.88), x 8.88),

Figure50 2200 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARREDAVCOAT
5026-39M AND SIMULATOR. E PLANE
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Wlth Charred Avcost 5026-39M_

With Simulator .......

I.
_o_ 0 *°°350 °

340 20°

330° 30 _

320° 40°
329'

.... .. !.. o..
.., | -.,

3;5' ' .... I •I" ".- 50°50 • _1_°

,..! ...
• . J.... •

'" I .t

290° 70°
2_0°

280c 80 °
280)

260 O0°
100 ° t60 °

250" llO°
llO 250°

12N°
120_ 240 0

./
230 130°

130

220_ '_40°
140: 220°

21 50°
150 210 °

= 0° Open Ended Waveguide
@ = Variable i,_. 180 Im" Heat Shield and Char

Iso. = O db I Thickness = 0.25"
Vertlcal Polarization J Simulator Thickness = 0.25"

86-9900 around Plane - 8.88 k x 8.88)_

Figure51 2200MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENCHARREDAVCOAT
5026-39M AND SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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Bj

f = 2200Mcs
With CharredAvcoat5026-39M_w

f = 6600Mcs

With i/3 ScaleSimulator....... e
31_: • 10 e950 e

g:
330

320 :_ 40'_
3"_0

290 ° 70 °

70' 29_°

280_
80_ 280°

270 ° 30 °

90o 270 _

m

260_
100°

110 °

110 250°

120°
240 •

230 300
130' 230 '_

0 °
;'20' 220e

1.40

210'
150 210e

= O0° ,u OpenEndedWaveguide
@ = Variable **_" me CharredHeatShield
Horizoz_tal Polarization Thickness = 0.25"

Iso. = 0 db SimulatorThickness= 0.08"

86-9901 GroundPlanes= 8.88_ x 8.88_

Figure52 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. EPLANE
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f : 2200 Mcs

With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M_

f = 6600 Mcs

With 1/3 Scale Simulator ......_: • 10o950°
20°

330° 30_
30 330

31°_ "''" _ .... I 1 _oo

| • i.
.. . . .

• 60 _

j ,O_

I "

290°
70'

280= 80°
80° 280°

2_0< 900

90" 270 °

250c I10°
110 2500

240' 120°
120 240°

23( 30°
130 t30°

40o
220' 2200

210' )o
15C 210°

= 0° si0 Open Ended Wavegulde

g = Variable 170° 180 Charred Heat Shle]d
Verticel Polarization J Thickness _ 0.25"

Iso. = 0 db J Simulator Thickness - 0.0_"

86-9902 Ground PIRnes : 8.88 )_x 8.88k

Figure53 2200 MC AND 6600 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, COMPARISONBETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATOR. H PLANE
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f = 2200 Mca
With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M

f = ii000 Mcs

J With 1/5 Scale Simulator ...... •

_: 0" 10"3_ •

3_° _

320o _o
t20 _

310

2oe° 70°
70' 290°

240 °

130_ 230 °

MOe
140° 220 °

21
1.50 110 e

¢ = 90° *_ Open Ended Waveguide
@ = Variable |m}' Charred Heat Shield

Horizontal Polarization J Thickness = 0.25"
Iso. = 0 db J Simulator Thickness =.0_" "

86-9903 Ground Planes = 8.88 X x 8.88)_

Figure 54 2200 MC AND 11000 MCOPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COMPARISON BETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALE SIMULATOR. EPLANE
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f = 2200 Mcs

With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M-

f = ii000 Mcs

With 1/5 Scale Simulator .......
15000o o 10o350 °

70 _

340 °

330 '+ 40
%31

32.] _ 40 •
¢[ ;/0 '

J :r+,!+/_ c'O' o

50_ ,31 J

3_n_ "_ 60 °
bC 300 °

260' 00°
100° 2600

2_0 llOn

110 250 0

\
249 ° 12. °

2407

230 _ " _9

220' 40 °
140 ° 220 °

210' )o
150' 210 °

.+ _4.-++-w+_-

= 0° _^_'+++'- Open Ended Wnvegul ..
@ = Variable ,9o'110 ]80° lu Charred Heat _hleld

Vertical Polarization I Thickness - 0.25"

Iso. = 0 db I Simulator Thieknes:: - 0.05"

86-9904 Ground }_lane _;._5__ x _. _ k

Figure 55 2200 MC AND 11000 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, COP^PARISON BETWEENCHARRED
AVCOAT 5026-39M AND FIFTH-SCALE SIMULATOR. H PLANE
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Wlth Charred Avcoat 5026-39M--------

Charred Avcoat 5026-39M with
Nylon Window .......

!. ,o.SSOe

33O 30o330

320°

110 e
250 °

110

120°
240 °

30_

130' |30 •

0m
220' 220 e

210' 2100

= 90° Ended Wavegulde
@ = Vsrlable sR Heat Shield and Char
Horizontel Polari_ation J Thickness : 0.25"
Iso. = -I0 db J Ground Plane = 1.22k x 1.22_

86-9905

Figure 56 300 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, CHARRED5026-39M AND CHARRED5026-39M
WITH ANTENNA WINDOW. E PLANE
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With Charred Avcoat 5026-3_--_

Charred Aveoat 5026-39MWith

Nylon Window .......

950 o !o 10o10° 350 °
20 °

320° 40'
40 ;23 '

270_ 90°
90° 270_

23( k'_' _
130° 230" _'--

Z_O' ItOe
140' 220o

210_ ,SO°
150 210°

= 0 ° lW Open Ended Wavegulde

@ = Vsrlsble _" 180 llQ Heat Shield and Char

Vertical Polarization J Thickness = 0._5"

Iso. = -10 db I Ground Plan_ - 1.22)_ x I.;_)_

86-9906

Figure57 300MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, CHARRED5026-39/_ AND CHARRED5026-39M
WITH ANTENNA WINDOW. H PLANE
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RI

With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M

Charred Avcoat 5026-39M with

Nylon Window ...... *91W0: • 10•9SO•

330e 30_
330

320°

2|0 c 80 •
80 ° 2SO•

;SO© ilO •
IIO' 250 °

30 °
13@ ;130°

220_ 140e
220 •

210
IS•

¢ = 900 Open Ended Way•guide

= Variable me Charred Heat Shield

Horizontal Polarization J Thickness = 0.25"Is•. = -I0 db Ground Plane = 8.88 k x 8.88k

86-9907

Figure58 2200 MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDE, CHARRED5026-39M AND CHARRED5026-39M
WITH ANTENNA WINDOW. EPLANE
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With Charred Avcoat 5026-39M --

Charred Avcoat 5026-3q_ With
Nylon Window .......

!. ,0.

320_ 40

130°23C ...... i..
130 "#"" '" 230°

--: .oi..
,.-.o..6..

220( 140°
140 220"

21
ISO 210°

= O° IiO Open Ended Wavegulde
@ = Variable _" 180 m" Charred Heat Shield
Vertical Polarization I Thickness = 0.25"
Iso. = -6.2 db I Ground £1ane = _.88 k x _.88k

86-9908

Figure 59 2200 MC OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE, CHARRED 5026-39M AND CHARRED 5026-39M
WITH ANTENNA WINDOW. H PLANE
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I_EDAI_E C(._RDINATES--SO_ G,ARACTERISTICIMREDANCE

Heat Shield and Char

Thickness = 0. 25 Ground plane size = I, ZZ}t
Simulator Thickne s,

4
Waveguide

ilator and

J't

Figure60 IMPEDANCEOF 300MC OPEN-ENDEDWAVEGUIDEWITH CHARREDAVCOAT
5026-39M AND SIMULATOR 4
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IMPEDANCE COORDINATES--50_OHM CHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield and Char Thickness = 0.
900 mcs - Simulator Thicknel Ground Plane size - I. 22),

inded Waveguide
oat 5026-39_
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IMFEDAHCE COOP,DIHATES--_IM CHARACTERISTICII_EDANCE m
Heat Shield and Char Thickness = 0.25"

1500 mcs. Simulator Thickness Ground Plane si'-',e = 1.22X

Q

Waveguide
Cloth

uide

326-39M
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IMPEDANCECOORDINATES--50-OHMCHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield and Char Thickness = 0.25 t'
Simulator Thickness = 0.25" round Plane size : 8.88X
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IMPEDANCE COORDINATES--SO-OHM CHARACTERISTICIlvtPEDANCE
J)

Heat Shieldand Char Thickness = 0.2

2Z00 race. Simulator Thicknes_ Ground Plane size = 8.88 )t

6600 mcs. Simulator Thic

/
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IMPEDANCE COORDINATES--s0-OHM CHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shieldand Char Thickness = 0.25"

2200 mcs. Simulator Thickness Ground Plane size = 8.88X

ll000 mcs. Simulator

/
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Theoretic al Measured

Frequency Attenuation Attenuation

(Mc) (db) (db)

300 Z. 07 1.5

2200 2.30 1.9
i

The average value for the 2200 Mc antenna was obtained by averaging

the ripple in both the E- and H-plane patterns.

Impedance measurements of the antenna aperture were made at 6600

Mc with a 0, 33-inch heat-shield cover to check the computer program.

The measured aperture impedance was Z -"483 - j 266 without heat

shield and with heat shield Z - Z22 - j I06.3. The calcuiated aperture

impedance was Z - 478 - j 278 without heat shield, and with heat shield

Z = 186 - j 125. The measured and calculated imFedances are within

20 percent of one another. This difference is due to approximations in p_

the compuater progr.-.m for calculation of the C_ integrals. Also, there
is a measurement error in that the measurements were made on a

8.88A ground plane whereas the computer calculations are based on an

infinite ground plane. _p

b. Monopole, Full- and 1/3-Scale-Model Patterns and Impedance

Verification tests made with the monopole antenna are presented in

matrix form in Table IV. The matrix references a series of figures

which are reprints of measured data. Related patterns have been

superimposed to enable the reader to readily compare them.

Only two verification test frequencies were required on the monopolep
2200 Mc and 6600 Mc. The spherical coordinate system used for the

monopole-antenna patterns is defined in Figure 66.

Efficiency was calculated for the 2200 Mc monopole antenna with and

without virgin heat shield. These efficiency calculations were made in

the same manner as described in Subsection D. 3.a with one exception,

only the horizontal component was considered since the vertical

component was negligible, Considerable antenna-pattern distortion

was caused by the heat-shield cover. The 2200 Mc simulator performed

excellently while the 6600 Mc simulator provided good correlation in

respect to pattern shape only.
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q_- 0 •

Z
SIGNAL SOURCE VARIABLE

8=0 °

86-9915 8 = leo"

Figure66 SPHERICALCOORDINATESYSTEMFORMONOPOLE
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3

2200 mcOPENENDEDWAVEGUIDE

(.,,_[ ",

' _A" t

I

15087G '_'_-"-:-"-""

Figure67 2200 MC MONOPOLEANTENNACOVEREDWITHVIRGINHEAT-SHIELDSIMULATOR t
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Without Heat Shield

With Avcoat 5026-39M .......

'5 !° '°"350°
20 °

330° 30 _
.t30

3;,0_ _
320 _

300¢ 60°
300°

290c' in
290°

280° 80°
80c 280°

260 = LODo
100 _ 260 •

Figure68 2200MC MONOi-OLE, WITH AND WITHOUTAVCOAT 5026-39M
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f = 2200 Mc._

With Avcoat 5026-39M

f = 6600 Mcs

With Third Scale Simulator ......

!" ,0.|S@e
20"

350*)

320° 40"
120')

290° 70:
290°

280' 30°
_0' 2|0 _

270_

250' 110_
I10 250 J

130 23O_

220' :40"
140 220'_

210 50)
150 210 0

: 0° Monopoie
@ = Variable a_" Heat Shield Thickness _ 1.0"

Horizontal Polarization I Simulator Thickness =:O.33"
Iao. : -12.7 Ab i Ground Pl_ne = 8.88)_ x 8.88k

86-9918

Figure 70 220CMC AND 6600 MC MONOPOLE ANTENNAS, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT
5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALESIMULATION-POLARIZATION HORIZONTAL
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With Avcoat 5026-39M

With Simulator .......

!. ,o.3N •

3o'_
330

320°

310'
5O

290° 70°
70 290_

280 ° 80 °
80 _ 210°

260' O0°
100° 260*

250 110"
IIC 250°

i30 °
130c Z30 •

220 14_°
140 220e

210' ,50e
150' 210"

_ _ O° *w Monopole
@ Vnrlsble _' _ _ Hest Shield Thickness = 1.0"
HorizontalPolsrlzstlon I SimulatorThickness = 1.0"
Iso. - -i?.'i"db I Ground Plane = 8.88k x 8.88)_

86-9917

Figure 69 2200 MC MONOPOLE, COMPARISON BETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M AND SIMULATOR

b
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i

Ii
IlvU:EDANCE COORDINATES--_OHM CHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield Thickness = I. 0" Ground Plane Size
ZZ00 rncs. - sir_lator Thickn_ 8.88 _. for both

6600 mcs. - simulator T uencies
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The impedance data showed good correlation. The impedance of the

6600 Mc monopole without simulator was matched to the 2200 Mc mono-

pole without heat shield prior to measuring the 6600 Mc monopole with *_
its simulator.

c. Scimitar and Scimitar-Slot, Full- and 1/3-Scale Model Patterns

and Impedance

Verification tests made with the scimitar and scimitar-slot antennas

are presented in matrix form in Tables V and VI. The mettrix refer-

ences a series of figures which are reprints of measured data.

Related patterns have been superimposed to enable the reader to compare

them readily.

The scimitar antenna entails two antennas in one, the scimitar and
scimitar slot. The full-scale scimitar was tested at 300 Mc while its

associated slot was tested at 2200 Me. The scaled frequencies were

900 Mc and 6600 Me.

The spherical coordinate system used for the scimitar and scimitar-

slot antenna patterns is defined in Figure 72,

Antenna-efficiency calculations were made using the same method

described in Subsection D.3. a. Efficiency calculations were made on
both the scimitar and scimitar- ,lot antennas with and without heat *

shield.

The simulator patterns showed good correlation with Avcoat 5026-39

patterns except for the vertical-polarization pattern of th_ scimitar

slot. Impedance data compared favorably at the full-scale frequencies

but not at the scaled frequencies.

d. Simulation Errors

Table VII is concerned with deviations in scaled and full-scale simulator

patterns from the Avcoat 5026-39M patterns at four points in the

forward beam. One column gives maximum deviation between simu-

lator and heat shield, excluding null areas. Another column gives

deviations at the point of maximum radiation on the pattern to be

simulated. Tile remaining two columns show errors in null areas if

any nulls exist in the forward beam. Deviations in null areas are large;

however, the percentage error is relative to power. As an example,

consider the E-plane pattern of the 6600 Mc open-ended-waveguide

antenna with virgin heat shield. At 0 = 70 degrees, the deviation

is 14.0db. The level of the simulator is -13.8db below the isotropic

level while the heat shield is -27.8db below the isotropic level.
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_--0 e

Signal Source VARIABLE

0=0 °

, /
I / Scimitar Connector

_=0 ° I /
8 = 270" I j

8b-9920 8 =18o°

Figure72 SPHERICALCOORDINATE SYSTEMFORSCIMITARAND SCIMITARSLOT
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Figure 74 FULL-SCALE SCIMITAR ANTENNA COVERED WITH VIRGIN
HEAT-SHIELD SIMULATOR
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@

Wlth Avcoat 5026-39M

Without Heat Shield .......

!. -317: 10°

5o_o
330

320°

310'
50

300 _ _G°
300 °

290 ° 70 o
70 290 °

280 c 60 _
80 ° 280 °

270c 9_ o

90° 270 _

2bO' O0°
100° 260°

250c !10 °
25O°

120°
240 °

230 300
130_ 230°

220 0 °
140 220 °

210'
150

¢ = 900 15o Scimitar Antenna

= Variable *so'sin" |m Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"
Horizontal Polarization I Ground Plane = 1.22 )_ x 1.22_
Iso. - -10.75 db I
8b-9921

Figure75 300MC SCIMITARANTENNA, WITH AND WITHOUTAVCOAT 5025-39M-POLARIZATION HORIZONTAL
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With Avcoat 5026-39M

Without Heat Shield .......

3_o !o I0o10° 3500
20°

330° 30 )
30 r_OJ

370° _0

270° 90°
90°

250'
II0

240'
/ '" .| .... 240_

I• I

230 "/.'" "" '1"" 30"
130" .1... 130°• ..o... i. .

I

220
140 22_:'

210' 50=
150 210 •

= O° lso Sclrniter Antenna
190

O = Variable 110" llo" Heat Shield Thlckne"': -- ].O"

Vertlcml Polarlzstlon Ground Pl.ne _ 1.22A x l.;;k --

Iso. = -10.75 db

86-9922

Figure 76 300 MC SCIMITARANTENNA, WITH AND W!THOUTAVCOAT 5026-39M-POLARIZATION VERTICAL
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290 ° 70 _
70 _ 290 °

280° 80°
aO' 280°

90°

9oo

260( L_O9 •
i00 ° 260e

250' I10e
110 2_0 °

J20°
240 °

220'
140 ,T20_'

21
150

- 90° 2°° Scimitar Antenna_w
@ _ Variable Im" IW Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Horizontal Polarization ] Simulator Thickness = 1.0"Iso. : -10,75 db Ground Plane = 1.22\ x 1.22k

86-9923

Figure 77 300 MC SCIMITAR ANTENNA, COMPARISON BETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M AND
SIMULATOR-POLARIZATION HORIZONTAL
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With Avcoat 5026-39M

With Simulator ........

35@@

320°

2700 900

250' I10*290_

120°
240_ 240o
120

_)0°
230 230°

13C

140°
22_ 220•

210'
150 2100

= 0° lu Scimitar Antenna
@ = Variable Hest Shield Thickness 1.0"

Vertlcal Polarization J Simulator Thickness - 1.0"

Iso. = -10.73 db J Ground Plane = I.PPX x l.;'_.),

86-9924

Figure 78 300 MC SCIMITARANTENNA, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M AND
SIMULATOR-POLARIZATIONVERTICAL
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f = 300 Mcs
With Avcoat 5026-39M

, f = 900 Mcs ,
With ]/3 Scale Simulator ......

31S_: tO°990*

330° 30 °
330"

40 o

240' 120°
240*

230 °
130' Z303

D•
220"

21
IM |100

_ 90o Scimitar Antenna
@ = Variable l_, m Heat Shield Thickness = i.O"

Horizontal Polarization J SimulatorThickness = 0.33"Iso. = -i0.77 db Ground Plane = 1.22X x 1.27_

86-9925

Figure 79 300 MC AND 900 MC SCIMITAR ANTENNAS, COMPARISON BErWEEN AVOCAT 5026-39M
AND THIRD-SCALE SIMUMATION-POLARIZATtON HORIZONTAL

k
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f = 300 Mcs

With #vcoet 3026-39N

f = 900 Mes

With 1/3 Scale Simulator .......
_: " 10 •3SO °

20 °

330 39"

320 ° 4_'

240 e' 10°
*'tO"

.|..

.... j. L'
[.*:'3_ • "1' 30 _

130 230"

140' 2_00

21 50_'
150 210 °

= 0° Scimitar Antenna
0 = Variable 180 He_t ,_hleldThickne_:: [.O"

Vertical Polarization I Simulator Thickness O._"
Iso. =-10.75 db J Ground Plane = 1.72)_ x i.;_;_

86-9926

Figure80 300MC AND 9_0 MC SCIMITARANTENNAS, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M
A_.r) THIRD-SCALES_:,_ULATION-POLARIZATIONVERTICAL
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I

With Avcoat 5026-39M

Without Heat Shield .........

3.50o !o 10o10e 350 °
20 °

3300 33f*

40°
40 3200

120_ 240 °

t30 °

130_ 230 :_

220' 1400
14C 220°

ZI

¢ = 90 ° ,a Scimitar Slot

@ = Variable 170" ,W Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Horizontal Polarization Ground Plane = 1.22)_ x 1.22k

Iso. = -11.2 db

86-9927

Figure8! 2200 MC SCIMITAR-SLOTANTENNA, WITH AND WITHOUTAVCOAT5026-39M-
POLARIZATIONHORIZONTAL
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With Avcoat 5026-39M

Without Heat Shield ........

I.
_" 0 xO°350°

20°

330'_ 30°
330'"

320° 40'_
4C 3_0

24C< fl2_ °

°.. .

,.'r,

23( -t
130 _".. t,, 230o

n..... _.o- • "'

t40°
140' 220°

150 210 °

= 0° I_ l_' Scimitar Slot
@ = Variable 170 I_° Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Vertical Polsrlzation I' Ground Plane = 1.22 _ x 1.22_
Iso. = -ll.2 db I
86-9928

Figure82 2200MC SCIMITAR-SLOTANTENNA,WITHAND WITHOUTAVCOAT5026-39M-
POLARIZATIONVERTICAL
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B_

With Avcoat 5026-39M-_

With Simulator ........

1500o lOe350 °
20 °

30 _'
330°

320° 40°
320°

310'

290° 70_
2_0°

260': O0"_ •
ICO° 260 °

10°
llO _50 °

240_ 120°
120 240o

23( 130°
130°

22C'
140' 220°

21
150

= 900 l_ Scimitar Slot

0 = Variable 170" 180 ire" Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Horizontal Polarization J Simulator Thick,_ess = i.O"Iso. = -11.2 db Ground Plane = 1.22 )A x 1.22)_

86-9929

Figure83 2200MC SCIMITAR-SLOTANTENNA, COMPARISON BETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M AND
SIMULATOR-POLARIZATIONHORIZONTAL
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With Aveost 5026-39M--

With Simulator .......

350o !o 10°
]0° 350°

20°

30°
33__

320° _2;o4(

290° 70_
70 290°

280" 80°
80" 280°

260 tO0_
|00_

250' llO°
250 °

\
120°

120° 240 °

230 '30°
130' 530°

t40°220'
140 2200

2o

150 210°

= O° *6° ,9o Selmltar Slot
@ = Variable *I0" 180', Heat Shield Thlekness = 1.0"

Vertical Polarization I Simulator Thickness = 1.0"
Iso. = -ll.2 db I Ground Plane = 1.22 .k x 1.22 k

86-9930

Figure8_ 2200 MC SCIMITAR-SLOTANTENNAS, COMPARISONBETWEENAVCOAT 5026-39M AND
SIMULATOR-POLAr,IZATION VERTICAL
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f = 2200 MoB _ w

With Avcoat 5026-39M

f = 6600 Mcs

With 1/3 Scale Simulator .......

!" "I'_0: I0°350 °
20°

330 30_
330

320° 40°
320°

2aUc 80 o
80° 280o

270a 90°

90c Z70o

260c O0o •
1000 260°

250' 10o
250 °

120_
120 240 •

23( 31)°
130 it30 •

220 c 40 °
140 220°

210
150

= 900 Scimitar Blot
@ Variable

"I_" _ He_t Shield Thickness = 1.0"

Horizontal Polsrization Simulator Thickness - 0.33"
Iso. = -ii.2 db Ground Plane = 8.88 k x 8.88 _

86-9931

Figure 85 2200 MC AND 660(: MC SCIMITAR-SLOT ANTENNAS, COMPARISON BETWEEN AVCOAT
5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALE SIMULATION-POLARIZATION HORIZONTAL
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260" O0°
IvO<' !60o

\ z"

lift

24,,_._ , /___ 120'_

lzo_", .._ 24o°
k

2,A'" 130_'
l,l(l" _JO_

2.(r_ I'0 °
220•

2le,_' -.,., 50°
150_ 210°

_ = 00 lfi_ Scimitar Slot

0 = Variable i70 180° i_" Heat Shield Thickness : loO" I[
Vertical Polarization l Simulator Th_ckness = 0.33"
Iso. = -11.2 db l Ground Pl,_ne = 8.88k x 8.88)t

86-9932

Figure 86 2200 MC AND 6600 MC SCIMITAR-SLOT ANTENNAS, COMPARISON BETWEEN A,VCOAT
5026-39M AND THIRD-SCALE SImULATION-POLARIZATION VERTICAL
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IMPEDANCECOORDIHATES--SO-OHMCHARACI?.RETICIMff.DANCE w_

Heat Shield Thickness = 1.0" Ground Plane size : 1. ZZ
300 mcs Simulator Thickness
900 mcs Simulator

\
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IMPEDANCECOORDINATES--sO-OHMCHARACTERISTICIMPEDANCE

Heat Shield Thickness : 1.0"
2200 mcs Simulator Thickness Ground Plane Size : 8.88 X
6600 race Simulator
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The pattern peak is +5.5db above isotropic. The percentage error

with reference to maximum power radiated is #,

Percentage Error = 0.04169 - 0.00166 x 100 percent 2.13 percent1.884

In other null areas, the percentage error may be considered small
although the decibel deviation is large. For sharp nulls, high
deviations are partially attributable to srnall angular-measurement
errors.

The chart shows a trend of increasing deviations as the scale factor is
r educed.
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APPENDIX B

MID-TEMPERATURE RANGE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT TEST

PROCEDURES FOR AVCOAT 5026-39

(Prepared by Avco RAD under NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-4916)

Input impedance measurements with short samptes in a co-axial transmission

line will be used to obtain the complex dielectric constant of Avcoat 5026-39 in

the mid-temperature range. This measurement method was chosen for its high

accuracy with moderate lengths of medium and for measurement simplicity.

Equipment required for the measurement is a signal generator, a slotted line,

and a short circuited sample holder. See the block diagram and equipment

list (figure B-l). The procedure for the dielectric measurements consists of

measuring the magnitude of the VSWR and the position of the voltage minima,
E rain., with the output of the slotted line shorted, and repeating the measure-

ment with the dielectric medium placed against the short circuit. From these

measurements the propagation constant of the dielectric medium can be obtained

from equation (I):

Emin 2n xo
jtan

tanhyd rl Emax rl
.... i -- (1)

yd 2_'d Emin 2n'xo
I j tan--

Emax rl

where

y = complex propagation constant of dielectric medxum.

d = length of dielectric sample.

rI = wavelength in co-axial line without dielectric medium.

xo = shift in position of E rain. due to the introduction of the dielectric

sample in the coaxial line.

Emin 1

Emax VSVR

The complex dielectric constant is related to the propagation constant by the

equation:

y = iw(+_)z/2 (Z)
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INDICATING !

AMPLIFIER

L
TEMPERATURE ADJ

SIGNAL CONT ROLLABLE
GENERATOR _ SLOTTEDLINE SPECIMEN _ SHORT

CONTAINER ClRCUIT
i

!
ULTRA

THERMOSTAT
i" ,m

Description 300 to 3000 mc 1650 to 3000 mc 4400 mc.o
8000 mc

L

Signal Generator Rohde& Schwarztype SLRD Rohde& Schwarztype Rohde& Schwarz
BN 41004 FNR 1400/58 NGS BN 95147 Fnr. type SMCC BN4143

E32/5/24 Fnr. F13849.

SlottedLine Rohde& Schwarztype LMD Rohde& Schwarztype Sameas 1650 -
BN 39310 Fnr. EF 436/8/26 LMC BN 39310 Fnr. 5000 mc

436/8/29
n

TemperatureControl Rohde& Schwarz200 mm Sameas 300--3000 mc Sameas 300 -
3000 mc

SpecimenContainer BN 39319.

Adjustable Short Rohde& Schwarz50 cm short Rohde& Schwarz13 cm Sameas 1650 -
BN 39592 Fnr. 39592 BN 39591 Fnr. 1439/10 5000 mc

IndicatingAmplifier Rohde& Schwarztype LMC Sameas 300-3000 mc Sameas 300 -
BN 3931 Fnr. KL274/19 2;000 mc

Ultra Thermostat Haaketype NC Nr 61224 Sameas 300-.3000 mc Sameas 300 -
3000 mc

85-6940

FigureS-I BLOCKDIAGRAMOF MIDTEMPERATURERANGEDIELECTRICMEASUREMENTSAND EQUIPMENTLIST

t
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These are standard dielectric measurements avd the procedure is outlined in
detail in references l, 2, 3, and 4.

The equipment _hat will be used to make the measurements is the Rohde and
Schwarz precision coaxial dielectrometer. The Rohde andSchwarz dielec-

trometer is specifically designed to take advantage of the accuracy of the input
impedance measuring method with short samples. This dielectrometer has a

frequency range oi 300 to 8000 mc/s and a -50 to +25q°C temperature range.
See Figure B2.

Because the dielectric constant is not expected to vary appreciably in the mid-
temperature range only a limited number of measurements will be pelqormed.

Table B-I is a tabulation of the frequencies, temperatures, and s.xmple types
that will be measured.

TABLE B-I

FREQUENCIES, TEMPERATURES, AND SAMPLE TYPES

Temperature

Frequencies (Me) Temperature, (Virgin Sample) (Charred Samph).i

Z5"C 180"C 25"C

300 x x x

450 x x x

1000 x x

220_. x x x

5800 x x x

The 5026-39 HCG samples will be machined so *.hat the honeycomb structure is
parallel to the coaxial line longitudinal axis. It has already been determined
that the dielectric constant does not vary significantly with honeycomb orienta-
tion or between 5026-39 HCG and 5026-39 M; therefore only 502_,-39 HCG will be
measured. The charred samples will be oven heated until the sample is com-
pletely visibly charred throughout its volume. A sample Jn each oven run will
be cut open to check for thorough charring.

Sources of Error in Determin!n_ the Dielectric Ccmstants

I. Errors resulting from harmonics in the output of the signal generator
will have a negligible effect in the measured dielectric constant for the
following reasons:
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a. The Rohde and Schwarz signal generators have harmonic suppres-
sion filters.

b. The microwave slotted line has harmonic suppression filters.

c. Low pass filters are also used on the signal gcnerator outputs.

2. Errors due to the depth of the pick-up probe in the slotted line are

negligible because a high-gain VSWR amplifier is used to amplify the out-
put signal from the probe. The high sensitivity of the amplifier allows the

use of very shallow probe depths and therefore the probe produces a negli-
gible perturbation of the electric field in coaxial line. Also by using the one-

half minimum method of measuring VSWR, the probe is placed in a low fictd

strength region of the line and this further reduces field perturbations

3. Possible error due to the slotted line pick-up probe diode detector not

being a perfect square law detector will be eliminated by careful calibration

of the diode over its operating range.

4. Possible errors due to wall losses in the coaxial line are eliminated

by measuring and applying these losses in the calculation of the diel,_ctric

constant. The wail losses in the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer do,

however, set a limit on the minimum measurable sample loss tangent This
minimum value of tan _ is 5 x 10 -4

5. Errors result from the fact that the dielectric sample does not fit in

the coaxial sample holder precisely. By measuring the space distribution

along the length and around the periphery of the sample the corrected

values of the dielectric constant can be calculated. The error is not very

large even if the correction is not applied in the measurements since the

sample will be machined to fit into the sample holder with less than 0. 001

inch air spacing. The 0. 001 spacing would result in an error of 3 percent

for _" and6 percent for tan_ for a dielectric having a _" = 2.0 and a tan
_of 0.02.

No additional error will be introduced due to differential coefficient of

thermal expansion between the sample and sample holder over the mid- -7
temperature ran_, . The differential coefficient is approximately I x 10

so that fit will vary only 1.55 x l0 "5 in. /in. over the temperature range.

6. Errors due to the inhomogeneity character of the sample were des-

cribed in the third hi-weekly report of this contract. These errors are a

maximum of 2.7 percent of the measured dielectric constant.

7. Although z llowances for errors in the specimen dimensions takes care

of the main source of error, it is difficult to say exactly how accurate the

measured results are. Deviations in frequency during the measurement,
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contact errors, and reading errors can influence the measurement of the
complex dielectric constant. One method to take all these errors into _

account is to consider the derivative of expression (1) with respect to y.
dy

Then by obtaining an expression of m relative errors can be analyzed.
Y

Another method is to calculate the dielectric constant from the slotted line

measurement and then repeat the calculation for the slotted line measure-

ment plus the maximum reading error, frequency deviation, and contact
errors.

From either of these two calculations the complex dielectric constant and its

accuracy can be obtained. Although the second method would normally be much

more difficult,in our case it is easier because the calculation procedure for

the complex dielectric constant has already been set up in a computer program.

The accuracy in the measurement of dielectric constant for reading errors,

contact errors, and frequency deviations is 0. Z percent for _" of Z.0. This

error will increase ifthe dielectric constant increases. Ifit happens that the

dielectric constant does increase in mid-temperature measurements, the com-

puter program will again be used to determine the changes in accuracy.

In conclusion, the overall accuracy of the measurement is 6 percent when all

the possible corrections are applied. This error is essentially totally associated

with the 2.7 percent error due to the inhomogeneity of the sample and the 3

percent possible error due to the air space between the sample and the coaxial
line walls.
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APPENDIX C

CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE RANGE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC

CONSTANT TEST PROCEDURES FOR AVCOAT 5026-39

(Prepared by Avco/RAD under NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-4916)

Test Procedure

Input impedance measurements with short samples on a co-axial transmission

line will be used to obtain complex dielectric constants in the cryogenic tem-

perature range. This measurement method was chosenfor its high accuracy

with moderate lengths of medium and for measurement simplicity. Equipment

required for the measurement is a signal generator, a slotted line, a short

circuited sample holder and a dewar to cool the sample to cryogenic tempera-

tures. A block diagram and equipment list appears in figure C-I.Figures C-2and C-3

are sketches of the dewar. The procedure for the dielectric measurements con-

sists of measuring the magnitude of the VSWR and the position of the voltage

minima, E rain, with the output of the slotted line shorted and repeating the

measurement with the dielectric medium placed against the short circuit. From

these measurements the propagation constant of the dielectric medium can be

obtained from equation:

Emin 2_ xo
j tall

• tanh y d rl Emax rl

y_=-J 2_d Emin 21zx° (1)
1-j _ taa_

Emax r1

where

y = complex propagation constant of dielectric medium.

d = length of dielectric sample.

r = wavelength in co-axial line without dielectric medium.1

xo - shaft in position of Emin due to dielectric sample placed in co-axial
line.

Emin 1

Emax VSWR

The complex dielectric constant is related to the propagation constant by the

equation:

y = j _ (¢_)1/2 (2)

4
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INDICATING
AMPLIFIER

|

1
SIGNAL CRYOGENIC

GENERATOR SLOTTEDLINE SAMPLEHOLDER

Description 300 - 3000 mc 1650 - 5000 mc 4400 - 8000 mc

Signal Generator RohdeandSchwarz Rob.deand Schwarz RohdeandSchwarz
Type SLR - BN 41004 Type NGS BN 95147 Type SMCC BN 4143
FNR. 1400/58 FNR. E-362/5/24 FNR. F13849

SlottedLine RohdeandSchwirz Rohdeand Schwarz Sameas 1650 -
Type LMD BN .39310 Type LMC BN 39310 5000 mc
FNR-EF 439/8/26 FNR 436/8/29

Indicating RohdeandSchwarz Sameas 300-3000 mc Sameas 300-3000 mc
Amplifier Type LMC BN 3931

FNR KL 274/19

Cryogenic AVCO made Sameas 300-3000 mc Sameas 300-3000 mc
Sample Holder Zo = 50

85-6941

F;gureC-2 BLOCKDIAGRAM OF CRYOGENIC RANGE DIELECTRICMEASUREMENTSAND EQUIPMENTLIST
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85-6942

Figure C-3 CRYOGENIC SAMPLE HOLDER
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These are standard dielectric measurements and the procedure is outlined in
detail in references I, 2, 3, and 4.

The equipment that will be used to make the measurements is the Rohde and
Schwarz precision coaxial dielectrometer (see figure C-I). The Rohde and
Schwarz dielectrometer is specifically designed to take advantage of the accuracy
of the input impedance measuring method with short samples. This dielec-
trometer has a frequency range of 300 to 8000 Mc.

Because the dielectric constant is not expected to vary appreciablv in the
cryogenic temperature range from that of room temperature only a single tem-
perature measurement will be made for each frequency.

Table C-I is a tabulation of the frequencies and the temperature at which
measurements will be made.

Frequencies (Mc) Temperature ('K)

300 _- 4

450 _-4

ZZ00 _"4

5800 " 4

The 5026-39 HCG samples will be machined so that the honeycomb structure is
parallel to the coaxial line longitudinal axes. It has already been determined
that the dielectric constant does not vary significantly with honeycomb orienta-
tion or between 5026-39 IV[. Therefore, only 5026-39 HCG will be measured.

Sources of Error in Determinin 8 the Dielectric Constants

I. Errors resulting from harmonics in the output of the signal generator
will have a negligible effect in the measured dielectric constant for the
following reasons:

a. The Rohde and Schwarz signal generators have harmonic suppression
filters.

b. The microwave slotted line has harmonic suppression filters.

c. Low pass filters are also used on the signal generator outputs.

Z. Errors due to the depth of the pick-up probe in the slotted line are
negligible because of a high-gain VSWR amplifier is used to amplify the
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output signal from the probe. The high sensitivity of the amplifier allows

the use of very shallow probe depths and therefore the probe produces a

negligible perturbation of the electric field in coaxial line. Also by using

the one-halfminimummethcd of measuring VSWR, the probe is placed in
a low field strength region of the line and this further reduces field

per turbation s.

3. Possible error due to the slotted line pick up probe diode detector not

being a perfect square law detector will be eliminated by careful calibra-

tion of the diode over its operating range.

4. Possible errors due to wall losses in the coaxial line are eliminated by
measuring and applying these losses in the calculation of the dielectric

constant. The wall losses in the _ohde and Schwarz dielectrometer do,

however, set a limit on the minimum measurable sample loss tangent.
This minimum value of tan_ is 5 x !0 .4 .

5. Errors result from the fact that the dielectric sample does not fit in

the coaxial sampl_ holder preci._;ely. This problem is augmented in the

cryogenic test because of _.he differential thermal coefficient of expansion

between 502-6-39 HCG and the sample holder. A knowledge of the sample

to sample holder fit witLin 0. 001 inch at room temperature and a fairly

precise knowledge of the differential thermal coefficient of expansion will

allow correction of the complex dielectric constant to _it.hin 3 percent.
The thermal coefficient of expansion curves for 5026- _9 HCG are available

for temperatures dow l l8"K. Since the curves are _nstant is slope

from 300 to ll8*K, it will be assumed that the curve dyes not :hange slope
down to 4°K. Prior to measurement of dielectric c._,tant at 4"I{, the

diameter of a cylindrica! sample will be compared r.L room temperature
and v8*K (liquid nitrogen) to substantiate in part this ¢'_ntention.

6. Error due to the non-homogeneity character ol _.he sample were des-

cribed in the thirdbi-weekly report. These erro_ s are Z. 7 percent of the
measured dielectric constant.

7. Although allowance for errors in the specimen dimensions takea care

of the main source of error, it is difficult to say exactly how accurate the

measured result is. Deviations in frequency during the measurement, con-

tact errors, and reading errors can influence the measurement of the cc, rn-
plex dielectric :onstant. One method to take all these errors into account

is to consider the derivative oi expression (l) with respect toy. Then by

obtaining an exppression of d),/), relative errors can be analyzed. Another
method is to calculate the dielectric constant from the slotted line meas-

ureme,_t and then repeat the calculation for the slotted line measurement

plus the maximum reading error, frequency deviation and contact errors.

b.
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Fro _n either of these two calculations the complex dielectric constant anl its

accuracy can be obtained. Although the second method would normally be much

more difficult,in our case it is easier because _he calculation procedure for

the complex dielectric constant has already been set up in a computer program.

The accuracy in the measurement of dielectric constant for reading errors,

contact errors, and frequency deviatiovs is 0.2 percent for ¢' of 2.0. This

error will increase if the dielectric constant increases. If it happens that the

dielectric constant does increase in cryogenic ter_,p:,'aturemeasurcrnents,

the computer program will again be used to d,'ter-nine the changes in accuracy.

In conclusion, the overall accuracy of the measurexnents is 6 percent when all =-

the possible corrections are applied. This error is essentially totally associated

with the Z. 7 percent error due to the inhomogeneity of the sample and the 3

percent possible error due to the air space between the sample and the coaxial
line walls.
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APPENDIX D

HIGH TEMPERATURE RANGE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT TEST

PROCEDURES FOR AVCOAT 5026-39

(Prepared by Avco/RAD under NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-4916)

A. INTRODUCTION

Room temperature complex permittivity measurement of materials at micro-

wave frequencies can be readily accomplished by the short-circuited line

method. With slight modification, this method can be extended to be melting

point of high temperature microwave components. The upper temperature

limit for this method is 1500°K, so it is unsuitable for the 2000°K problem at
hand.

An alternate technique to be considered is the microwave interferometer or

reflectometer. In this method the microwave components can be separated

from the hot sample and operated at room temperature. Unfortunately,

relatively large sample sheets are required to avoid edge diffraction and it is

then difficult to achieve a high uniform temperature throughout the sample.
For this reason the method is considered unsuitable.

A resonant cavity dielectrometer will be used to overcome the difficulties

inherent in the above dielectrometers in the temperature range of 500°K to

2000°K. In this method a small sample will be introducted into a conventional

cavity resulting in a measurable perturbation in the cavity resonant frequency.

By progressively varying the sample size (always small compared to one wave-

length), an effect on the cavity can be selected to optimize measurement

accuracy. A small sample has the obvious advantage of being easily heated.

In the method, the sample is heated outside the cavity a_d rapidly inserted into

the cavity to avoid heating the microwave equipment.

Using this technique the complex permittivity of _vcoat 5026-39 will be meas-

ured at 2000°K + 100°K for the following frequencies: 250, 1000 and 3000 Mc.

B. THEORY

Birnbaum and Franeau have developed a perturbation theory I which gives the

changes in resonant frequency (f) and loaded Q(QL ) of a cavity due to a small
perturbation of the cavity. They considered two cavities, 1 and 2, which

differed slightly due to the presence of a dielectric material in cavity 2. If the

material has a relative complex dielectric constant of,'-i_'" and a permeability
of 1 then:*

IBimbaum, G., and J. Ftaaeau, Measurement of the Dielectric Constant and l.oss of &_lids and l.lquids by a (.avity
Perturbation Method, J. Appl. Phys. (August 1949), pp. 817-818.

"Refer to list of symbols.
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V E1 E2 dV2

V 1

_V EIE2dV2
l I ,, 2 (2)

Q2 Q1 _V E_ dV 1
1

where V2 _nd V1 are the volume of the dielectric and the cavity respectively,
and E 1 and E 2 are the electric field intensities of cavity 1 and 2.

These equations become useful when the perturbation of the cavity is small

enough so that E l and E2 are approximately equal. The relative error due to
this approximation is of the order:

fl - f2 1
+ -- {3)

f2 Q2

The error can be kept small by controlling the sample size.

A TMG,0 cavity has been selected because it provides a maximum sensitivity

for the dielectric measurements. In addition, the field configuration is such

that a dielectric sample off the cavity axis does not create a serious error.

The field equations for a TM010 cavity in cylindrical coordinates are given

by: 2

E, : Eo : 0 (4)

Ez = En Jo (pr) {5)

2.405
where (Or) = _ and a is the radius of the cavity.

A

Figure D= 1 is a diagram of a cylindrical dielectric rod in a cavity for the case

where ro < a. Equation (1) and (2) become respectively (6) and (10) when

generalized to include the effects of the dielectric rod being slightly off axis.

Equation (1) becomes:

2Montgomery, C.G., Technique of Microwave Measurements, Radiation Lab Series; McGraw-Hill (1947), p. 299.

=g14=
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fl - f2 0 2= "rt/2 GO

(6)

The effect of the dielectric rod being off-center in the cavity (r° < b) can be
examined by expand1ng j2 (pr) in an infinite series and integrating the first
few terms.

Jo (pr)= = 1 + (7)
(n!)2 4 64 '

n=O

p2r2 3 p4r 4Jo2(p,)= + -- -.... (s)2 32

Substituting equation (8) into (6) and integrating with respect to r, 0 , z yields

fl - f2 b2 b2
- 185(('-I)-- - 145-- -290 (9)

f2 a2 a2 a2 /

and equation (2) becomes

1 1 b2 (1 b2 r°2_
= 370 _" _ - 1.45 2.90 (10)

Q2 Q1 a2 _ a2 /

For this case where a > b > ro, the correction factor to the volume fraction

of dielectric sample is negligible. Typically, a - Z0 b ; therefore, the cor-

rection factor would be of the order of 2 percent if the dielectric rod is dis-

placed such that ro = b. The second term in the correction expression results

from terminating the series expansion of the Bessell function after only two

terms, In the limit, correction terms involving only (b/a)n should sum to
zero.
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L b : RADIUS OF LItMPLE
ro z SAMPLE DISPLACEMENT FROMCENTER OF CAVITY

85-6943

Figure D-1 DIELECTRIC RODDISPLACED(Fe < b)

The change in Q and resonant frequency can be measured by a number of

techniques if the dielectric is stationary in the cavity, However, when the

dielectric is dropped through the cavity, time does not permit the usual

measurements. Instead, phase shift and transmission loss, which are directly

:elated to the Q and the frequency shift, are measured. From the measured

phase shift and transmission loss the following equations may be solved to

obtain the complex permittivity.

The transmission loss of a cavity near resonance is given by: 2 r

Po 4_]_2
TL : -- : (ll)

(l+_l + _2)2 + 4Q°2 \fo /

When the resonant frequency, io , of the cavity is applied, Af = O

The impedance of the cavity is given by

Z - R I + El + _2 + 2j _ (IZ)

from which the phase angle becomes

i •20.ofo
6 tan -t (13)

2 Montgomery,op. cir., pp. 289-291.

t.
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Introduction of the dielectric sample into the cavity is equivalent to including

an additional resistance and reactance in series with the equivalent circuit of

the cavity. This results in an additional coupling term, fld, in addition to the
frequency shift. Equations (11) and (13) are changed to include the coupling

4fllf12
T2= (14)

(l+fl1+fl2+fld)2 + 4Q_ k/o /

2Q° fo
_2 = tan-I ' (15)

1+fll + f12 + fld

Using equation {lO) and neglecting the off axis correction factor, the following

expression for Q2 is obtained.

QI 116)
Q2 = 3,70 Vf Q1 _'' + 1

whe re

a2
Vf=

b2

The quantities to be measured are:

I. The ratio of transmission Io_. with the sample In the cavity to the

transmission loss of the empty cavity measured at the empty cavity

re sonant frequency.

2. The phase shift of this signal with and without the sample in the cavity

substituting the relations.

Qo = (I + fll+ f12)Ql = (I + fll+ f12+ fld)Q2 117)

and following this procedure using equations (9) and (I0), neglecting the off

axis correction factor, equations (14) and (15) become:

_ = (3.70 QlVf_'" + 1)2 + [3.70 Q1vf(_ "- 1)] 2 -l
T1 1181

3.70 VfQ 1 (f' - 1)
_fi2 = tim-1

3.70 V/Q1 _'' + 1 (19)
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Solvingandattenuation.theseequations simultaneouslYl/2yields_" and _"'in terms of phase shift !j

Iiit,. 2 4,2
•r I +

3 70Q1 Vf

1/2

-1

_2 ( tan2_2 + 1)
pe

3.70QlVf

C. MEASURING SYSTEM

Phase and transmission measurement ol the signalpassing through the test
cavity can be conveniently measured with a bridge circuit (see figures D-Z, D-
3, and D-4 and tables D-I, D-II, and D-Ill). The receivers used to monitor the

outputof the bridge are capable of continuous measurements with 10 _sec time - -
resolution.This resolutionis more than adequate to monitor the perturbation ,_
resultingfrom the sample being dropped through the cavity

The bridge is designed around the vector additionproperty of the microwave

tee or resistor combiner. If the reference and cavity arm input signals to the
tee and their vector sum are measured, a vector trianglecan be established
with three known sides. The enclosed angle which is the phase shiftof the
cavity can then be calculated using the law of cosines.

Sensitivereceivers are used to detect the output of the cavity arm and the sum
output. Since the reference arm remains fixed throughout the measurements,
itneeds only to be set initially.It should be noted that a.dequateisolationhas

been incorporated in the bridge to avoid interactionbetween the bridge arms
and the local oscillatorsof the receivers.

D. MEASUREMENT ERROR

The sum and cavity receiver outputs are displayed in time by means of an

oscilloscope. Since the vector bridge and receivers are calibrated by precision
attenuators, the only significantmeasurement error is due to the resolution
limitationof the oscilloscope display. This reading error will be maintained at

approximately 2 percent by proper selectionof the oscilloscope vertical deflec-
tion sensitivity. By applying the Z percent reading error of the receiver outputs
to the law of cosines, the phase error can be determined. Itshould be noted

that small inaccuracies in the measurements of the receiver outputs can cause
large errors in the phase, ifthe vector triangledoes not approximate an
equilateral triangle. Therefore, the amplitude and phase angle of the reference
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REFERENCEARM RESISTOR
LINE STRETCHER COMBINER

ATTENUATOR VARIABLE ATTENUATOR SUM ARM
ATTENUATOR RECEIVER

DIRECTIONAL
ATTENUATOR ATTENUATOR CAVITY COUPLER

CAVITYARM _R
ATTENUATOR

Table D-1 EquipmentList for Figure D-2

N_,£. Description Manufacturer'sMooel No.

1, Signal Generator Hewlett Packard608C Serial No. 1497
2, Resistor Divider Micro Lab DA 4 MN
3, AttenuatorStep Hewlett Packard355C
4. AttenuatorVariable Weinchel Eng.905 Seriat No. 265
5, Line Stretcher Micro Lab ST 05N
6. Attenuator Step Hewlett Packard355D
7, Resistor Combiner Micro Lab DP 5 MN
8. Receiver NemsClark 1670 F Serial No, 314
9, Attenuator Micro Lab AB 10 N
10, Receiver Nems Clark 1670.E Serial No. 380
11, Attenuator Micro Lab Ab 05 N
12, Directional Coupler Narda 3000-10 Serial No, 619
13, Cavity AVCO madeTM 010 fc 250,4 mc Q 1240
14. AttenuatorStep Hewlett Packard355 C
15, Attenuator Step Hewlett Packard355 D

116 -le44

Figure D-2 HIGH-TEMPERATURE DIELECTRIC MEASURING
SYSTEM (f = 250 mc)
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RESISTOR | LOCALr-_ i--_ OSCILLATOR
REFERENCE ARM COMBINER

D ' "
ATTENUATOR LINE STRETCHER

ATTENUATOR E_'_ SUMURECEIVER

RESISTOR E _ SIGNAL

DIRECTIONAL

ATTENUATOR CAVITY COUPLER E _ LOCAL

_JRECEIVER d

, ; TableD-2 EquipmentList forFigureD-3

No. Description Manufacturer'sModelandSerialNo. _:

1. SignalGenerator PolaradMSG-1 SN166
2. ResistorDivider MicroLabDA4 MN
3. Attenuator MicroLabAB 20 N
4. Attenuator MicroLabAB 20 N
5. LineStretcher MicroLab SR 05 N
6. ResistorCombiner MicroLabDA5 MN
7. Attenuator MicroLabAB 10 N
8. Attenuator HewlettPackardModel394A SerialNo. 058
9. Cavity AVCOmadefc 1010 Mc q 927
10. DirectionalCoupler NardaModel3002-10 SerialNo. 1112
11. Attenuator MicroLabAB 20 N
12. Attenuator MicroLabAB 20 N
13. LocalOscillator HewlettPackard614A SN 1108
14. LocalOscillator HewlettPackard612A SN 687
15. Detector HewletiPackard440 A
16. Detector HewlettPackard440 A
17. ReceiverAmplifier LEL Mod:301 DSOSerialNo. 7050
18. ReceiverAmplifier LEL Mod301 DSOSerialNo. 705:3

89-6945

FigureI).-3 HIGH-TEMPERATUREDIELECTRICMEASURING
SYSTEM(f = 1000 mc)
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REFERENCE ARM

VAR IOdb
ATTEN ISOLATOR ATTEN

_JATTEN SLI DE
SCREW

STRETCHER DETECTOR TUNER TERMINATION

_JATTEN
OSCILLATOR rEE"YB'RD

I----ImlSTORI--;'-IS,O.AL SUM •

L__JDIVIDER L___JGENERATOR L___j RECEIVERDETECTOR

IOdb 2
_ATTEN [___ LOCAL_OSClLLATOR
/ CAVITY
/ RECEIVER

VARIABLE I-" "]ISOLATOR t'117 I PREcIsION 12 ,J
LTj ATTENUATION I-

_ -'1 DIRECTIONALU COUPLER
ISOLATOR CAVITY CAVITY

ARM

TableD-3 EquipmentList for F!gureD-4

No, _ Manufacturer'sModelNo.andSerialNo.

1, SignalGenerator(Sta-Lo) LabforElec. Mod814-S-1 SerialNo.409
2. ResistorDivider MicroLab- Mod. DA4MN
3. Attenuator Narda757-10 SerialNo. 700
4. '_ttenuator Narda757-6 SerialNo. 483
5. LineStretcher MicroLabSR-O5N
6. Attenuator DemorhayBonardiL430 SerialNo. 2671
7. isolator MicrowaveAssoc.Mod170 SerialNo. 16
8. Attenuator Narda757-10 SerialNo. 701
9. Termination FXR - ModS501B SerialNo.274
10, HybridTee FXR - Mod5622A SerialNo.042
11, SlideScrewTuner FXR - Mod5211A SerialNo.317
12. Isolator MicrowaveAssoc,Mod170 SerialNo, 12
13. Detector Hewlett-PackardMod440A
14. Receiver- IF Amplifier LEL Mod301 DSOSerialNo. 7051
15. LocalOscillator HewlettPackard616A SerialNo. 1995
16. Attenuat_ MicroLabMOd.AB10N
17. PrecisionAttenuator DemorhayBonardlL410 SerialNo. 2670
18, Isolator MicrowaveAssoc.Mod170 SerialNo. 15
19. Cavity AVCOmadefc 3000 rncQ 1300
20, Isolator MicrowaveAssoc.Mod170 SerialN©. 15
21. DirectionalCoupler NardaMod3003-10 SerialNo,600
22. Attenuator Narda757-6 SerialNo.482
23. Isolator MicrowaveAssoc.Mod170 SerialNo.4
24. Detector HewlettPackardMod440A
25. Receiver- IF Amplifier LEL Mod301 0 50 SerialNo. 7052
2b. LocalOscillator TS 403 B/U SerialNo. 279

CoaxialtoWaveguideAdapters FXRMod$311A

85-6946

FigureD-4 HIGH-TEMPERATUREDIELECTRICMEASURING
SYSTEMIf• "4000mc)
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voltage will be adjusted so that the phase shift caused by the sample passing

through the cavity will create an equilaterial triangle, r##

Ifthe 2 percent reading error is applied to the differentiated law of cosines for

an equilateral triangle, the following results evolve:

d_ - _ _ {ZO)
RC sin q5

wher e

--sum

= cavity vector

= reference vector

0.02 + Ct02 + 0.01
d_ : = (zl)

0.88

@

d_b -- 0.0575 r..disns ._ 3 degree,. (22)

Since the reference arm amplitude is accurately measured under static con- s
ditions and does not change under dynamic conditions, its error has been

neglected.

Applying the errors of 2 percent in measuring transmission loss through the

cavity and the 3 degree error in phase shift to formula_ 9 and I0, the measuring

accuracies of _' and t'" may be obtained. When the loss tangent 4"/4" is less

than I, the errors inc" and c'" are approximately 5 percent. As the loss

tangent increases from I to 20, the accuracy of 4" degenerates rapidly and for

loss tangents above 20, 4" can no longer be obtained from ,_.quations (9) and

(10). However, the accuracy of 4" remains approximately 5 percent through-

out the measuring range of the equipment.

It can be shown that for loss tangents greater than 10, the real part of th_ corn-

plex dielectric constant need not be known to calculate attentmtion through a
dielectric.

The equation that describes attenuation through a dielectric for tan 8 from
O. 05 to 50 is:

././17.37 " /I +tm 2B - 1
s._o . _ {Z3)

A V F° 2

t
-ZZZ-
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Substituting 7= for tan8 and setting _o = 1

8.686a ffi 17.37 n/ e' /l+(e"/,') 2 - 1

_/ 2
( Dp

for---- > I0
p m

I

17.37 / e'" - c"
8.686 a = _ n ¢ 2

knowing that _'" > 10_' the second term in the numerator may be neglected.

This assumption-introduces a maximum error of 10 percent which diminishes as

tan _ increases. Equation (23) becomes:

8.686a = 17.37 w _
V 2

It can be seen that for high loss tangents the attenuation through a dielectric is

a function of _". Therefore, to calculate or t_) simulate the attenuation through

a material with _an 8 > 10, only the imaginary part of the complex dielectric
constant le ") needs to-be known.

E. LIMITATIONS OF MEASURING RANGE

As previously stated, cavity perturbation depend_ not on_/ on the electrical

properties of the material, but also on the fractional volume of the cavity

occupied by the sample. Therefore, as the dielectric constant of the sample

increases, the volume of the sarr.ple will be decreased in order that the cavity

perturbation remain in the measuring l ange of the test equipment. This reduc-

tion in sample size has a practical limit of approximately a I/4 inch diameter

rod. Below this thermal cooling of the sample would become a problem as it

is dropped from the oven through the cavity. This lower limit in sample size

also lim:ts the upper measurable range of the sample's loss ranger', because

the skin depth becomes less than the sample radius for high loss tangents,

therefore perturbation theory, no longer applies. This upper limit of the ioss

tangent is l04 and 10 2 for the 300 Mc and 3kMc cavities, respectively, when the

dielectric constant (_ ") is approximately 2.

-?.23-
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F. CALIBRATION OF CAVITY DIELECTROMETER i

The cavity dielectrometer accuracy will be checked by measuring the known

properties of several'dielectric rods, The room temperature dielectric con-

stants of these rods will be approximately that of the Apollo heat shield at

elevated temperatures. The dielectric properties of the rods will be measured

in the Rohde and Schwarz dielectrometer prior to the measurements. By this

procedure, a correction factor will be applied to the discrepancies in the

cavity perturbation method.

G. SAMPLE TEMPERATURE CONTROL

A cylindrical oven containing four 18 inch 6-kw GE quartz heater lamps will

be mounted above the cavity. The oven and cavity will be purged with nitrogen

during the heating and measuring process to prevent decomposition of the
sample.

The internal temperature of the sample will not be measured directly with

each test due to complications that arise in removing the thermocouple from

the center of the sample before it is dropped through the cavity. The internal

temperature will be measured indirectly by relating the internal sample tem- J
.J

perature to a thermocouple located outside the sample. This will be done by

placing a thermocouple outside the sample in addition to one inside the sample

and measuring the rise times of both thermocouples until they reach an equili-

brium at 2000 °K. Using these two curves, the thermocouple outside the

sample will be used to monitor the internal temperature of the sample. _

MEAS U_IEMENT PROCEDURE

1. Calibrate receiver.

_. Null bridge by adjusting variable attenuator and pt, ase shifter in the

reference arm of the bridge. This will make the reference and cavity arms

of the bridge equal in amplitude and in phase.

3. Insert 60 degrees phase shift in reference arm of the bridge. The

equilateral triangle is now set. (The cavity, reference and sum outputs
of the bridge are all equal when the equilateral triangle is set. )

4. Insert sample into cavity.

5. Record amplitude changes in cavity and sum outputs of bridge (see

figure D-5).

6. Apply cavity and sum outputs in step 5 to law of cosines and obtain

phase angle between reference and cavity arms of bridge.
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7. Apply the attenua tion in the cavity arm of the bridge and the change in
phase between cavity and reference arms of the bridge when the dielectric t

sample is inserted into the c_vity to equations (9) and (10). This will
yield the dielectric constants of the sample that was inserted into the cavity.

w

m
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (All Units inks)

a cavity radius

b radius of sample

cavity vector

E electric field

E1 electric field intensity of cavity 1"

E2 electric field intensity of c_'vity 2*

f frequency

fl resonant frequency of cavity 1

f2 resonant frequency of cavity 2

Af fl - f2

j v'=T-
l length of cavity

Po power out of cavity

Pl power into cavity

Qo unloaded cavity

QI loaded Q of cavity 1

Q2 loaded Q of cavity 2

r° distance between cavity and dielectric sample center lines

reference vector

S sum vector

T 1 transmission loss of cavity 1

T 2 transmission loss of cavity 2

'Cavity 1 is without dielectric sample.
'Cavity 2 ie withdielectric sample.

-227-
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (All Units inks) (Concl'd)

V I volume of cavity

V2 volume of sample

Vf fraction of sample volume to cavity volume

Z impedance

._ cavity axis

fl input cavity coupling coeffic!ent1

f12 output cavity coupling coefficient

fld dielectric coupling coefficient

absolute complex permittivity If

_o free- space permittivity

_" real part of relative complex permittivity

"" imaginary part of relative complex permittivity

_o free- space permeability

_1 phase shift of cavity without sample

62 phase shift of cavity with sample
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